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ABSTRACT

NATIONAL POSTCOLONIAL: REPRESENTATIONS OF
THE “ENEMY WITHIN” IN CANADA’S NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS

Wendy Naava Smolash
University of Guelph, 2004

Advisor:
Professor Ajay Heble

This thesis examines current constructions of “the enemy within” in Canada’s 

national newspapers through an analytical framework inspired by Noam Chomsky, 

Edward Said, and other theorists including Critical Whiteness scholars such as Richard 

Dyer. It theorizes national newspaper narratives through a counterdiscursive close 

reading of coverage of the “Project Thread” arrests over a three-month period in The 

Globe and Mail and The National Post. This coverage of the “preventative detentions” of 

international students from Pakistan and India reveals patterns that resemble the 

racialized representation of bodies deemed "the enemy within" during World Wars One 

and Two. Through such factors as repetitions, juxtaposition, the nature of headlines, 

quotations, and images, and the placement and size of stories, this thesis argues, Canada’s 

national newspapers privilege the circulation of dominant notions of "the enemy within," 

the axes of which are media(ted) discourses of “the Nation,” “Muslims,” “Immigrants,” 

“Terrorism,” and “Whiteness.”
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Introduction: Making the (L)Inks

An October 5, 2003 article in The Globe and Mail captures an altercation between 

Canadian Alliance MP Stockwell Day and Arab League Secretary-General Amr Moussa. 

The article deals with the detention of Maher Arar, a Canadian man deported by the 

United States and held without charges in a Syrian prison. Report of the dispute follows a 

quote in which Foreign Affairs Minister Bill Graham says that “The Ottawa man [Arar] 

should either be charged with something and brought to trial in a public court or released 

to Canada” (Sallot A10), after which the article states that Day and Moussa began to 

argue about Israel. It concludes:

Mr. Moussa and Mr. Day continued the heated exchange after the 

committee hearing at the back of the room, until the Arab leader noticed 

journalists’ microphones. This was a private conversation, Mr. Moussa 

said, walking out as Mr. Day called out to him, “We have freedom of the 

press in this country.” (“Official to Probe” A10)

This article’s linking of due process and freedom of the press, and the humourous 

reproduction of civil rights discourse in the mouth of famously conservative Stockwell 

Day, indicates that these two related concepts, of due process and a free press, hold 

significant currency in Canadian society. The juxtaposition of these comments is readily 

intelligible to the public; it mobilizes a discourse about what Canada means that is likely 

to resonate in the popular consciousness: that “we” in Canada respect civil liberties as a 

matter of course, and that “Arab countries” (Al 0) should take a lesson from us in this 

regard.
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We undoubtedly do have something called “freedom of the press” in Canada. But 

what forms does this freedom take? How effective is legal freedom at creating an 

environment in which journalists, editors, and publishers can actually provide Canadians 

with the information we need to be informed participants in civil society? As I write this 

introduction, major newspapers feature front-page headline stories with giant photos of 

Maher Arar, the Canadian man detained without charges in Syria. Over several weeks, 

they cover the controversy over his detention and then the joyful reunion with his family 

upon his release, with close-up, sympathetic images of his wife and young daughter.

Meanwhile, a Syrian man living in Canada, detained without charges or bail in a 

Toronto prison, held in solitary confinement for two years, receives little to no coverage 

in the national newspapers, not even a brief. That is until concerned citizens begin to pass 

his story over listserves and as email forwards. Soon Hassan Almrei, on a hunger strike, 

starts to receive mail from strangers in his Metro Toronto solitary cell, and people begin 

to call the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to request that he receive charges and 

access to the evidence against him after two years in prison. When a human rights NGO 

writes a press release, Hassan finally receives attention from the newspapers: a small 

story buried between ads on page A6 of The Globe and Mail, with a wallet-sized formal 

portrait of Hassan. The article does not contextualize his arrest nor make links to the story 

of Arar. It presents no dynamic images of Hassan in j ail or of his family, no blaring front

page headlines, and minimal follow-up. It seems when Canada performs a detention 

without charges, that event is not newsworthy, but when certain other countries detain 
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without charges, that event is top news. The question is: what makes a story newsworthy, 

and what factors shape the text that does appear when a story is covered?

To use a parallel example, liberals such as Mary Wollestoncraft and John Stuart 

Mill argued for legal freedoms for women in western societies, only to have second wave 

and later feminist thinkers discover that women were unable to make full use of those 

freedoms once they were gained. Only with an understanding and critical rethinking of 

hegemonic ideological structures did legal changes begin to bring about actual freedoms, 

in a long and slow struggle that is still underway. My point is that laws alone cannot 

protect a freedom as abstract and difficult to apprehend as freedom of the press. A whole 

set of other factors are at play in shaping media content, unregulated and, broadly 

speaking, unrecognized, because the media messages that circulate the ideology also 

reinforce the notion that their messages are universal, natural, commonsensical: in short, 

that the perspectives they present are the only ones worth knowing.

This thesis examines such newspaper narratives. Specifically, it articulates 

constructions of “the enemy within” in Canada’s English-language national newspapers 

through an analytical framework inspired by Critical Whiteness Studies and by 

Noam Chomsky, Edward Said, Karim H. Karim, James Winter, and Frances Henry & 

Carol Tator. It theorizes these national newspaper narratives through a three-month case 

study analyzing coverage of the Project Thread arrests in The Globe and Mail and The 

National Post. An interrogation of this coverage of the “preventative detentions” of 

international students from Pakistan and India reveals patterns continuous with the 

racialized representation of Germans and of other bodies deemed "the enemy within" 
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during previous times of war. Through this analysis, which interprets such factors as 

repetitions, juxtaposition, the nature of headlines, quotations, and images, and the 

placement and size of stories, I attempt to address the question of whether Canada’s 

national newspapers privilege the circulation of dominant notions of "the enemy within" 

at the expense of other important voices.

With this purpose in mind, Chapter One provides context: newspaper coverage of 

previous internments of “the enemy within” in Canada, authorized under The War 

Measures Act: the development and nature of Canada’s newspaper industry and its 

interlinkages with elite communities; and current relevant legislation such as The Anti

Terrorism Act and The Immigration and Refugee Protection Act. Chapter Two provides a 

set of theoretical paradigms provided by Chomsky, Said, Winter, Henry & Tator, Karim, 

and Critical Whiteness Studies scholars such as Richard Dyer. These theoretical tools 

inform a detailed close reading of the case study in question, which is presented in 

Chapter Three: an analysis of all the items, including news, features, editorials, letters to 

the editor, and poetry, that explicitly mention the Project Thread detainees in The 

National Post and The Globe and Mail1 of August, September, and October 2003. A chart 

of the items collected appears in Appendix A.

1 This thesis has chosen to concentrate on the two national daily newspapers to the exclusion of local 
dailies or “community” (i.e. weekly, biweekly, or monthly) publications. As self-consciously national 
sources of news. The Globe and Mail and The National Post attempt consciously to structure the nation. 
They provide dominant national discourses that mold the ideological shape of this disparate community, for 
good and for ill. However, they are only one set of many potential sites of exploration.

Before I can begin to address these questions about newspaper texts, however, 

several questions must be raised. The first is a prior question of disciplinarity (or rather, 

interdisciplinarity): why analyze newspapers for an English thesis? The answer is, quite 
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simply, because the tools of analysis used by the discipline of English literature studies 

lend themselves to an analysis of all texts. While one might argue that newspapers are 

non-literary in the traditional, or formalist, meanings of that term, I argue that they are 

nonetheless a form of storytelling that represents reality, and a very popular and 

pervasive one. In order to understand the encoded ideological messages transmitted 

through this popular textual medium, I depend upon the old-fashioned skills taught in 

English classes: close reading, comparative and critical analysis, and an understanding of 

the operation of tropes and figurative language in constructing and communicating 

meaning.

As the inductive nature of the analytical chapter indicates, however, I do not make 

claims to empirical objectivity. I do not believe one should. To claim objectivity when 

describing ideology’s operation within a national imaginary is to claim a neutral lens, and 

if Foucault’s argument shows us anything, it demonstrates that perceptions of what 

makes for truth are based on who has the power to shape what is “within the real.” Rather 

than staking a claim for an objective number-crunching interpretation of the newspaper 

texts, I present a critique based on a desire to defamiliarize this newspaper discourse. 

Newspaper representations are powerful in that they are naturalized and therefore hard to 

perceive when one is subject to them, as we all are who belong to this imagined nation.

I attempt to defamiliarize the texts in several ways. First, I compare them to older 

newspaper texts that are unfamiliar because of distance in time. I attempt to highlight the 

intertextuality between the older texts and the present-day ones, so that by recognizing 

terms and concepts in the outdated newspapers we may come to recognize their presence 
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in the current context as well. Next, I defamiliarize the discourse by comparing various 

parts of the newspaper stories in order to highlight internal contradictions and 

inconsistencies. For instance, the newspaper texts selected for analysis speak a 

contradiction between Canada’s self-representation as a country that respects 

international law and upholds human rights, and the competing information that says that 

Canada should imprison non-citizens without fair trials, should use surveillance, 

interrogation, and preventative detentions on citizens, and should allow trials that do not 

require foil disclosure of evidence to the accused, in order to keep “the country” safe. By 

pointing out that these two arguments, which are mutually exclusive, both appear within 

the news discourse, I hope to draw attention to the cracks in these representations of 

Canada, to bring an awareness of the presence of people denied fair trials here into the 

realm of the knowable within the dominant national discourse.

I also defamiliarize the texts by addressing the internal contradictions that inform 

the creation of the newspaper itself: contradictions between meeting the public 

expectation for a watchdog press, and meeting the responsibilities engendered by the 

newspaper’s operation as an ideological state apparatus. Finally, I defamiliarize the 

stories by foregrounding the violent assumptions that underlie a surface polish, tracing 

Orientalist themes and assumptions through their archeology in the discourse of and 

about Western society, with the help of Karim and Said. “Because ideology is usually 

seen as mystifying or distorting or concealing the relations of power within society, an 

ideological reading of a text is usually contestational and involves revealing lacunae, 

omissions and distortions” (Solecki 558). I am primarily interested in addressing the 
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discourse itself, its internal inconsistencies and structure, relying on the Foucauldian 

assumption that a text at once reflects, and produces, the sense(s) of the real prevailing in 

the society within which the discourse exists.

In the interest of allowing readers to be able to respond and come to their own 

conclusions, I wish to present and foreground the constructedness of my texts. The need 

to create a body of work to analyze, and the defining of this set of stories as my subject, 

was shaped as much by the intended scope of the project as by qualities internal to the 

texts selected. Had I analyzed the media coverage of other stories about “enemies 

within,” such as that of the five men held without charges for several years in Toronto, 

there would have been comparatively little material to work with. Similarly, the many 

detentions of immigrants and refugees in jails and detention centers in Canada do not 

make it onto the newspaper radar often enough to allow for as productive or condensed a 

set of texts. On the other hand, had I attempted to analyze every instance of 

representations of bodies positioned as Eastern or darkened, the result would have been a 

massive volume too unwieldy for the parameters of an MA thesis. Although these 

absences are important and constitute a site for potential future exploration, for this 

project I wanted a sizeable but contained body of texts that would offer enough material 

about the “enemy within” to work with. I extracted the “story” about the Project Thread 

detainees (creating, in a sense, two anthologies) by reading the news sections of the two 

papers cover to cover and selecting every instance of direct reference to the story of the 

arrests. The stories I chose explicitly mentioned the case, either by naming one of the 

men, mentioning Project Thread or the Ottawa Business College, or by a variety of terms 
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such as “the terrorism-immigration probe,” the “19 men arrested as possible threats to 

national security,” “the 21 Pakistani men arrested as terrorism suspects,” etc. I initially 

started with a four-month period that included November, but realized that the material 

appeared almost exclusively within a narrow band of time that ended in October, as the 

chart in Appendix B indicates.

I chose to read the news, business, and focus sections but, after some examination, 

not the arts, sports, automotive or other sections, since preliminary readings demonstrated 

that they were unlikely to yield results and I wanted the time to focus in depth on the 

sections I did read. I also chose to exclude other appearances of references to “enemies 

within” that appeared during the three-month period but that did not refer directly to the 

Project Thread detainees in some way. These artificial delimitations shape the analysis, 

along with my own position as reader.

A word should also be said about that position. I say above that what is known is 

always informed by the subject position of the one who does the knowing. In coming to 

this critique, I wish to recognize the privilege of my positions as whitened2 and 

anglophone, which prevent me from perceiving many forms of oppression and protect me 

from being forced to perceive them. On the other hand, I wish to foreground as well my 

liminal position within Canadian discourse, as a secular Ashkenaze Jew and a first- 

generation Canadian raised in the working class, pluralistic, urban neighborhood of Cote 

Des Neiges in Montreal. A conception of this “difference within” as “Canadian,” encoded 

2 Thanks to David Hudson for providing this term, which succinctly expresses the observation that the 
category of racialized whiteness, in all its material power, is always already a construction inscribed upon 
bodies in a contingent performance of race, rather than corresponding to phenotypical bodily qualities in 
any stable or fixed way.
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by a Trudeau-era primary education, informs my way of perceiving reality. A family 

history that includes memories of genocide, and a sense of collective history that includes 

being positioned as the racial other within Western societies at various historical 

moments, provides a paradigm that informs a sensitivity to the power of an authoritative 

discourse that acts to darken and disempower minorities. There exist, as well, long Jewish 

traditions both of exegesis and of questioning received knowledge and authority: indeed, 

of questioning everything, vociferously and with passion. In writing this thesis, then, I am 

also claiming my own culture’s tradition of critical and close textual analysis.

Why should we care about how the newspapers represent "enemies within"? We 

should care because Canada’s self-image holds to certain ideals of a liberal democracy 

that respects individual freedom. Those ideals include the implicit assumption that 

Canada upholds the standards of international covenants claiming basic human rights for 

all people, regardless of citizenship. Although non-citizens do not have foil rights, such 

as the right to vote, in Canada, these ideals hold that the people of this nation, citizen and 

non-citizen alike, are (idealistically speaking) protected from arbitrary positioning as the 

"enemy within." The dominant discourse about Canada holds that when someone is 

suspected of being an “enemy within,” we employ systems of due process, which include 

providing a fair trial and foil access to evidence by the accused, within a reasonable 

amount of time, to establish guilt and innocence. We do not assume guilt but, rather, 

presume innocence until guilt can be proven by a system of law with built in checks and 

balances. These are ideals upon which the state's legitimacy is, discursively speaking, 

constructed. Indeed, as the news discourse indicates, we distinguish Canada from other 
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nations that do not follow these processes or adhere to these ideals. As I have discussed, 

newspaper discourse favourably compares Canada to countries such as Syria and Saudi 

Arabia, and holds such "Canadian" ideals up as ones that must be adhered to by all 

nations.

We also hold, as Canadians, to certain ideas about the rights and responsibilities 

of those citizens that are corporations. Media corporations in particular are granted 

special rights and privileges within a liberal democracy. On the one hand, they have a 

responsibility to the state, and indeed form part of it, as chapter one elucidates. As 

publicly-traded corporations, they also have a fiscal responsibility towards their 

shareholders. However, as I will elaborate further in chapter one, we also understand 

media corporations to have a responsibility to the public, acting as organs of our right to 

know and thereby to make informed political choices about and within our society.

Nevertheless, society is only imagined unity, and that "we" that I use so freely in 

the above paragraph is a fraught term rent with cracks and fissures. This thesis speaks 

to the cracks in that discourse, speaks to the ways culture operates and constructs itself, to 

the ways it reifies and reinforces these ideas of coherent nationhood. In this spirit, rather 

than to use an "empirical" method, or to claim objectivity with all the erasures inherent in 

that impossible neutrality, I wish to recognize instead that I do not at the outset have 

distance from my subject matter. I wish to recognize that I occupy a specific position 

within this society and that I am subject to, and fluent in, its naturalized cultural idiom. 

Rather than assuming objective distance, I begin with the assumption that these 

naturalized texts are difficult to perceive, and attempt to gain some amount of distance, to 
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attempt to denaturalize this idiom while operating from a position within the culture, by 

employing the tools provided by the theorists outlined in chapter two. Rather than 

applying a systematic methodology, I wish to learn a way of seeing through these 

methodologies, a way of analyzing the cultural discourse present in the newspapers, in an 

attempt to denaturalize the discourse and thus perceive it more accurately, from within. In 

that sense this thesis both operates within, and talks back to, the culture. The appendices 

provide the reader with the scope of the material analyzed, while the analytical chapter 

itself provides an intuitive cultural critique of that material, using a way of seeing 

garnered through theoretical engagements.

As a result, the analytical methodology that I rely on primarily is a subjective 

close textual analysis; I wish to treat newspaper discourse as a narrative that represents 

and acts on reality, and to analyze its ideological content as one could a work by 

Margaret Atwood or Susanna Moodie. Through this flexible and interdisciplinary 

methodological approach, which relies on careful attention to textual detail but does not 

attempt to provide a “neutral” analysis - because that concept of neutrality is inherently 

flawed -1 hope to access notions of identity that occupy the Canadian social imaginary.

What story do The National Post and The Globe and Mail tell? No less than one 

version of this country’s collective sense of self as it is continually constructed and 

reconstructed in the public sphere. I undertake this specific study in order to bring into 

relief the terms of this discursively constituted Canadian identity: to ask who “we” are, 

and how this “we” comes to be - questions central to Canadian literary studies since the 

early years of the field, and further popularized by such canonical literary figures as
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Northrop Frye. Furthermore, key to this thesis is the belief that any study undertaken 

within the humanities is more interesting and compelling if it tells readers something 

about the world around us: if it makes us see “home” - this country - more clearly: a 

purpose which is also familiar to the student of literature.

As Chandra Talpade Mohanty argues, “home” is always and already not what we 

think it is, because it is predicated on the invisibleness of the histories of others who have 

a home in the same theoretical, demographic, or geographical location (Martin and 

Mohanty 294). “Canada” and “the West” are two such ideological “homes.” I use the 

term “West,” for instance, as an already-troubled discursive construction that 

encompasses a set of linked signifiers connoting false binaries - including such notions 

as whiteness, goodness, civilization, or rational thought - rather than designating an 

absolute category or geographical location.

Theorists such as Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky, Edward Said, James 

Winter, Frances Henry and Carol Tator, and Karim H. Karim provide a framework from 

which to analyze such ideas about “home” and otherness that circulate in the newspapers. 

These media representations are important because they play a role in the construction of 

the notion of the Canadian nation by producing “us” - the bodies that deserve attention 

and protection - and “them” - the ones who must be silenced and kept out of the body of 

the nation, either through attempted exclusion at the geographical borders, or by keeping 

the “enemy within” imprisoned or repressed. While my goal is to examine current 

constructions of “the enemy” in the English Canadian imaginary as evidenced and 

reproduced by recent discourse in national English-Canadian textual news media, I do not 
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wish to construct a simplistic application of theoretical models. These are complex issues, 

and I wish to present them in their complexity to the extent that I can. I use the theories as 

a productive lens; as Said cautions, each case must be examined in its specificity.

The arrests that are the subject of this news discourse took place in the early hours 

of August 14th, the day that would later see the big power blackout of 2003. This 

“preventative detention” of Pakistanis and one Indian was dubbed “Project Thread” by 

the RCMP and Citizenship and Immigration Canada, seemingly because the men were 

connected by the “thread” of the Ottawa Business College, a defunct school in Toronto 

they listed on their applications for student visas.

The national papers do not mention the arrests until much later. The story only 

broke into the national consciousness nine days later when a government document used 

at a hearing, which listed official suspicions against the arrested men, surfaced in an 

article in The Toronto Star. The Globe and Mail and The National Post then covered the 

story; their subsequent narrative, which presented the highest volume of items in late 

August and early September and then faded away over the next month (see Appendix B), 

told a story about “us” and “them” in which emerges a distinct pattern.

In some ways continuous with representations of “enemy aliens” and “fifth 

columnists” that circulated during the World Wars, the newspaper discourse about this 

story gives considerably more space to government and official voices and significantly 

minimizes the voices of lawyers for the men, strongly downplaying the voices of the men 

themselves; it notes generalized fear with no attributed source; it repeats the details of 

suspicion often, and early in each article; it privileges accusations and assumptions of 
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guilt, privileges official viewpoints in headlines, and places accusatory language on the 

front page while locating statements in support of the men’s innocence on inside pages 

and in latter parts of articles. It sets up the terms of the debate over whether the men are 

or are not dangerous, lauding officials for acting prudently and cautiously in detaining 

them preemptively. The newspaper narrative also associates religiousness with terrorism 

as though the two coexist in a one-to-one ratio, and over the three months it presents 

images of the men seen from a distance, through video cameras, in orange prison 

uniform, slanted downwards, looking angry, and in shadow. A high number of stories 

have no photo or image at all, which is striking compared to similar stories receiving 

attention at the time.3 This focus on official perspectives pushes aside necessary debates 

over the loss of civil liberties. How can readers of newspapers critically analyze these 

messages and become active, self-aware decoders? Chomsky’s propaganda model offers 

a place to start.

3 In The Globe, the arrest and death of photographer Zahra Kazemi in Iran and the incarceration of 
Maher Arar in Syria received repeated, large, and colour images, while in The Post the detention of 
William Sampson in Saudi Arabia received weeks of high-profile coverage with a mix of giant colour 
images and large black and white ones accompanying the foil text of Sampson’s diaries about his 
experience.

In Manufacturing Consent: the Political Economy of the Mass Media, Chomsky 

and Herman describe the mass media as a set of “ideological institutions that carry out a 

system-supportive propaganda function by reliance on market forces, internalized 

assumptions, and self-censorship, and without significant overt coercion” (306). 

Although this statement refers to the American context, James Winter argues that the 

same is true in Canada:
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As evidenced by their [...] coverage of the “Attack on America,” the 

[Canadian] media [...] seldom stray from the policies, statements and spin 

of the U.S. administration and its client governments in Canada, Britain, 

and elsewhere. This may mean simply overlooking some things, or 

suffering from apparent historical amnesia, or adhering to what George 

Orwell called the “prevailing Orthodoxy.” (MediaThink xvii)

In their recent book Discourses of Domination: Racial Bias in the Canadian 

English-Language Press, Henry and Tator examine the related issues of anti-immigration 

sentiment and the racialization of crime in the Canadian print media. They provide useful 

examples of effective discourse analysis in the context of Canadian newspapers. 

However, they do not deal directly with the construction of “the enemy within” during 

war. Although in the American and international contexts previous research is available, 

when we turn to the Canadian context this area remains significantly underexplored 

despite its urgent relevance.

Accordingly, this thesis argues that Canadian newspapers produce and reproduce 

an enemy for public consumption. This discourse has perhaps the strongest effect on 

bodies produced as the “enemy within.” First Nation Peoples, as well as certain other 

“hyphenated Canadians” positioned as enemies at various moments such as German-, 

Austrian-, Italian-, Japanese-, or Arab-Canadians, are placed in this darkened position.4 

As I will discuss further, race is a powerful social construction rather than a natural 

reality, as evidenced by the shifting of various bodies in and out of whiteness depending 

4 This thesis does not focus on the representation of African-American or First Nations bodies in 
Canadian newspapers, although media discourse places these bodies in what might be described as a 
constant state of war with/in the nation.
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on context and moment.5 Enemy status is linked to bodily darkness such that bodies 

positioned as the enemy are actively darkened in popular perception.

5 See Ian Haney Lopez, White By Law, for a documention and analysis of the shifting positions of 
human bodies with regard to whiteness in American naturalization case law. One of the repeated 
accusations against the Project Thread detainees is their connection to “Pakistan’s Punjab province, noted 
for its Sunni Muslim extremism” (“Immigration Authorities” A2). Therefore, particularly relevant to the 
case study is Lopez’ discussion about the shifting identity accorded to bodies originating in the Indian 
subcontinent, and in the Punjab area specifically, who are deemed Caucasian in some court decisions, and 
not in others, a distinction that allowed or excluded them from membership in the citizenry. See also “Race 
Definition Run Amok: ‘Slaying the Dragon of Eskimo Status’ in Re Eskimos, 1939” in Colour-Coded: A 
Legal History of Racism in Canada, 1900-1950 by Constance Backhouse for an analysis of attempts to 
classify human bodies along racialized phenotypical lines in Canada.

In today’s climate, this constructed enemy once again finds its archeology in the 

tradition of Western Orientalism, in notions of the dark, threatening, and exoticized 

Eastern Other. This discourse, which makes its way into the media through the filters 

Chomsky describes, may serve to “ready the public for war” (Manufacturing xxiv) or, as 

with the case study, to create the moral basis for repression and denial of human rights 

within Canada.

With regard to the representation of bodies with whom “the West” perceives itself 

to be in conflict, particularly during times of war, the role of the media in society is vital, 

and any lack of responsibility all the more apparent to a critical eye. Edward Said 

describes the media’s potential for irresponsibility in their portrayal of one such “enemy” 

group in his book Covering Islam:

[R]easoned, well-researched, alternative views have been barely in 

evidence; the market for representations of a monolithic, enraged, 

threatening, and conspiratorially spreading Islam is much greater, more 

useful, and capable of generating more excitement whether for purposes of 
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entertainment or of mobilizing passions against a new foreign devil.

(xxvii)

In our times, the Canadian cultural landscape has seen a resurgence in the representation 

of Muslims and Arabs as metonymically fused with notions of bodily darkness, and with 

images of terrorism and fundamentalism, such that “Muslim” stands for “Arab” stands 

for “dark” stands for “dangerous.” These representations mobilize an absurd yet powerful 

racially inflected popular myth: that of the monolithic, uncivilized, savage, inferior 

“enemy” irrationally bent on destroying “our” Western, white (yet generously pluralistic), 

civilized world. Those people who live in Canada who are positioned as the other by this 

discourse, be they citizens, immigrants, refugees, or non-status people (recognized and 

unrecognized by the Canadian government), are faced with a discourse that others them 

within their own society.

Understanding the operation of this newspaper discourse with regard to the 

“enemy within” requires an understanding of what newspapers are, who owns them, and 

how they function. I have attempted in chapter one to provide some of this background. 

That said, certain difficulties present themselves to any student of media discourse. The 

specifics of newspaper ownership change so quickly that any attempt to map out 

ownership can be little more than a snapshot of one moment in an ever-changing river of 

mergers, buyouts, buybacks, and coups. However, as the Kent Commission states, and as 

I will elaborate in Chapter One, there is pattern in the constant flux: the concentration of 

newspaper ownership in fewer hands and by ever-larger corporations with increasingly 

significant non-newspaper holdings.
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There are, of course, also certain other limitations that were unavoidable. For 

instance, I was unable to examine every version of the national papers that circulate each 

day. The same issue of a newspaper varies by region and over the course of the day, so 

that the issue that finally goes to microfiche is often a very different creature from the one 

that first went out to stands and doorsteps before the break of dawn. Similarly, the 

national paper read by folks in downtown Toronto varies from that read in Moose Jaw, or 

in Victoria, or in Greater Toronto Area towns like Guelph or Peterborough.

Furthermore, material limitations impose themselves on any study of newspapers, 

because newspapers (in their actual, paper incarnations) are ephemeral. They are kept in 

libraries for three months, in some archives for longer, but soon enough they are 

microfiched and then destroyed. Hard copy (paper) archives are preserved rarely if at all; 

none were available in an accessible location when I conducted this study. Microfiches 

have several failings: as noted above, they are edited, so they differ from the versions on 

the street, which I believe are the ones that really matter. Secondly, they are preserved in 

low-quality black and white. In a study on representations of race, details of image 

reproduction and their synergistic effects on text and communication are 

methodologically important, or even vital.

Which leads to another point. For this study I chose to create a hard copy archive 

of several months’ worth of newspapers, thereby sidestepping (for the most part) reliance 

on microfiche, at least for the case study. However, even hard copies present difficulties 

when approached for analysis because they deteriorate quickly. Thus, images, and their 

impact and relationship to adjacent textual elements, alter subtly after even a few months 
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of yellowing. Finally, the operation of newsstands and the impact in cities and towns of 

front page images and headlines placed in windowed boxes on streets cannot be 

measured in a study such as this one, but nonetheless have an impact. These factors shape 

the national imaginary even for those who do not read the newspapers regularly.

Despite, or perhaps because of, their ephemeral qualities, newspaper perspectives 

are a powerful force, describing and shaping events that have profound ethical 

implications for a nation that defines itself officially as multicultural and that strives, at 

least on the surface, for equality. Due to a desire for focus, this thesis does not explicitly 

address debates around multiculturalism in Canada. These debates certainly inform the 

personal motivation if not the theoretical underpinnings of this thesis. However, I wish 

here to focus my contribution on one specific way in which official notions of 

multiculturalism simply do not alter the realms of ideological operation in which the ideal 

of equality fails to actualize, fails to displace longstanding notions of a white (and, by 

semiotic inference, Christian) Canada. What interests me, and what I have therefore 

chosen to focus on, is the newspaper discourse’s naturalization of embedded ideas about 

Canada and Canadians that still legitimize links between notions of race, ofgood and 

evil, and of national identity, and which through their sheer ubiquity prevent us from 

accurately perceiving the stubborn rigidity of the discourse in operation.

It should be noted that this analysis simply describes the workings of corporate 

“media structure and performance, not the effects of the media on the public [...] Where 

the public’s interests diverge sharply from that of the elite, and where they have their own 

independent sources of information, the official line may be widely doubted”
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(Manufacturing xii). Multiculturalism is a double-edged blade: as Himani Bannerji 

elaborates in The Dark Side of the Nation, popular multiculturalism can be a site of 

grassroots agency, in contrast to official multiculturalism’s reification of social norms of 

power (5). With this in mind, the conclusion will locate sources of alternative information 

and critique that can help build media literacy skills, to develop in readers the ability to 

“speak to multiplicities of tradition and power relations between them, marking the 

internal power-inscribed differences within the space of the nation” (5). While 

marginalized in their scope and reach, these sources such as listserves, independent 

community newspapers and magazines, and media literacy initiatives, nonetheless 

present a vital alternative and complement to the national corporate news. As Herman 

and Chomsky note: “the organization and self-education of groups in the community [...] 

and their networking and activism, continue to be the fundamental elements in steps 

toward the democratization of our social life and meaningful social change” 

(Manufacturing 307).

I believe it is necessary for all members of society to learn how to decode these 

news media messages, for they cannot be ignored even if they are difficult to perceive, 

and they impact significantly all levels of material life in this country. Anyone who ever 

thinks of what it means to be Canadian, including those who create and those who 

enforce policy and law, invokes sets of signifiers and symbols steeped in these messages. 

During times of war, it becomes all the more important for us all to make ourselves aware 

of where our ideas come from and what constellations of thought they belong to; it is 

with this in mind that I wish to share these ideas. In the words of Edward Said:
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[T]he intellectual[’s] role has an edge to it, and cannot be played without a 

sense of being someone whose place it is publicly to raise embarrassing 

questions, to confront orthodoxy and dogma (rather than to produce them), 

to be someone who cannot easily be co-opted by governments or 

corporations, and whose raison-d’etre is to represent all those people and 

issues that are routinely forgotten and swept under the rug. The intellectual 

does so on the basis of universal principles: that all human beings are 

entitled to expect decent standards of behavior concerning freedom and 

justice from worldly power or nations, and that deliberate or inadvertent 

violations of these standards need to be testified and fought against 

courageously. (Representations 12)

I write this thesis in a climate of heightened political tensions, “a time for the adversarial 

journalism of the fourth estate: for watchdogs rather than lapdogs” (MediaThink xx). It is 

a time when those with some measure of security and audience in this society must use 

that privilege to highlight the positions of those whose rights are breached and ignored, 

ironically, in the name of national security.

As my opening example demonstrates, the notion of Canada as a country that 

respects civil liberties is so current in popular discourse that its relative truthfulness can 

be ignored. The Foreign Affairs minister can use the implicit claim to Canada’s 

uprightness in support of an argument to release a man held in another country, even as 

men are held without charges in Toronto prisons; he can use the discourse to attack a 

foreign injustice even as the Canadian government commits a similar act. The article 
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quoted in the opening to this introduction is not the only one to ignore this inconsistency 

and make use of these implicit assumptions. These discourses of otherness, present in the 

very documents that shape the nation, that shape our notion of ourselves, are effectively 

camouflaged by naturalization. It is important to defamiliarize them so that we can 

accurately perceive the ideology at work: to develop, as Chomsky has suggested, our 

skills of “intellectual self-defense.”
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Chapter One: “Perspective is Everything”

Mr. Speaker, nearly half a century ago, in the crisis of wartime, the 

Government of Canada wrongfully incarcerated, seized the property, 

and disenfranchised thousands of citizens of Japanese ancestry. We 

cannot change the past. But we must, as a nation, have the courage to 

face up to these historical facts... I know that I speak for Members on 

all sides of the House today in offering to Japanese Canadians the 

formal and sincere apology of this Parliament for those past injustices 

against them, against their families, and against their heritage, and our 

solemn commitment and undertaking to Canadians of every origin that 

such violations will never again in this country be countenanced or 

repeated.

-Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, House of Commons debates, 
22 September 1988 (emphasis added)

As this quote indicates, the Canadian government has publicly stated that in the 

early half of this century wrongs were committed against minority groups in Canada. 

Called “enemy aliens” and “fifth columnists” during World Wars One and Two, 

numerous minority groups who are today positioned as closer to the mainstream of 

Canadian society, such as people of Italian or German ancestry, were positioned as “the 

foreign body” (Macklin 392) within the nation during periods of war. These shifting 

subject positions accorded, over time, to racial and ethnic groups in national discourse 
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demonstrate that the notion of the nation is constituted through dialogue, in a constant 

state of reinvention and self-questioning, subject to relations of power. This thesis asks 

whether today, the image of those bodies produced in the national imaginary as Middle 

Eastern, Muslim or Arab, “three groups whose membership overlaps, but is not at all 

identical” (Choudhry 368), is a site of the same kind of demonization in the national 

imaginary. Whatever the term used, “enemy alien,” “fifth column,” “illegal immigrant” - 

or “security threat” - is history repeating itself, targeting a new group, and are the 

national newspapers playing the same kind of role they played during wars in the past?

Newspaper producers at their best work hard to avoid bias. However, as Edward 

Said reminds readers, based on Gramsci’s premise, we have yet to invent a means by 

which to separate knowledge producers from the fact of their existence in society 

(Orientalism 10). Those who write, edit, and publish the news that Canadians rely on as 

our source of knowledge about our society are not separate from their specific positions 

within society. This fact shapes what even the well intentioned can know and say about 

the events they describe. When it comes to the depiction of people deemed “enemies 

within,” especially during the heightened tensions of wartime, we would do better as a 

society to approach this important site of knowledge production with an attitude of 

careful scrutiny and attention to detail, rather than to simply insist that the limitations of 

perspective do not exist. As a Globe and Mail subscription ad says so aptly, “perspective 

is everything.”

Popular texts such as fiction and newspapers can legitimize and naturalize 

injustice; likewise, they can bring into the national imaginary knowledge of previously • 
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hidden history and thereby delegitimize this naturalization of injustice. Joy Kogawa’s 

best selling novel Obasan illustrates both these practices at work. It depicts the role that 

newspapers played, for good and for ill, as the West Coast’s Japanese Canadian 

community was destroyed under the Defence of Canada Regulations, authorized by The 

War Measures Act. At the same time, Kogawa’s novel, as a text, forever altered the 

popular imaginary in this country; it brought previously naturalized injustice to the fore. 

It humanized the “enemy within” so that the repression brought against a minority 

community during World War Two was brought into stark relief against a flat backdrop 

of notions of multicultural harmony.

Analysis of newspaper discourse suggests that newspapers, like fiction, can and 

sometimes do champion civil rights. They can draw public awareness and attention to 

abuses, but as stated above, they also can naturalize, legitimize, and ignore injustices; and 

they very often do both at the same time. However, analysis of the dominant message 

conveyed by news discourse during previous moments of war indicates that a generalized 

demonization of the “enemy” prevailed, legitimizing - and indeed spurring - unjust 

actions taken by the government against members of Canadian society, even as the papers 

also at times criticized circumventions of due process and other injustices.

In order to understand the case study under analysis, some background 

information about these texts is necessary. What are Canada’s daily newspapers, and how 

did they come to be what they are today? In this chapter I provide a very brief history of 

newspaper ownership and concentration, with some reflection on the impact of these 

factors on content and perspective. This chapter also provides a brief history of previous 
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war time internments under the War Measures Act of those deemed “enemies within,” at 

other moments in Canada's history, and of coverage in the national press of those 

communities; for, as Kogawa’s character Aunt Emily says, “the past is the future” 

(Kogawa 42). I provide as well a shorthand version of the legal context for current 

detentions under anti-terror and immigration laws. In an attempt to balance accuracy with 

brevity, I have of necessity omitted much detail, with the result that this contextual sketch 

merely scratches the surface of these histories. It is intended as backdrop to the case study 

rather than as exhaustive research in its own right, to help us see whether Kogawa’s 

Naomi is correct when she says, “And no doubt it will all happen again, over and over 

with different faces and names, variations on the same theme” (Kogawa 199).

The War Measures Act was first enacted in 1914 in response to the threat of the 

Great War. The Act was used to suspend numerous civil liberties and “permitted 

overriding the normal operation of the federal system” (Peppin 131). The aspects of 

concern to this thesis are that the Act allowed the executive (i.e. Cabinet and the Prime 

Minister) to make important decisions without requiring recourse to Parliament; Orders- 

in-council, signed by a few officials, could allow for the registration and “preventative 

detention” of people deemed alien enemies in both World Wars:

Citizenship, the right to hold property, freedom to contract, the right to 

bring a civil suit, freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of 

association, habeas corpus, equality before the law, due process, the right 

to a fair trial, the presumption of innocence, and the rule of law itself have 
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all been denied in greater and lesser measure under the War Measures Act. 

(Peppin 131)

Under the Act, members of Canadian society were detained without charges. More 

attention to this period in Canadian history is clearly needed, as much of the scholarly 

work on “enemies within” in Canada focuses on World War Two. However, Yurij 

Luhovy’s NFB film Freedom Had a Price states that Between November 1914 and June 

1920, nearly 9000 “enemy aliens” were interned in 24 camps from Nova Scotia to British 

Columbia. In addition, roughly 88,000 had to register as enemy aliens, and were required 

to report and pay fees each month to the police. Real estate and securities were 

confiscated from internees and never returned.

According to the film, identity papers had to be carried at all times, as failing to 

do so led to internment. Those who were unwilling or unable to pay monthly, or who 

could not find work (often as a result of racial hostilities towards them) were interned in 

what are now national parks, towns, and military bases. Many were subjected to forced 

labour. Internees during World War One did a considerable amount of the work of 

nation-building: they cleared, drained, and cultivated land, expanded training grounds for 

troops, doubled the size of the training base at Petawawa, and built internment camps, 

some of which laid the foundations for towns such as Kapuskasing. Internees were 

utilized by the Dominion Department of Agriculture to clear land for experimental farms 

and for roads. The CPR used them to clear forest back 50 metres from the tracks, in order 

to prevent train sparks from starting forest fires, and to give passengers on the trains a 

clear view of the mountains.
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The town of Banff and its outlying region were largely developed by these 

internees. According to the film, they built sidewalks and supplied stone for the 

reconstruction of the Banff Springs Hotel. They also built tennis courts and a golf course. 

Use of internment labour provided for the development of the park system with minimal 

cost to the government. Internees were also sent to work in asbestos and coal mining, and 

were in general considered an available pool of manpower, paid very low wages to do 

forced labour for corporations and the government. These examples from the film, based 

on a combination of official and memory records, indicate that the detainees form a part 

of Canadian history that is hidden in the foregrounded histories of many of these sites.

The discourse that situated these detainees as the “enemy within” operated 

materially on their bodies, making it possible for the Repressive State Apparatus to detain 

them, to make them work, and even to kill them; the film states that a very small number 

of those resisting work or attempting to escape were killed on the spot by guards. Many 

others were injured: hospital records cited indicate that internees were crushed by falling 

trees, were blinded, and suffered severed limbs and frozen hands and feet. Those who 

attempted to escape or organize strikes, or who refused to work, were handed such 

punishments as a diet of bread and water and confinement in a dark cellar. In other 

punishments, men were tied to a horse and dragged through the water of a glacial river, or 

were tied to or hung by the wrists from trees. Strikers at Spirit Lake were deprived of 

firewood, blankets, and mail, and given half rations of raw, spoiled meat. Some of the 

internees died of diseases such as tuberculosis, and of the flu epidemics that affected the 

general population as well. In all, 107 people died while interned during World War One.
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Many of the restrictions on members of these groups were not lifted until a year after the 

end of the war, when public and government concern shifted towards suspicion of 

Bolsheviks and Communists, which remained a primary focus of government and media 

attention in the interwar years.

During World War Two, the Japanese Canadian community of the Pacific coast 

was uprooted and relocated entirely. Their assets, including houses, businesses, and 

fishing boats, were seized. Nearly 800 of the relocated Japanese Canadians were also 

interned between 1939 and 1945. Internment and restrictions on the movement of 

Japanese Canadians remained in place for several years after the end of the war, and after 

the end of such restrictions on other “enemy alien” groups (Keyserlingk 63). Knowledge 

of this injustice entered widespread public discourse in large part due to Kogawa’s work 

of fiction, Obasan. However, while they received by far the most severe treatment, 

Japanese Canadians were not the only targeted group.

During the same period, according to official numbers reproduced in On Guard 

for Thee, a collection of historical essays on WWII internments, approximately 850 “pro

German” people of German, Ukrainian, Finnish, Jewish (refugees), Hungarian, and other 

“enemy origins” were interned, as well as 632 “Italians,” 133 “Communists,” 27 

“N.U.P.” (“National Unity Party,” the Quebec-based fascist group led by Adrien Arcand), 

and 2 “Miscellaneous” individuals (Keyserlingk 63). These internees were a mix of 

Canadian citizens and residents, and of prisoners and refugees sent from Europe: 

Montreal Mayor Camillien Houde was among them, interned for his anti-conscription 

stance and alleged support for fascism. Although the number of detainees during the
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Second World War is much lower than during the First, thousands more members of the 

communities under suspicion were subjected to registration and were required to report 

and pay monthly to the police to avoid being detained. Incarceration of a few - and its 

implied threat of incarceration for any others at any time - can have a profound impact 

upon communities as a whole.

Meanwhile, during and between both wars, newspapers such as the ancestor to 

The Globe and Mail demonized these communities. Such news representations produced 

and played into public fear that “enemy aliens” lurked in every comer, waiting to “blow 

up bridges” (“Intern All” 5) and “munitions plant[s]” (“Suspect Alien” 12), to intercept 

information, and to disrupt the war effort. In wartime articles, suspicions are routinely 

privileged such that they take on the impression of fact, such as in this Globe article dated 

July 1,1915:

Dynamite Stolen from Cobalt Power House:

Activity of Alien Enemies is Feared, 

as Austrians Were Dismissed from Mines

Cobalt, June 30. - Much excitement has been caused in this district by the 

discovery that eight full cases of dynamite have been stolen from the old 

Hargraves powder house which the Drummond Fraction Mining company 

was using at Kerr lake. This is the powder house from which powder was 

stolen previously. The theft is generally attributed to the activity of alien 

enemies, although nothing has been discovered to authenticate this belief. 

It can scarcely be that so much powder was stolen for peacefill purposes. It 
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is regarded as a peculiar coincidence that a number of Austrians have 

recently been discharged from the mines. There are a considerable number 

out of work, and they are regarded as a menace. Almost at the same time 

two bags fall of explosives were found on the mill creek stream between 

Halleybury and Cobalt. The discovery was made by boys who were 

camping there for the summer. (1)

The fact that “nothing has been discovered to authenticate” the accusation does not 

prevent a reputable paper such as The Globe from publicizing “generally” held opinions 

and fears, or from vaguely describing “Austrians” as “a menace,” or from hypothesizing 

that “it can scarcely be that so much powder was stolen for peaceful purposes.” While 

this article may easily read as absurd from our perspective nearly a century later, it is 

important to remember that it passed for serious news during the “crisis of wartime.”

This discourse also had significant concrete impact on those targeted; the article's 

reference to the dismissal of “Austrians” from work is indicative of the role the 

newspapers, as disseminators of public discourse, played in shaping events as well as 

describing them. The public mistrust that both shaped and was farther fostered by these 

media discourses during both wars is connected to the dismissal of members of these 

communities from work. They often found it difficult if not impossible to find new 

employment (Dreisziger 8). In many places they were “not accepted for the armed forces 

and could not get unemployment or other relief since in some provinces able-bodied men 

were not eligible for social assistance” (13). These financial difficulties in turn led to 
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higher rates of detention during both wars due to an inability to pay regularly to avoid 

being detained.

Responding to, and circulating, news from the front, this newspaper discourse 

demonizes the enemy and stimulates public fears of enemies within the nation. A 1917 

article quoting speeches in the House of Commons describes newly-naturalized 

Canadians as “alien enemies... gathering nightly in the little huts and schoolhouses in the 

West, devising ways and means of doing up this country and this government. We all 

know that this enemy is fighting and plotting [...] in this country [...] if you lock them up, 

if you intern them, they are ready to mob anybody who has anything to do with them. I've 

seen them in the pens in this country” (“Col. Currie's” 13). It goes on to attack the 

suggestion that German Canadians should have equal rights, describing this suggestion as 

“pandering to” the enemy; the article denounces the “wooden [i.e. Trojan] horse that has 

been saddled and prepared, and inside of which we find 40,000 or 50,000 votes” of 

enemy aliens who intend to undermine the war effort. A 1918 article, “Aliens Here a Real 

Problem,” argues ominously that “the matter could not be dealt with only for the duration 

of the war[, but] has to be dealt with to settle the matter for all time to come [...] It would 

not do merely to intern aliens or conscript them, for at the end of the war [...] they would 

flood the labour market” (2). As this example indicates, the “enemy within” is produced 

as dangerous not only to the war effort, to the stability of the country and government, 

but also as competition, as a threat to the discursive “real” citizens' ability to attain 

employment. The depiction of “aliens” in “pens,” as a “mob,” and as hordes gaining
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entry in a Trojan horse, posing as friends, paints a picture of less-than-human throngs 

seeking to destroy the nation’s stability through underhanded means.

During World War Two, the term “enemy alien” gives way somewhat to the more 

popular term “fifth columnists,” which first emerges during the Spanish Civil War when 

a general in Franco’s army advancing upon Madrid with four columns of troops declares 

that he has a fifth column within the city (Oxford 681). The term is used to describe 

covert organizations of enemies posing as innocent members of society, while sabotaging 

the war effort from within and waiting to aid the enemy openly when the time is ripe. As 

in the first War, these “enemies within” are suspected of everything from “spreading 

rumours” to sending the Nazis “complete maps of all strategic places in Canada, 

including power houses, railway terminals, important harbours, and plants producing 

essential war material” (“How” 6).

Fearful news discourse early in the war calls for various measures to deal with 

suspected fifth columnists, including revocation of citizenship, internment, deportation 

(“Drastic” 4), and the death penalty (“Death” 5). In a 1940 article, during a wave of 

heightened tensions in response to Italy’s joining the Axis forces, the RCMP reassures 

readers that it “is in complete control of the situation” (“Guard” 2), and that all fifth 

columnists are “under surveillance” or “interned” (“Guard” 2). Citizens are encouraged to 

call or write to the RCMP with any information about fifth column activity they suspect 

in their neighbourhoods (“Mail” 4). Indeed, people in this period are interned in some 

cases on the grounds that “neighbours’ denunciations made them dangerous agents” 

(Keyserlingk 55). Rarely do the papers published during or between the wars print 
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opinion pieces written by members of the minority groups under suspicion; these voices 

are not present in the legitimate discourse of the day.

Arguments in this news discourse ask whether these “immigrants” of non-British 

“stock” are suitable for entry to Canada, for instance in a Globe and Mail letter dated 

June 4, 1940, “Why So Many Germans?” which asks, “Where did they go and what are 

they doing here? [...] Is it a sound Immigration policy that brings more Germans and 

other Europeans to Canada than settlers of British stock?” (6). These texts suggest that 

specifically racialized anti-immigrant sentiment dovetails with, and sometimes takes the 

form of, expressions of fear about the enemy within. “Settlers” of British “stock” (i.e. 

British immigrants) are depicted as readily assimilable into the national fabric, as though 

they skip the immigration process altogether and instantly become settled Canadians. 

Meanwhile, “immigrants” (i.e. non-British immigrants) occupy a permanently “alien” 

position within the nation.

These examples further indicate that notions of bodily darkness and race intersect 

with depictions of the enemy, such that enemy status confers at once a body perceived as 

darkened, and a meaning of racially inassimilable within the fabric of Canadian society. 

Evocation of racial “stock” invokes notions of “blood,” mobilizing powerful social myths 

about racial purity. That “Germans and other Europeans” are depicted as less assimilable 

indicates racial differentiation between the “stock” of British settlers and of other, less 

discursively pure groups.

Although their bodies are only occasionally depicted explicitly, these “enemies 

within” are constructed as darkened relative to the British “stock” they are accused of 
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infiltrating. An article depicting a “German fifth columnist” who escaped from a camp in 

Northern Ontario describes his “dark steel-grey hair,” and “dark sallow complexion," 

along with other frightening features such as his “square head,” and “protruding jaw” 

(“Find Transmitter” 2; emphasis added). Given the Nazi ideology that Canada 

purportedly opposed, which holds Germans as the ultimate white race, and given the 

Germanic ancestry of the Anglo-Saxon people, it is indicative that even Germans are 

darkened when they are positioned as “the enemy” in Canadian newspaper discourse.

Notions of race intersect in other ways with these representations. One paper 

wrote of the Hamilton Italian community that “terrorism [is] the weapon of savages and 

uncivilized people, and such barbarous practices [...] only shame the races who 

countenance them” (Cumbo 105; emphasis added), demonstrating that notions of “race” 

have shifted, in particular with regard to the status of Italians in Canada since this time. 

“The Hamilton Spectator referred to the city’s Italians as ‘by far the largest foreign 

minority in a city essentially populated by Europeans of varying nationalities’” (Cumbo 

102), indicating that people of continental “European” origins were conceived of as 

“foreigners” within the nation during this period.

Explicit depictions of bodies are not always required to enact the interpellation; 

enemy status itself assigns racialized identity to its object through these semiotic linkages 

in popular consciousness. Enemy bodies are interpellated as “dark” in opposition to the 

discursive whiteness of Canadians, linking “the enemy within” to symbolic notions of 

evil through the ever-operating slippage between hue, symbol, and racial signifier that 

Richard Dyer encapsulates in White (which I will discuss further in the next chapter).
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Scholarship indicates that fears of “fifth column” activity within Canada were 

largely unsupported by evidence:

Once war broke out [...] government moves [...] had less to do with 

uncovering real security threats than with domestic political aims. 

Politicians were suddenly pushed by an alarmed public opinion to take 

action towards disarming a perceived domestic nazi threat. They in turn 

drove the police and the bureaucrats to present them as quickly as possible 

with some “dangerous” nazi agents in order to give the public the 

impression that the government was in control of the domestic subversion 

problem and to calm public opinion. (Keyserlingk 54)

An influential article by Robert Keyserlingk argues that many of the initial internments 

during World War Two were based upon a “hastily-assembled RCMP list, to which no 

real evidence had been attached” (58). However, the government could be “secure in the 

knowledge that its hurried internment [...] actions were hidden behind the impenetrable 

screen of secrecy guaranteed by the arbitrary DOCR powers” (55). Furthermore, he 

argues, “the government was immensely gratified by the positive public response to the 

arrests, which it gave out were the result of long, painstaking police investigation and 

infiltration of nazi organizations” (59). Although far fewer were detained, as in the first 

War the detainees were arrested and incarcerated without trials; suspicion was sufficient. 

“The Justice department admitted privately to the prime minister that this process was not 

in nature different from that employed in totalitarian countries, but claimed that these 

actions were necessary in wartime” (59).
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Historians’ views of the RCMP evidence differ, however. Some scholars writing 

more recently argue that the expression of loyalty to enemy nations was adequate 

grounds for suspicion. Several articles in the collection Enemies Within: Italian and 

Other Internees in Canada and Abroad document support for Fascism among members of 

the Italian Canadian community, and the existence of “homegrown” fascism and nazism 

in Canada. One article, expressing this theme, argues that “the Canadian government had 

no option but to respond to this potential [...] threat” (Pennacchio 67). Although evidence 

exists that some internees (as well as others who were not apprehended) expressed 

political or patriotic ties to fascism, nazism, or “enemy” countries such as Germany, 

Japan, or Italy, no evidence exists to suggest that any intended to carry out acts of 

sabotage. Furthermore, none of the essays adequately respond to the lack of fair trials in 

the government’s handling of those it suspected. This omission is relevant given 

Canada’s self-image both internally and internationally as a nation of fair play, equality, 

and respect for human rights.

This lack did not prevent the newspapers of the era from voicing accusations, 

“popularly held” fears, and suspicions in a way that lent these messages legitimacy in lieu 

of trials for the accused. From a standpoint decades after these events, one might ask how 

this obvious bias was made possible. Some understanding of the structure of the press in 

Canada may help. Despite the legal freedom of the press we enjoy in Canada, and despite 

the undisputed role of journalistic and professional integrity as motivating factors in 

much news production, newspapers, like other media outlets, are not independent 

bastions of absolute freedom of expression. Rather, newspapers have always been part of 
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the political structure of this country, starting with Confederation-era control of 

newspapers by the party in power. Over a history of change and adaptation their role has 

adjusted and shifted, but they remain nonetheless an ideological apparatus with 

significant ties to the economic and political elite in this country. In essence, newspapers 

form part of the state apparatus.

Newspaper discourse is shaped by these ties as well as by the limitations of the 

knowable within a society; news producers must gain the attention of, and communicate 

with, their audience quickly and effectively, which often means that the creation of news 

texts must rely on already-available codes of meaning within society. The role 

newspapers play in representing “enemies within” is subject to these and other 

limitations; newspaper production exists in political and social contexts that shape the 

perspective presented to the public as “neutral” and “objective.”

A longstanding debate exists in Canada over the role of newspapers: are they 

responsible only to the bottom line, or do they have more social responsibility than other 

kinds of businesses? As the Kent Royal Commission on Newspapers explained in 1981, 

“there was a spectrum of opinion among management and ownership, at one end of 

which was the concept of the newspaper as a business and at the other end of which was 

the concept of the social responsibility of the press to seek and report the truth. The 

Commission further concluded that journalists place social responsibility foremost” 

(Jackson 16).

Newspapers have always been interwoven in politics. Early Canadian 

newspapers, from the time of confederation on, served as party organs and were openly 
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partisan mouthpieces for the moral and political views of their owners. As Peter 

Desbarats argues, the “partisan reporting of the old factional papers [was] accepted by 

editors, reporters, and readers as the norm” (18). These papers, which were little more 

than leaflets, were not usually profitable in and of themselves, but they were also 

inexpensive to produce. Desbarats describes these early years, in which “presses were 

cheap and portable. With a press and a ‘shirt-tail full of type,’ as the saying went, an 

itinerant printer could publish a newspaper wherever he could find a government patron 

and a few readers - often a very few” (5). These early papers were plentiful in Canada; 

Sotiron argues that what they missed in objectivity they largely made up for in sheer 

diversity (Sotiron 4).

That said, available depictions of this early period, such as those by Sotiron or 

Desbarats, tend to blend the notion of “viewpoint” with those views available in the 

official political spectrum, as represented by the political parties. The political parties in 

Canada are not fully representative of the population's perspectives; therefore partisan 

newspapers representing a range of official perspectives, from communist to free-market, 

are unlikely to give voice to disenfranchised minority groups. However, owning a 

newspaper was a relatively inexpensive undertaking that was, financially speaking, 

possible for a broader range of Canadians than it is today.

These early papers were not financially stable, but depended instead on the 

financial support of government, or of the political party they spoke for. Today’s daily 

newspapers, in contrast, are still on the market arguably because they are run according to 

“good business practices” which hold profit to be a primary consideration (Sotiron 6).
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Over the turn of the 20th century, “sharper competition forced publishers to adopt the 

latest business methods, such as ‘scientific management’ and double-entry accounting, 

and to act like entrepreneurs” (156). Many changes occurred as Canada industrialized in 

the early part of the 20th century, when printing equipment and the trappings required for 

producing the news became steadily, and exponentially, more expensive. For instance, 

“Around the turn of the century, major newspapers in Toronto and Montreal were 

spending from $100,000 to $200,000 annually [and] the cost of power presses capable of 

meeting the new circulation demands rose sharply (Desbarats 14). Along with a larger 

staff, a larger and more prestigious office building also became necessary “to reflect the 

status [...] of newspaper operations. By the end of the [1800s], the Toronto Mail was 

housed in an imposing five-story, towered edifice built at an estimated cost of $100,000” 

(14). Sotiron completes the picture:

The Toronto Star exemplified the inflationary value of newspaper 

operations: in 1896 its market value was $20,750, but by 1905 its plant 

and building alone were valued at $400,000. In 1912 the Tarte brothers 

refused an offer of $1.5 million for Montreal’s La Patrie. In 1913 the 

official value of the Toronto Telegram was set at $1,750,000 while Walter 

Nichol sold the Vancouver Province to the Southams for $2.5 million in 

1923. Clearly, as these amounts show, big-city daily newspapers had 

become substantial enterprises requiring significant amounts of capital to 

found and maintain. (32)
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These changes drove newspaper ownership out of reach of few but the very wealthy. 

Meanwhile, as advertising became the primary source of profit, newspaper ownership 

itself became increasingly profitable. “Advertising not only paid for the new technology 

but gave wealth and power to those who controlled the press” (7). The papers with larger 

circulation and advertising incomes, and/or those whose financial backers possessed 

other related holdings, such as in pulp and paper mills or railroads, were able to absorb 

the competition. Over the same period, news discourse witnessed a move away from 

overt partisanship, and the emergence of notions of impartiality and independence. These 

shifts can be viewed as a way of appealing to a broader audience in an effort to sell more 

papers.

They are part of the shift from serving political parties to serving market 

incentives as advertising became the main source of significant profits. Desbarats notes 

that with these changes, “the mass-circulation newspaper of the twentieth century, [...] 

struggling to achieve [a market share], had little use for narrowly defined political 

positions and less for the political fancies or eccentricities of individual publishers and 

editors” (18). Changes to content thus emerged such as the news-opinion divide whereby 

news producers began to strive for, and claim, objectivity while overt statements of 

opinion became reserved for the op-ed section (Sotiron 157), which lost its prominent 

position on the front page. In this higher-stakes market, successful papers also increased 

their “sensational news” (Desbarats 16), entertainment, personal-interest features, comics, 

etc. in order to gain the increased circulation needed to attract advertisers.
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Newspapers thus became “independent” of partisan control by politicians as their 

publishers became political movers in their own right.

The spheres of government, politics and business were not separate [...] 

and this was key to the development of newspapers at the time. 

[B]usinessmen were entering the newspaper business at the end of the 

nineteenth century not only to make money but also to use what was then 

the sole vehicle of mass communication to influence the public and gamer 

support for their various financial interests [from] any one of the three 

levels of government. It should not be forgotten that some businessmen 

were politicians in their own right, while many others were leading figures 

in their party. [...] Syndicates of investors [...] often comprised 

businessmen with substantial political interests, [such as] the Liberal 

business group led by Robert Jaffray and George Cox that took over the 

Toronto Globe in 1882 and the Conservative syndicate of Senator Sanford, 

Sir Frank Smith, and other Conservative businessmen who took over the 

Toronto Empire in 1894. (Sotiron 137)

Sotiron provides copious examples of those with “substantial financial and political 

interests [who] secretly owned or controlled newspapers” through intermediaries during 

this period (146). To provide a few examples out of many:

In 1895 the public was aware that well-known newsman E.E. Sheppard 

had taken control of the Toronto Star. What the public didn’t know was 

that the bulk of the takeover money came from William Mackenzie, who 
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then turned over his controlling share to Frederic Nicholls, utility baron 

and president of Canadian General Electric, to promote private utilities 

and Sunday streetcars. (146-47)

This was [also] the case with the Toronto Globe’s support of the Crow’s 

Nest Pass and Grand Trunk Pacific railway schemes, and Interior Minister 

Clifford Sifton had a political agenda of his own when he bought the 

Manitoba Free Press in 1898. Over the next few years, as he built up a 

large network of western Liberal party organs, the Free Press became the 

central dispensary of government propaganda, patronage, and outright 

cash subsidies. [...] [W]henever Sifton wanted his paper to mount an 

attack on Ottawa, he supplied the necessary information but had his letters 

burned once the contents had been noted. (148-49)

Indeed, railways were among the first outside companies to become significantly 

involved in newspaper publishing. Sotiron argues that “[t]he symbiosis between railway 

and newspaper” during the period of the railway’s expansion can be understood via “the 

interrelationship of public policy, public opinion, and the public purse” (137). While the 

railways were under construction, they were dependent on public subsidies, charters, and 

grants; because of this competition for public funds, “the railways understandably sought 

to control and direct public opinion and deflect criticism” (137). In practice, Sotiron 

argues, controlling public opinion “sometimes meant buying newspapers outright 

(usually in secret through intermediaries) [or] offering cash subsidies and other rewards 
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for favourable coverage55 (137). Furthermore, the CPR purchased the Associated Press 

telegraphic newswire service in 1894 and “used it to keep the western papers in line in a 

territory where it enjoyed a monopoly” for over ten years (145-47).

Throughout the many changes to the structure and operation of Canadian 

newspapers over the 20th century, “the Canadian press [has continued to act] as an 

extension of the political system, not as a check on Parliament and the executive” (7). 

The result of the incessant merging that took place over the last century is a smaller 

number of newspapers, increasingly owned by members of the Canadian economic and 

political elite and respondent to the concerns of that class. Desbarats describes this 

process:

While most newspapers maintained close links with political or religious 

factions, and were often subsidized by them, reliance on advertisers began 

to fashion a new set of limitations of press freedom, and new journalistic 

conventions. These were less apparent than the rigid bonds of the colonial 

era or the blatant political and religious factionalism that followed it, but 

they were no less effective for being discreet. Except in unusual 

circumstances, it was not a case of direct interference by advertisers in 

editorial decisions. [...] What happened over a period of many years was 

more subtle - the growing dependence of newspapers on advertising 

gradually brought them to identify their own interests with those of the 

economic and political systems that supported them. (17)
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Today, the people who own the papers and sit on their boards are the same people who 

hold political office and run diversified conglomerates. One small community of elites 

fills all of these positions. Here are a few recent illustrative examples, culled from the 

Canadian Business Resource website:

Michael J. Sabia is President and Chief Executive Officer as well as a 

director of BCE Inc. [which owns The Globe and Mail through a 

subsidiary]. He is also Chief Executive Officer of Bell Canada, Chairman 

of the Board of BCE Emergis and of Bell Globemedia, and a director of 

CGI Group Inc. [...] Before joining BCE, Mr. Sabia was an executive of 

Canadian National Railway Company (CN). Prior to joining CN, Mr. 

Sabia held a number of senior positions in the Canadian Federal Public 

Service, including Director-General of Tax Policy in the Department of 

Finance and Deputy Secretary to the Cabinet (Plans) in the Privy Council 

Office. [...] Richard J. Currie, Chairman of the Board of BCE, was 

President and a Director of Loblaw Companies Limited for almost 25 

years, is a Director of Bell Canada, CAE Inc. and Staples. He is also 

Chairman of the Board of Telesat. He was a Director of Imperial Oil 

Limited and a member of the International Advisory Boards of RJR 

Nabisco” [...] “Thomas S. Enright, President & CEO of Canada 

NewsWire Ltd. [...] has held progressive positions including General 

Manager of The Financial Post DataGroup, and for 15 years was with The 

Toronto Stock Exchange in a senior management capacity. [...] He is a 
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member of the steering committee for Carleton University’s School of 

Journalism.” (Canadian Business Resource).

James Winter captured the nature of these relationships well when in 1998 he asked, “do 

newspapers owned by Paul Desmarais [owner of Power Corp, which owns many of 

Quebec’s dailies, and former partial owner of Southam, which until recently owned a 

significant number of the dailies across Canada] tread lightly when covering Prime 

Minister Jean Chretien, given the interconnections between the two? Chretien’s daughter 

France is married to Desmarais’ son Andre” (Oxygen xxv). The social, business, and 

indeed daily lives of this community reflect an elite position in society, and the vision of 

reality taken as “normal,” “neutral,” or “objective” by members of this class cannot help 

but be shaped by this position.

Daniel Brooks and Guillermo Verdecchia highlight these corporate-media 

interlinkages in their play, The Noam Chomsky Lectures. Referring to a 1972 flow chart, 

Verdecchia explains:

Here we have Standard Broadcasting, which owns a number of radio 

stations, among other things. The president of Standard Broadcasting is 

also a director for the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, or CIBC, 

which we can see is also connected to Power Corporation and The Toronto 

Star. [... ] Now, over here is the Thomson Group, which owns any number 

of things, among them Thomson Newspapers, which controls some forty 

dailies, including the lovely Globe and Mail. Thomson is a very large 

chain, they are very big in the States as well, and they are constantly
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expanding, snapping up newspapers. Buying newspapers means dealing 

with the banks. Thomson, then, is fortunate that their president and 

chairman, Ken Thomson (one of the richest men in the world), is also 

director for the Toronto Dominion Bank. Lord Thomson, his daddy, was a 

director of the Royal Bank, which we can see is plugged into Power 

Corporation. And the executive vice-president of Thomson, a former 

minister of citizenship and finance, is chairman of Victoria & Grey Trust. 

Obviously, these connections make getting a loan that much easier for 

Thomson. I’d also like to point out that Ken Thomson, chairman and 

president of Thomson Newspapers (and one of the richest men in the 

world) is also a director of Abitibi Paper, which we can see is plugged into 

Power Corporation. This is a helpful connection: Abitibi makes paper and 

Thomson newspapers, hey, they use paper. (Brooks & Verdecchia 18-20) 

To state the obvious, none of the members of this elite community are threatened with 

deportation, none are refugees, none are poor, and all are Canadian citizens. Their view 

of normal Canadian life is bound to be influenced by these realities. Furthermore, some 

of these elite media owners, whose views shape editorial policy and whose preferences 

form the editorial staff of papers, are proponents of overt anti-immigrant sentiment (as 

has been documented elsewhere, for instance, in the case of Conrad and Barbara Amiel 

Black6).

6 See The Big Black Book: the Essential Views of Conrad and Barbara Amiel Black, by Maude Barlow and 
James Winter.
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Concentration in news outlets differs from other forms of corporate concentration 

or monopoly, in that the impact of ownership on content does not require actual corporate 

monopoly. Legally preventing monopoly, by preventing the mergers of existing 

conglomerates, does not control a foreshortening of the available spectrum of information 

provided by the remaining outlets, since these share information (via wire services and 

other means) and also because, as indicated above, their owners share a sense of what is 

normal, neutral, and objective.

Concern about this impact of concentration on content, in its relationship to “the 

unresolved social contradiction between public expectation and private purpose (the 

publisher’s pursuit of profit)” (Sotiron 161) twice sparked high-level studies. In 1970, the 

Senate issued a report by the Special Senate Committee on Mass Media, the Davey 

Report. Then in 1981, the Royal Commission on Newspapers issued the Kent 

Commission report. These two studies analyzed many aspects of ownership, including 

the relationship between concentration and perspective. The reports recommend checks 

intended to guard against the concentration of ownership, which they argue results in an 

erosion of viewpoint diversity (Shaw and Thomas 3). These analyses tend to view 

“diversity” as requiring only the perspectives of the range of political parties, which is 

not a sufficient measure of the Canadian public's views. Nonetheless, their arguments 

about concentration's impact on diversity of perspectives, if expanded to their logical 

conclusion, support the view that Canadian perspectives which fall outside the sphere of 

legitimization represented by our political parties are pushed to the margins, in part as a 

result of concentration of ownership.
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The 1971 Davey Report recommended the establishment of a Press Ownership 

Review Board that “would have the power to approve or disapprove mergers between, or 

acquisitions of, newspapers and periodicals” (Shaw 4). This proposed Review Board was 

to rely on the guiding principle that, unless shown to be otherwise, all increases to 

newspaper concentration are undesirable and contrary to the public interest (Shaw 4). 

This Review Board was never created. Further mergers resulted in the 1981 Kent 

Commission report, which examined the newspaper industry in Canada. It stated, “in a 

country that has allowed so many newspapers to be owned by a few conglomerates, 

freedom of the press means, in itself, only that enormous influence without responsibility 

is conferred on a handful of people” (Kent 217). The Commission proposed a Canada 

Newspaper Act that “would provide for restrictions on the ownership of newspapers, the 

divestiture of some newspapers owned by existing groups and a Press Rights Panel to 

monitor the implementation of the legislation” (Shaw 5). Critics raised weaknesses in the 

methodologies of both the Davey and Kent reports, and nei ther set of recommendations 

was ever implemented. Instead:

Because some publishers were worried that the government would take 

action [...] provincial councils were established in Ontario, Quebec and 

Alberta in the early 1970s, followed by councils in the Atlantic provinces 

and British Columbia in the 1980s. [...] These bodies are merely [...] 

shadows of what the Davey Report envisioned. None has drafted a 

comprehensive code-of-conduct for the press and most do not undertake 

their own investigations, instead dealing with public complaints on a case- 
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by-case basis. Furthermore, none plays a proactive role in training, 

research or development and very little effort is made to use these 

associations to establish a dialogue between the press and the public. 

(Jackson 10)

The question then arises: do any external bodies effectively regulate concentration’s 

impact on content in the press?

As with all corporate concentration, concentration of media ownership is 

technically regulated under the Federal Competition Bureau. However, in May of 1996, 

the Director of the Competition Bureau appeared before the Standing Committee on 

Industry and “discussed the difficulty of applying the Competition Act to issues such as 

editorial control and diversity of opinion” (Jackson 20). He argued that, as the Kent 

commission recognized, special legislation is needed to regulate this aspect of newspaper 

ownership; consideration of factors such as diversity of opinion do not fall under the 

Competition Act’s mandate (Jackson 20). Winter argues, “as concerned as we should be 

about concentration and monopolization in the economy more generally, news media are 

a special case. Although they are increasingly in the business of delivering readers to 

advertisers, their ‘product’ is information and ideas. Despite the best efforts of 

journalists, concentration in ownership means less diversity in the news. This has serious 

ramifications for our democracy” (Oxygen xxv). Since the Kent report was published 

Canada has seen drastic further concentration. Today, many cities that once had two or 

even three daily newspapers now have only one, and none of the daily newspapers in this 

country are independently owned. Nonetheless, as the statement by the Director of the
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Competition Bureau shows, the impact of newspaper concentration on content is not 

regulated in any meaningful way.

As I have said elsewhere, while the influence of owners is only one factor shaping 

news content, it is relevant to any analysis of newspaper discourse, in that ownership 

shapes who is hired on as editorial staff, which in turn shapes what newspapers represent 

as a natural way of seeing and representing the world. To quote from the horse’s mouth: a 

eulogizing Letter From the Editor in The Globe, written for former Post owner Izzy 

Asper in October 2003, states that Asper had no qualms about making use of the 

influence of his papers, and was drawn to the “allure of newspapers, their ability to shape 

agendas and public debate” (“We’ll Miss” A2): the editor who wrote that piece describes 

himself as “a student of the man” (A2) in the same breath. Or, as a recent Fraser Institute 

publication, the Canadian Student Review, succinctly oversimplified, “whoever funds the 

paper gets a say in its process” (Jaworski 9). As these quotes indicate, newspapers are 

more than just businesses and they are seldom run only for profit.

Presently, the long-established Globe and Mail and the newcomer National Post 

compete for national readership. The Globe (now owned by Bell GlobeMedia, a 

subsidiary of Bell Canada Enterprises) emerged as a national paper in the late 1980s, 

“forced by [...] intensified competition to look beyond its home city [of Toronto] for 

future markets and to become a truly national newspaper” (Desbarats 23). Southam’s 

launch of The National Post (now owned by CanWest Global and run by Izzy Asper’s 

son) as competing national paper in October of 1998 (Jackson 21) marked a move back to 

an openly partisan press. The paper acted as mouthpiece for Conrad Black - a man The
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Globe and Mail editor describes as “committed to the propagation of his particular point 

of view” (“We’ll Miss” A2) - before passing into other hands, although Black retains a 

50 percent share for the moment and his opinion pieces still appear on a regular basis. 

While these papers have changed ownership a number of times in recent years, the 

companies that own them have several things in common: they are large conglomerates, 

owned and run by wealthy elites, with significant non-newspaper holdings now and in the 

past.

It may be easy, from a vantage point many years after the events, to say that 

Canada - its government, its newspapers — “made mistakes” or committed abuses during 

the first and second world wars. The governments of the day destroyed the Japanese 

Canadian community along the West Coast, and forced the registration and internment of 

people of Ukrainian, Italian, German, and other “enemy” groups. Due in part to their 

construction in the popular imagination as enemies and threats to the “true” Canadians, 

those in the targeted groups were denied “equality before the law, due process, the right 

to a fair trial [and] the presumption of innocence” (Peppin 131). As the examples above 

demonstrate, this abuse was “unfettered by [...] the press” of the day (129) - even in 

many ways spurred by it. The newspapers of the war years, rather than acting as 

watchdogs to prevent the government from misusing its authority, represent these 

“enemies” as less than human, as less dignified than the “true” Canadian, and as less 

deserving of due process.

The office of the prime minister has formally apologized to several of these 

communities - to the Japanese Canadian community in 1988, and to the Italian Canadian 
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community in 1990. We now have the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms; “many 

of the actions of the past would be found to be infringements of the guarantees of rights 

and freedoms in the Charter” (Peppin 132). However, as Macklin argues, “Contrary to the 

exhortations of media pundits and anti-immigrant crusaders, the Constitution has proved 

a fairly thin cloak protecting non-citizens [...] while it is technically true that most 

Charter rights apply to all persons physically in Canada, in practice the courts have 

sharply circumscribed the nature and extent of those rights for non-citizens faced with 

removal” (394). Peppin notes, “it is an open question whether the guarantees in the 

Charter would have prevented many, or even any, of what are now widely believed to 

have been excesses in the past” (Peppin 132). Are the structural constraints of news 

production that Chomsky describes in any way significantly different than they were the 

last time our government stripped a targeted group of the right to due process and 

protection under the law?

Despite apologies and reparations, despite the Charter, despite considerable 

evidence and popular support for the notion that Canada wrongfully suspended human 

rights in the past, and despite legislation in The Emergencies Act (which replaced the 

War Measures Act in 1988) intended to prevent these kinds of abuses from recurring in 

this country, legislation passed in the current political climate results in similar 

circumventions of justice. To be properly understood, the case study must be positioned 

within this political and legal context. Several new pieces of legislation are contextually 

relevant.
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The two most relevant are The Anti-Terrorism Act, and The Immigration and 

Refugee Protection Act that replaced the previous Immigration Act in November, 2001 

(Macklin 384). Both of these pieces of legislation were, in embryonic form, already under 

consideration before September 11, but they were made more powerful and brought in 

much more quickly in response to those events in the United States (Macklin 84, Mosley 

436). Although The Anti-Terrorism Act curtails multiple freedoms for citizens as well as 

having ramifications for non-citizens,71 will focus here on the aspects of these laws 

pertaining to surveillance, preventive detentions, and deportations, as the most relevant to 

my case study.

7 For a detailed breakdown and analysis of the new laws and their applications, see Kent Roach’s 
September 11: Consequences for Canada.

The Anti-Terrorism Act introduced into Criminal Law a process that had 

previously existed only in Immigration Law. Audrey Macklin, Professor of Law at the 

University of Toronto, explains, “The certificate process contained in [The Anti- 

Terrorism Act], with its non-disclosure provisions, was inspired by the [pre-existing] 

certificate process in immigration law” (Macklin 393). Employing what many critics 

argue is a vague, “imprecise definition of terrorism” (Macklin 393), it allows for 

“warrantless, preventative detention (s.83.3(4))” of anyone in Canada for up to 72 hours, 

regardless of citizenship status, among other changes. It also “gives the police new 

powers to investigate terrorism. They are now able to engage in electronic surveillance 

[...] for up to a year, as opposed to the normal sixty-day period [...] They also do not 

have to inform a person subject to such surveillance for up to three years” (September 36- 

37).
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Simultaneously, Immigration law was made more stringent by The Immigration 

and Refugee Protection Act. In the words of Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC), 

the Act “give[s] Canada the tools to say ‘no’ more quickly, in order to remove serious 

criminals, and to say ‘yes’ more often to the immigrants and refugees it needs to continue 

to grow.” The CIC website states,

Canadians want an immigration and refugee system and legislation that 

are faster but remain fair. They want legislation that strikes a balance 

between Canada's tradition of protecting refugees and welcoming 

immigrants and dealing firmly with those who would abuse our systems 

and processes. They want to preserve our safe society and uphold respect 

for our values and norms of social responsibility. (Citizenship)

Once again, this discourse suggests that a vague body of immigrants seeks to “abuse our 

systems,” invoking the dehumanizing discourse of “the other” as an undesirable, but 

necessary, intrusion into the supposedly cohesive Canadian “us.” These discursive 

undesirables, who (seemingly without cause, context, or personal history) wish to “abuse 

our systems” and threaten “our safe society,” lack “respect for our values and norms of 

social responsibility.” The legislation removes access to their day in court for those 

interpellated by this discourse.

Previous immigration legislation in The Immigration Act already “permit[tedj 

automatic, indefinite, warrantless, preventative detention of a non-citizen if the Minister 

of Citizenship and Immigration and Solicitor General sign a certificate declaring the 

person concerned to be a security risk” (Macklin 394). The new legislation, in keeping 
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with Citizenship and Immigration Canada’s stated goals of “sayfing] ‘no’ more quickly,” 

“casts a wide[r] net over non-citizens rendered inadmissible on security grounds, expands 

the detention power over designated security risks, and reduces access to independent 

review of Ministerial security decisions” (Macklin 84).

This process resembles The War Measures Act in its circumvention of fair trials 

for those under suspicion; the executive discretion of a handfol of authorities is sufficient 

under the law to detain and deport the accused. As Ian Radforth notes in Enemies Within, 

“In some cases [during World War II], the authorities bluntly stated that ‘representations 

had been made’ that the individual was [suspicious]; the state had to prove not that the 

representations were correct, only that they had been made” (Radforth 202). Similarly 

today, “[t]he legislation provides that the information at issue must be deemed relevant 

by the judge; however, its terms do not require an evaluation of the credibility or veracity 

of the original source” (Inter-American). Thus, judges are discouraged from analyzing 

the relative veracity of the accusation brought against the person under suspicion. 

Furthermore, neither the accused nor their lawyers have access to all of the evidence for 

suspicion. Therefore, “the person concerned is unable to challenge the source or to rebut 

the content of that information” (Inter-American). Upon this flimsy base, irrevocable 

decisions can be made. “Once a certificate is upheld by a judge, it constitutes conclusive 

evidence” (Inter-American).

For the purposes of this case study, I am most interested in the Security 

Certificate legislation as it appears in the IRPA and in its application to non-citizens. The 

case study may indicate that Macklin was accurate when she argued, “[w]herever 
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possible, I anticipate that the state will take advantage of the broad investigative powers 

conferred under the Anti-Terrorism Act to gather evidence to have the person declared a 

security risk under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act” (Macklin 396-97). The 

two pieces of legislation thus work together, to “reinscribe the border dividing citizens 

and non-citizens that [The Anti-Terrorism Act] effaces in theory” (Macklin 397). Why 

should Canadians continue to exist in the shrouding-myth that we live in a society 

respectfol of human rights and international law, in which anyone accused of wrongdoing 

is “innocent until proven guilty” (“Infiltrate” A14, “Sieve” Al 7), when the structures that 

provide those checks and balances against arbitrary authority do not live up to such 

ideals? Newspaper discourse has the ability, and perhaps the responsibility, to bring these 

issues to the attention of the public. In the case study in Chapter Three we shall see how 

effectively the national newspapers fare in this role.

To conclude, I would like to raise the interlinkages among immigration, public 

opinion, law, and newspaper discourse. Macklin writes,

While many look to the criminal law to protect us from the enemy within, 

I urge us to attend to the law’s role in producing the alien within 

[emphasis added]. The history of this country gives one ample reason to 

worry about the extent to which an abstract, collective security will be 

purchased through the infliction of tangible insecurity on particular 

individuals and communities. (Macklin 399)

I wish to attend to the same question with regard to our national newspapers as they 

represent bodies produced for public consumption under these laws. Newspaper 
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discourse, as a complex apparatus which creates and reflects both public opinion on the 

one hand, and the actions of political leaders on the other, plays a central role in 

constructing and maintaining this Otherness, which spreads not only to new Canadians 

but, by proximity, to all members of the constructed group to which they are perceived, 

and/or understand themselves, to belong.

Of course, as I have indicated, newspaper ownership does not account in a 

simplistic, direct way for the content of newspaper texts; news production is mediated by 

a complex set of factors. Limitations imposed by the process of producing the news, such 

as reliance on experts and press releases, necessary in the telescoped schedule of daily 

news construction, or reliance on dominant topoi about terrorism and whiteness, shape 

how events can be perceived and communicated to the public, among other factors. 

Media discourses also operate intertextually in a self-reinforcing fashion; they depend 

upon earlier texts as well as popular notions of what is important to Canadians, and they 

thus continually recreate, and reify, the dominant discourse. The following chapter 

outlines methodological approaches that are helpful for building a more precise analysis 

of newspaper texts.
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Chapter Two: Unpack the Backdrop, Fill in the White Space

As I have said previously, newspaper discourses, which present enemies as 

darkened and as permanent outsiders to the Canadian nation, produce these narratives 

within an imaginative context that is governed by more than simply who owns the press. 

This chapter provides a brief description of some analytical tools that aid in defamiliar

izing such “obvious” and “natural” ways of knowing. In order to analyze the case study, I 

have found it useful to ground my readings in theoretical models provided by Noam 

Chomsky and Edward Said.

Theorists writing on media representation in Canadian newspapers have yet to 

conduct studies of the same scope; however, James Winter, Frances Henry and Carol 

Tator, and Karim H. Karim each analyze aspects of Canadian news media using related 

approaches, and their readings influence my ability to perceive the operation of codes of 

meaning in the Canadian context. Finally, to these media analyses I wish to combine 

theories of whiteness, as useful tools in allowing a specific, accurate unpacking of the 

complex messages encoded in newspaper texts. Building up from this groundwork, I wish 

to read through these theories, to allow a more accurate understanding of the texts under 

analysis. I do not intend to apply the theoretical lens in an absolutist fashion to the texts; 

rather, I wish to work through them to better understand how the texts themselves 

operate.

Chomsky presents a propaganda model that describes the processes by which news
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is shaped and restricted through non-overt forms of elite control.8 He divides these effects 

into “filters” which include such factors as the concentration of news media ownership, 

owner wealth, and the profit orientation of the corporate mass media; advertising as the 

primary source of profit; the sourcing of news material from public relations sources or 

elite-funded “experts”; the avoidance of “flak”; and anti-communism (Manufacturing 2), 

by which “communism” comes to mean all perspectives on the spectrum of the left, 

telescoped into one flattened, simplistic, and demonized representation. In a newsroom 

setting, when news must be gathered quickly, resorting to ideas already encoded9 as 

dominant (which are less likely to be challenged or receive “flak”), relying on public 

relations sources, or using socially approved “experts” can save editors time, and 

therefore save publishers money.

8 The central point of this argument is that social control in democratic societies is won not through overt 
force, but through manufacturing consent.
9 For more on encoding and decoding, and on the circulation of dominant ideas, see Stuart Hall.

This propaganda model accounts for the appearance, in the media, of alternative 

or dissenting views:

These structural factors that dominate media operations are not all

controlling and do not always produce simple and homogeneous results. It 

is well recognized, and may even be said to constitute a part of an 

institutional critique such as we present in this volume, that the various 

parts of media organizations have some limited autonomy, that individual 

and professional values influence media work, that policy is imperfectly 

enforced, and that media policy itself may allow some measure of dissent 

and reporting that calls into question the accepted viewpoint. These
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considerations all work to assure some dissent and coverage of 

inconvenient facts. The beauty of the system, however, is that such dissent 

and inconvenient information are kept within bounds and at the margins, 

so that while their presence shows that the system is not monolithic, they 

are not large enough to interfere unduly with the domination of the official 

agenda. (Manufacturing xii)

Therefore, although dissenting voices do appear, and even receive regular play in the 

press, they do not actually provide the public with the information we need to be active 

members of society. Chomsky argues that voices which contradict the dominant 

discourse (or messages that contain evidence which would contradict it) are downplayed, 

sidelined, and decontextualized through a variety of means such as relative space and 

position granted to various sources in an article; the size of articles; their placement in the 

paper and on the page; their juxtaposition with adjacent articles or advertisements; the 

number of repetitions of information over time and in different articles; the presence or 

absence, and the nature and quality, of accompanying images; headline size and word 

choice; sources quoted in and out of context, or omitted; adjectives and modifiers 

employed to accompany sources and quotations; and even the presence or absence of the 

grammatical and syntactical idiosyncrasies of quoted verbal speech selectively allowed to 

remain in written quotations.

Thus, Chomsky argues, the appearance of select dissenting voices is not evidence 

of true media balance; rather, through the very nature of their appearance these forms of 

coverage reinforce the discursive importance of dominant interests and the marginality of 
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non-hegemonic voices. The interests of media ownership and the exigencies of putting 

out the news in a corporate, capitalist market, operating through the availability of codes 

of meaning already and continuously encoded as evident and true (Domination 6), shape 

the overwhelmingly dominant messages that the public receives, while marginalizing 

information “inconvenient” or unimportant to dominant interests. These filters shape the 

news, articulating the factors at play in the second half of the expression “all the news 

that’s fit to print.”

They act in part through their effect on the perceived “worthiness” of victims, as 

measured by the type of “attention given to [a story] - its placement, tone, and 

repetitions, the framework of analysis within which it is presented, and the related facts 

that accompany it and give it meaning (or preclude understanding)” (Manufacturing 

Ixiii). Generally, the case studies in Manufacturing Consent found that victims of the 

United States and its allies (or “client states”) were presented as “unworthy” of 

sympathetic media attention, while victims of enemy states were presented as “worthy” 

of high-profile, sympathetic coverage. “Unworthy” victims, those oppressed, terrorized, 

or killed by the United States or an American-friendly state (such as Canada), often 

received rare or no coverage; what coverage does occur is often presented in a 

decontextualized manner, for instance by giving prime space to military experts 

discussing an act of genocide, while leaving until later and decontextualizing quotes by 

citizens’ groups, peasants, survivors, or their families.

Chomsky’s model focuses on the workings of the mass media in the United States, 

but Canadian theorists such as Winter and Henry & Tator have made a similar case for 
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this country’s media. Winter highlights the ownership filter of Chomsky’s model and 

analyzes the impact of concentration and corporate ownership on Canadian media texts. 

Writing in the mid-1990s, he states:

Rather than providing democracy’s oxygen, as they claim, the news media 

today legitimize a fundamentally undemocratic system. Instead of keeping 

the public informed, they manufacture public consent for policies which 

favour their owners: the corporate elite [...] a handful of men with the 

names Conrad Black, Paul Desmarais, Ken Thomson, and Ted Rogers. As 

we will see, these men are all conservative ideologues. While they don’t 

openly insist that their news media reflect their personal views, broadly 

speaking, this is their ultimate goal and it is accomplished in a number of 

highly effective ways. (Oxygen xxvi)

In 2002, he wrote: “Looking back nearly a decade, little has changed [...] Ken Thomson 

begat Conrad Black, who begat Israel Asper” (MediaThink xxviii). The landscape of 

Canadian press concentration continues to change while remaining the same.

Winter also describes the mitigated appearance of non-hegemonic information in 

press coverage of events:

The term MediaThink [means] media owners, managers and workers’ 

ways of thinking, of seeing and representing events in the world around us 

[...] Are these MediaThink perspectives absolutely universal and 

monolithic? Usually not [...] alternative perspectives usually are available, 

but marginalized, and overwhelmed. (MediaThink xxviii)
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Winter’s case study of the coverage of the 1990 Gulf War in Common Cents: Media 

Portrayal of the Gulf War and Other Events examines representations of the enemy 

through one aspect of Chomsky’s paradigm: the ownership filter. He found that 

concentration and owner interests, both in the U.S. and Canada, impacted coverage:

In the post-Cold War period, the U.S. military establishment was facing 

drastic cutbacks. With [...] a “communist” USSR [...] no longer around to 

justify exorbitant military expenditures on “defence,” it becomes 

necessary to invent new enemies, some of whom may be former friends 

and allies, such as Panama’s Manuel Noriega, or [Saddam] Hussein. The 

unsavoury alternative is to reduce military spending and corporate profits 

in that sector, possibly diverting the funding to social programs [...] In 

considering the viability of this “alternative,” we would be wise to 

remember, for example, that NBC TV news is owned by RCA, which in 

turn is owned by General Electric, a major U.S. military contractor. GE 

designed, manufactured or supplied parts or maintenance for nearly every 

major weapon system used by the U.S. in the Gulf war, including the 

Patriot and Tomahawk missiles, the Stealth and B-52 bombers, et cetera. 

As Martin Lee and Normon Solomon noted, “In other words, when 

correspondents and paid consultants on NBC television praised the 

performance of U.S. weapons, they were extolling equipment made by 

GE, the corporation that pays their salaries.” (Cents 49)

This quote is illustrative of the ways in which the holdings of media owners impact the 
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viewpoint that receives repeated, high-profile, sympathetic media coverage.10 Winter 

argues that the wealthy businessmen who buy up newspaper after newspaper in Canada 

do so in order to bolster social legitimacy for ideologies beneficial to their business 

interests and aligned with their values. That the values espoused by these owners are 

highly conservative, that they are oriented towards big business, towards government 

subsidies to industry but against government subsidies of social services, and that they 

are intensely xenophobic, has been documented elsewhere.11 Several scandals involving 

conflict between editors and publishers, resulting in the termination or stepping down of 

editors, also add credence to this argument.

10 Although to my knowledge significant research into these relationships has yet to be done, the likelihood 
exists that newspaper publishers, through other investments, benefitted personally from the cheap available 
pool of labour provided by detainees during the wars. Furthermore, newspaper owners today, through other 
holdings (such as mining or manufacturing of weapons components), perhaps stand to gain from public 
support for war and its subsidiary demonization of the enemy. This knowledge, in addition to the class, 
racial, ethnic, and cultural subject position of news producers, is relevant to an accurate analysis of the 
content of newspapers.
11 See, for instance, David Taras’ Power and Betrayal in the Canadian Media.

The impact of ownership is not the whole picture, however. While Winter focuses 

on the ownership and concentration filters, Henry and Tator use a more comprehensive 

discourse analysis approach to document bias in the Canadian newspapers. Discourses of 

Domination argues that the Canadian press do not live up to the responsibility vested in 

them by society, and that the newspapers must change certain embedded ways they 

represent race and whiteness in order to bring their coverage closer to the journalistic 

ideals of fairness, balance, and responsibility. They argue that “media discourse plays a 

large part in reproducing the collective belief system of the dominant society and the core 

values of society” (4). Their approach uses critical discourse analysis to conduct several 

case studies of issues that received coverage in the Canadian press, and analyzes that
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coverage both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Their analysis, which also attempts to answer the question of what, or who, is 

understood to be “Canadian,” examines the operation of Dick Hebdige’s notion of “codes 

of meaning,” which they describe as “unquestioned assumptions, values, norms and 

practices that are rooted in the dominant culture’s ideology and in the subcultures of 

media organizations” (6). For instance, they document ways in which an entire 

community is negatively depicted through a generalization from individual instances, 

such as in the case of the Just Desserts shooting, in which a whitened upper class woman 

is shot by men positioned as black at a posh eatery in Toronto, sparking a long media 

discussion about whether “black youth crime” is on the rise. Their study also deals with 

the hidden presumption that whiteness is normative or neutral, which allows people 

marked as white to be represented acting as individuals, while those marked as people of 

colour are described according to qualities attributed to their “race.”

In line with Chomsky’s analysis, but influenced more directly by Stuart Hall and 

sociological theorist Teun van Dijk, Henry and Tator argue that despite the training, good 

intentions, and professionalism of news media workers, news is not neutral or impartial 

because it reflects, and shapes, the society in which it is produced. That is, aside from the 

(contested) operation of top-down overt controls by ownership, even news makers given 

total freedom to write what they observe are still constrained; they must select from the 

intelligible, from the available “codes of meaning” that shape how members of society 

perceive and interpret events. This discourse is vitally important to the construction of the 

nation because “discourse producefs] the instrumental sense of the real that a society or 
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system uses in daily life” (73). In a society such as Canada, with erasures woven into the 

very foundations and fabric of the country from its beginnings, significant analysis must 

be undertaken in order to perceive the bias that is so naturalized as to be effectively 

camouflaged to an uncritical eye. I wish to clarify, however, that the discourse’s 

naturalization by no means suggests that the bias is not powerful, nor that it is impossible 

to perceive by those it targets (who have available competing, if marginalized, discourses 

by which to understand themselves). Bias in the press is more than an occasional 

accident; it is systemic, but disguised through naturalization.

Currently, and in my case study, the prime target of the Canadian media is a 

constructed terrorist Other based in Western Orientalist notions of Islam and Arabs. This 

discourse is not new; Edward Said examines the Western study and practice of 

Orientalism, which encompasses an immense body of “scholarly, economic, sociological, 

historical, and philological texts” (Orientalism 12) that take the Orient as object of study. 

In Said’s terms, the “Orient” represents “the Anglo-French-American experience of the 

Arabs and Islam, which for almost a thousand years together stood for the Orient” (17). 

Through this discourse, Said argues, “European culture was able to manage - and even 

produce-the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, 

and imaginatively during the Post-Enlightenment period” (3). His analysis, using 

Foucault’s notion of a discourse, is useful for understanding the texts of newspapers in 

Canada, as it analyzes a site of emergence of the discourse about Arabs and Muslims 

which is still in operation today.

In the introduction to Orientalism, Said attempts to find a productive middle 
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ground between “the kind of inaccuracy produced by too dogmatic a generality” on the 

one hand, and “too positivistic a localized focus” (9) on the other. In order to make these 

necessary links between the general and the specific, he makes evident the connection 

between textual production and the historico-political context of the producer. As I 

mentioned in the introduction, he writes, “political society in Gramsci’s sense reaches 

into [...] realms of civil society [...] and saturates them with significance of direct concern 

to it” (11). Although Orientalism speaks primarily about academics, in Covering Islam 

Said demonstrates that his argument holds true of journalists, and indeed of all those who 

produce and circulate texts in society. He argues, “no one has ever devised a method for 

detaching the scholar from the circumstances of his life, from the fact of his involvement 

(conscious or unconscious) with a class, a set of beliefs, a social position, or from the 

mere activity of being a member of society” (Orientalism 10). Finally, Said argues that it 

is necessary to theorize through specificity: “this is not to say that such a study 

establishes a hard-and-fast rule about the relationship between knowledge and politics 

[...] each humanistic investigation must formulate the nature of that connection in the 

specific context of the study, the subject matter, and its historical circumstances” (15). 

Like Chomsky, Said’s specific examples theorize as much as does his abstract analysis 

(11).

As he demonstrates, the discourse of Orientalism has less to do with the actual 

inhabitants, cultures, languages, etc. of the lands deemed “Eastern” than it does with 

those who formulate and circulate the discourse. He writes, “the phenomenon of 

Orientalism as I study it here deals principally, not with a correspondence between
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Orientalism and Orient, but with the internal consistency of Orientalism” as a Western 

phenomenon, a “constellation ofideas [...] about the Orient” (5). The seeming focus on 

the object of study in Orientalist texts conceals the fact that “Orientalism is - and does 

not simply represent - a considerable dimension of modem political-intellectual culture, 

and as such has less to do with the Orient than it does with ‘our’ world” (13). Underlying 

the seeming transparency of the intent to analyze the Orient lie unexamined assumptions 

that, when brought to centre stage, make clear that this discourse holds more benefit for, 

and reveals more about, the Western “self’ than it does about the Eastern “other.”

Specifically, this discourse of an “other” provides a mirrored figure, against 

which the West forms its identity, by depicting the other as both exotic and inferior. For 

instance, in Covering Islam Said critiques an essay entitled “The Roots of Muslim Rage,” 

by influential British Orientalist Bernard Lewis, in which, Said argues, Lewis represents 

Muslims and the West as:

[S]hut off from each other, despite literally centuries of borrowings and 

crossing over which Lewis totally denies[;] “they” are as doomed to rage 

and irrationalism as “we” are to the enjoyment of our rationalism and 

cultural supremacy. We represent the real, that is, secular world; they rail 

and cry and froth in a world that is scarcely more than a puerile fantasy. 

(Covering xxxiii)

This passage exemplifies the Orientalist discourse that Said describes, in which “the 

Islamic world” is a thing entirely apart populated by irrational, rage-filled, almost 

fantastic creatures, and in which West and East are engaged in a pseudo-mythical “Clash
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of Civilizations.”

While the stated intent of these texts is to describe, this discourse in fact produces, 

reproduces, and constitutes the very subjects it purports to simply portray:

The deliberately created associations between Islam and fundamentalism 

ensure that the average reader comes to see Islam and fundamentalism as 

essentially the same thing. Given the tendency to reduce Islam to a 

handfol of rules, stereotypes, and generalizations about the faith, its 

founder, and all of its people, then the reinforcement of every negative fact 

associated with Islam - its violence, primitiveness, atavism, threatening 

qualities - is perpetuated. And all this without any serious effort at 

defining the term “fundamentalism,” or giving precise meaning either to 

“radicalism” or “extremism,” or giving those phenomena some context 

(for example, saying that 5 percent, or 10 percent, or 50 percent of all 

Muslims are fundamentalists). (Covering xii)

These notions of Islam still hold currency today even though readers might not recognize 

them in their original forms. Said writes, “[w]hen I apply [the term Orientalist] to modem 

American social scientists [...] it is to draw attention to the way Middle East experts can 

still draw on the vestiges of Orientalism’s intellectual position in nineteenth-century 

Europe” (Orientalism 19). These same “experts” are given privileged voice in the press, 

as Chomsky’s model illustrates, injecting these notions of Islam and Arabs into the 

contemporary national imaginary. Thus, texts that might themselves be viewed as 

outdated, and quaint or offensive in their representations, are nonetheless sources of more 
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“serious” discourse that is granted authority and credence in society, circulating in part 

via press representations.

In the Canadian context, Karim H. Karim documents aspects of this discourse about 

Muslims operating in Canadian newspapers. In Islamic Peril: Media and Global 

Violence, Karim argues that “topoi” or “fields of meanings” (15) about Muslims, dating 

not only from the post-enlightenment period, but indeed from the Middle Ages, still hold 

currency in this news environment. Karim deals almost exclusively with the religious 

dimensions of media representations, without examining important links to notions of 

race and colour. Nonetheless, his analysis is helpful in that it provides a documented 

study of Canadian newspapers which demonstrates the presence of recurring themes 

shaping the (mis)representation of events: notions of “irrational Muslim villains” driven 

by religion to commit terrorist acts, and the contrast of these figures with those of their 

“rational Christian victims” (159).

Karim’s methodology uses close reading and comparison to analyze the language 

of the press. He compares the cultural constructions presented in various Canadian 

newspapers, finding that “such an exercise may reveal factual omissions, generalizations, 

contradictions, and even distortions” (102). His study documents and analyzes routinely 

appearing instances of:

[s]lanted openings of articles, strategic sequencing of information, specific 

narrative styles, consistent application of negative or positive parts of 

speech to particular persons or groups, quoting only certain types of 
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authority figures, favourable or unfavourable allusions, [or] the use of 

particular photographs. (102)

He further argues that “dominant discourses perpetuate themselves intertextually through 

continual self-reference, particularly within the mass-media, thus imparting the 

semblance of uncontested truth” (130).

His study finds revealing instances in which coverage of international conflict 

names religion only when the perceived oppressors are Muslim, while mitigating or 

omitting reference to religion in favour of ethnicity-based terminology when Muslims are 

the perceived victims. For instance, “when ‘Muslims’ were viewed as the primary victims 

in [...] Bosnia-Herzegovina during the 1990s, ‘Serbs’ - not ‘Christians’ - were the 

villains. [However,] when Lebanese ‘Christians’ carried out the 1982 massacres in the 

Sabra and Shatila refugee camps in Beirut, ‘Palestinians’ - not ‘Muslims’ - were the 

victims.” (Karim 159). He found the same mitigation at work in coverage of the Azeri- 

Armenian conflict in Azerbaijan, after a massacre in which Christian Armenians, a 

minority in the country but a majority in the region, were the aggressors and Muslim 

Azeris the victims:

Most remarkable was the almost complete disappearance of references to 

religion at the peak of [the] massacre’s coverage. The newspapers seemed 

extremely reluctant to allude to the facts that the killers in this case 

happened to be Christians and their victims Muslims. [However,] In 

subsequent coverage of the Azeri-Armenian war the Khojaly massacre had 

become insignificant and the reportage went back to routinely identifying 
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people according to their religious backgrounds. For example, a write-up 

in the March 11,1992 issue of the Globe, credited to AP and Reuters [...] 

stated:

“The mostly Christian Armenian enclave, with about 200,000 

people, has been controlled by predominantly Muslim Azerbaijan 

since 1929.”

Compare this with the following which had appeared on March 4, at the 

height of the reportage of the massacre, when both The Toronto Star and 

The Ottawa Citizen had used AP stories:

“Nagorno-Karabakh’s population of about 200,000 is mainly 

Armenian. But it is surrounded by Azerbaijan, which has 

administered the territory since 1929.” (167; emphasis added)

This difference in coverage implies that the religion of the oppressed group is pivotal 

when Muslims are the aggressors, but coincidental when they are the victims. Dominant 

discourses in which Muslims are most readily intelligible in the role of villain make it 

difficult for news producers to represent Christian and Muslim victims using the same 

terminology.

These discourses are so dominant that they can result in the assignation of Muslim 

identity to Arab Christians or secularists engaged in terrorism:

For example, a December 2, 1983 article titled “The Suicide Terrorists” 

[in] Maclean’s captioned a picture of a disheveled teenager wearing battle 

fatigues and holding an automatic rifle, “Islamic amal gunman in Beirut:
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‘human Exocet missiles’ can attack anywhere.” The image seemed to fit 

the stereotypical model of a “Muslim terrorist” so well that the editors 

appear to have overlooked that two crucifixes were hanging from the 

teenager’s neck. [...] Even though the gaffe could be excused as “an honest 

mistake” in the rush to meet a deadline, it was undoubtedly made possible 

by the cultural stereotypes that exist in Northern societies about Muslims.

(Ill)

Although Karim fails to connect these “cultural stereotypes” to .the correlative racial 

dimensions that may be at work in this misrepresentation, his example nonetheless 

demonstrates that dominant scripts impact media producers’ ability to present fair, 

unbiased reporting. In another example,

a column published on February 9, 1986 in The Montreal Gazette [...] 

inquired into the reasons why a group called the Lebanese Revolutionary 

Armed Faction was setting off bombs in Paris. In fact, the members of this 

terrorist organization were Lebanese adherents of the Greek Orthodox 

Church. Yet, this fact was not mentioned by [columnist William] Pfaff, 

who went on to make grand statements about a global “collision of two 

civilizations”: “What began in 1948, in the conflict of Arabs with the new 

Israeli state, has grown in sinister progress to become the struggle of 

Moslems with Jews, of radicalized Moslems with moderate Moslems, of 

secular revolutionaries and Islamic integrists with non-Moslems, with one 
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another and with the United States and the West.” [...] Middle Eastern 

Christians did not exist in this grand scenario. (Ill)

Indeed, these dominant discourses provide a shortcut to understanding disputes that can 

divert media producers away from reporting on the complexity of a conflict.

“Topoi” about the mythical “clash of civilizations,” such as the scenario depicted 

by Orientalists like Lewis (and recirculating in media outlets such as those quoted above), 

provide a readily intelligible model with which to perceive events. When events 

contradict those “codes of meaning,” such as when Christian groups openly declare that 

they are engaged in war for fundamentalist religious purposes, Karim found that the 

media downplay those statements or contextualize them in a way they do not for Muslim 

groups:

Statements by “Muslim fundamentalists” are usually taken at face value 

when they indicate that the reasons for their violent activities are 

“Islamic.” But declarations by some “Serbs” that they were fighting for 

Christendom were largely treated with skepticism. For example, a Reuters 

article in The Toronto Star issue of April 14, 1992 stated:

Bosnia’s Serbs, condemned internationally as the aggressors in a 

savage war, want to be seen as Christian crusaders saving Europe 

from Islam. “This is religious war,” said orthodox Bishop Vasil 

from the northeast Bosman city of Tuzla. “The West does not 

understand.”

But skeptics say Orthodox churches in the area are poorly 
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attended, and that the faith is being used as a cloak for purely 

political ends. “This is a war for land and money. Religion is an 

excuse,” said a Catholic priest, one of the scared Croatian minority 

still living in Banja Luka. Muslim charity workers in the city 

agreed, saying relations with the orthodox Church were good 

before the war began.

One rarely finds similar examples in the transnational media that discuss 

how Islam may have been used “as a cloak for purely political ends.” 

(172)

As these examples demonstrate, the operation of dominant scripts precludes under

standing, and instead assigns meaning based on pre-existing scripts.

Moreover, the fact that two opposing groups have differing religions does not 

necessarily mean that their conflict is religious in nature. However, Karim found that in 

cases where “the Christian was the victim the conflict was constructed as being primarily 

religious and in the case where the Muslim was disadvantaged it was constructed as being 

‘territorial,’ even though territory was clearly the major problem in all these wars” (170). 

Just as dominant scripts largely ignore the existence of Christian and secular Palestinians 

and other Arabs, they ignore the complex factors at play in territorial conflict when more 

readily understood codes of meaning about Muslim irrationality and fundamentalism are 

available.

As Karim’s, and Said’s, research demonstrates, ways of seeing encoded by 

historical Western Orientalism circulate in the media due to the constraints and filters 
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which can be understood via Chomsky’s propaganda model. Ideas circulate that emerged 

in Orientalist works dating from the post-Enlightenment period, which are themselves 

influenced by earlier Medieval depictions of the Orient in such varied “texts” as 

paintings, plays, poetry, or travel accounts (Karim 2). These depictions of the East and of 

Easterners, which might seem laughable today in their original form, nonetheless 

maintain their currency as dominant “common sense,” thereby finding their way into 

media texts, whether through the sourcing of “experts” who in tum source Orientalists 

such as Lewis, or via the intertextual circulation and recirculation of available codes of 

meaning in popular forms of storytelling like the Canadian press. These codes of meaning 

intersect with notions of bodily darkness.

Henry and Tator’s analysis of the racialized aspects of media representation helps 

make the links clear between these representations of Arabs and Muslims and popular 

notions about darkened bodies. To Karim’s analysis of the pattern of representations of 

Muslim villains and Christian victims in the Canadian press I wish to add the “topoi” of 

darkness and whiteness, which are linked to these themes in a consistent way.

Richard Dyer, in White, argues that a consistent slippage occurs between whiteness 

as hue, symbol, and racial signifier. In other words, whiteness is understood in three 

ways: first, it is a (set of) colour(s), having little to no pigment, or all of the colours of 

light. Next, white is also a symbol for many concepts, including innocence, purity, 

goodness, honesty, godliness, disembodiedness. Finally, white is a racial signifier (or, in 

Dyer’s terms, “a category of skin colour”) which comes to mean a grouping whose 

membership and borders are shifting, but whose form has at its centre the idea of the 
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bodies of Brits and North Europeans. These three categories of whiteness are not related 

in fact, but the slippage between them is consistent and so naturalized as to seem almost 

not worth analysis. Whiteness defines itself as everything and nothing, nothing in 

particular, nothing of note, because it is the ground upon which all rests, or the norm of 

humanity (Dyer 45-6).

The category of racialized darkness, rather than corresponding phenotypically to 

the human bodies marked by it, is imposed as a way of perceiving bodies, constituting 

those bodies as subjects that can be known, through constellations of associated cultural 

myths and images (what Karim might call “topoi,” or Henry and Tator “available codes 

of meaning”). Therefore, perceptions about the colour of the bodies in news discourse are 

constituted through the interaction between juxtaposed textual and graphical elements. 

The interconnected web of links between such circulating notions as darkness, Islam, 

fanaticism, and terrorism makes those elements reciprocally self-reinforcing: a man is 

darkened because he is presented as a potential Muslim terrorist in the paper; his religion, 

style of dress, or history of travel are presented as part of the evidence for his darkness; 

his darkness in turn is evidence of his irrationality and fanaticism, which in turn is 

evidence of his terrorist status, and round we go in a sticky web of connected signifiers.

These national newspapers construct the way Canada sees itself. Furthermore, the 

construction of these terrorist “others” is founded upon an invisible “us,” which is tacitly 

white and supposedly “neutral,” and rests upon (false) notions of stable bodies existing 

prior to their production in social interaction (or communication). Although the

12 For more on the construction and social production of the self/body, see Judith Butler.
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newspapers only occasionally name these terrorist bodies explicitly as “dark,” the 

descriptions of terrorists operate metonymically, through association with bodily markers 

of darkness such as beards, turbans, head coverings, or religion. These connected 

signifiers circulate in the discourse to produce the very notion of Islam as metonymically 

linked to a discursively produced phenotypical darkness which is the necessary other to 

the implicit neutrality and discursive whiteness of the (re)produced Canadian “us.”

These models allow for an analysis of the discourse about the enemy present today 

in Canadian national newspapers. They allow for a denaturalization of the discourse: they 

defamiliarize this story of ourselves as a nation, so we can better understand the process 

by which this Canadian “we” comes to exist. Put into other words, the constructed notion 

of the Canadian collective “we” needs to examine how it constructs itself.

Kogawa notes that when World War Two ended, some of the “particular 

individuals and communities” (Macklin 399) targeted by the Defense of Canada 

Regulations were kept under continued restrictions for several years, prompting The 

Globe and Mail to note, “Nothing but the lowest motives of greed, selfishness and hatred 

have been brought forward to defend these disgraceful Orders” (Kogawa 199). Kogawa’s 

character Naomi responds, speaking ostensibly to her Aunt Emily but addressing the 

Canadian reader as well: “Greed, selfishness, and hatred remain as constant as the human 

condition, do they not? Or are you thinking that through lobbying and legislation, speech

making and story-telling, we can extricate ourselves from our foolish ways?” (Kogawa 

199; emphasis added). The next chapter examines an aspect of the shape of present-day 

“story-telling” about “enemies within” in the national media; perhaps in this way her
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question can be answered: “Is there evidence for optimism?” (Kogawa 199)
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Chapter Three: Drawing Lines in the Snow

As George W. Bush beat the war drum after the attacks on the World Trade 

Centre, building his coalition against terror, he spoke of drawing “a line in the sand” to 

demarcate friends and foes, us and them, the forces of “good” vs. the “axis of evil.” The 

image of “sand” in that famous expression conjures up Eastern locations, the “desert 

lands” in which reside the infamous foes of freedom and of all things civilized and 

Western. As demonstrated by the example to follow, the myth-building news discourse of 

Canada, as it operates within the historical and political context outlined in previous 

chapters, also draws these lines between “us” and “them,” but in a symbolic substance 

closer to home, in the everpresent feature of Canadian soil and Canadian symbolic 

national identity. “Drawing lines in the snow” invokes the flexible boundary of whiteness 

in the Canadian imaginary, and an intersection between white as hue, symbol, and racial 

signifier. Through slippages between these three categories, drawing lines in the snow 

demarcates degrees of belonging, the Canadian identification of “us” and “them,” 

dividing the discursive good, honest Canadians from the dangerous - often described as 

“shadowy” or “shady” - “enemies within.” Do our national newspapers participate in this 

construction? It seems evident that the answer is yes; both The National Post and The 

Globe and Mail reproduce constructions of “the enemy within” that are biased towards 

government, intelligence, police and elite perspectives and against the perspectives of 

members of targeted minority communities and groups concerned with social justice.

The case study centres on the RCMP and Citizenship and Immigration Canada 

(CIC) joint operation called Project Thread, in which a group of students from Pakistan 
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and India were arrested in August 2003, linked by immigration fraud involving a defunct 

school. One man, studying for a pilot’s license, flew over the coast of Lake Ontario in 

routine flight lessons that included flying over the Pickering Nuclear Power plant. 19 

were arrested in their beds early on the morning of August 14, and a handful more turned 

themselves in and/or were arrested during the following weeks. The men were held 

without charges at Maplehurst Correctional Centre for periods ranging individually from 

weeks to months. As of the date of this writing six months later, 26 men were arrested in 

total, 12 deported, and 14 released (i.e. not yet deported) (Project Threadbare FAQs). No 

official structure exists to notify lawyers or the public of the detentions.

The men were not charged with any offense, for under The Immigration and 

Refugee Protection Act (IRPA) regulations, official suspicion is sufficient for indefinite 

detention pending deportation. None were tried before a judge in a court of law, for under 

the same regulations, adjudicators at immigration hearings need not be judges or lawyers. 

As non-citizens, the men could be held indefinitely without charges under the IRPA’s 

regulations without the need for the provisions in The Anti-Terrorism Act. The men and 

their lawyers were denied full access to the evidence against them, again under provisions 

in the IRPA. It is unclear whether the RCMP, CIC, and/or CSIS invoked The Anti

Terrorism Act to allow the surveillance of the men conducted prior to the arrests.

While grassroots organizations such as Project Threadbare that support the men 

highlight the injustice and arbitrariness of these processes of determining guilt or 

innocence, the official viewpoint focuses on the relative suspiciousness of the men and on 

the question of whether they are linked to terrorism. These allegations of terrorism were 
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abandoned by officials involved soon after the men were detained. Indeed, the conclusion 

that the men are not linked to terrorism is available in the news discourse itself, in a 

muted way. Nonetheless, the fact that the RCMP and CIC say that the men are innocent 

of any terrorist links does not appear as the dominant message of the newspaper 

narrative.

THE GLOBE AND MAIL

The Globe and Mail published a few significant pieces questioning the validity of 

the accusations, and a smaller number critiquing the erosion of civil liberties evidenced 

by the men's preventative arrests, the indefinite detentions, the lack of charges laid in the 

case, and the racialized inflections of the investigations. However, a thorough, detailed, 

specific analysis reveals that, although The Globe and Mail played a role in defending the 

men and was attributed in part with speeding their release, the articles and opinion pieces 

which support the men are vastly outnumbered, and outpositioned, by an overriding 

message broadcast to the public. The message is provided by headlines, lead paragraphs, 

and images, even when those contradict the specific contents of the narrative told within 

the articles themselves. This overwhelmingly dominant message tells the story of 

dangerous “foreign” potential terrorists rightly apprehended by cautious Canadian 

officials and police forces in defense of (an undefined) national security.

The Globe and Mail coverage does expose the flaws in the process; however, as I 

will show, the newspaper discourse in The Globe nonetheless downplays the men’s 

perspectives, and privileges official perspectives and accusations, in a number of ways.
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Specifically, headlines that make the front page consistently accuse the men while 

headlines that stress the men’s innocence with regard to terrorism never appear on the 

front page; official perspectives are also privileged in headlines, and appear more often 

and closer to the beginnings of articles than do the perspectives of the men, their lawyers 

or supporters; juxtaposition of stories about the men with adjacent items about terrorist 

threats associate the men with guilt or terrorism; “fears” invoked without attributable 

source create a sense that the men are dangerous to readers, and, as Karim’s analysis 

might anticipate, religion/Islam is linked to terrorism repeatedly in articles.

The very timing of the story's appearance indicates reliance on official 

perspectives, one of the filters of Chomsky’s paradigm. The men, arrested before dawn 

on August 14, are held without charges for over a week before the newspapers even begin 

to report on their case.1 The delay cannot be attributed to the historic power blackout 

which also occurred later on August 14, for a Globe editorial of August 16 describing the 

news-gathering process underway before the blackout says that August 14 was shaping 

up to be a very slow news day (“Putting out” A2). The detailed editorial lists the planned 

top stories:

’Peculiarly, the timeline given in the stories mitigates the delay, saying that the arrests happened 
“last week” in stories that appear August 23 and 25, even though the arrests took place on August 14.

11:05 a.m. We are nearing the end of our morning story meeting. [...] 

Pretty well each editor has started his or her spiel with the disclaimer, “I 

really don’t have much here.” They are honest to a fault. [...] We discuss 

the possibility, this being mid-August, of nothing new developing during 

the day. We won’t have much of a paper then. We think up some ideas:
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Let’s push harder on what Foreign Affairs Minister Bill Graham knew and 

when he knew it on William Sampson and torture. And let’s prepare 

readers for that computer worm[.]”

By the midday cover story meeting, the Editorial says,

“What a difference half a day makes! Our skeds now overflow. Among 

the candidates [for the cover]: new information on the Sampson case, the 

mysterious deaths of seven B.C. seniors from a SARS-like virus, a missing 

13-year-old B.C. boy separated from his uncle on a crowded subway 

platform in London, a moving piece on a Somali refugee who moved to 

Canada 14 years ago and now is fleeing again after trying to squelch the 

violence in her Toronto housing complex, the arrest of Al-Qaeda’s kingpin 

in southeast Asia, a $2.7-billion payment by Libya to the families of the 

270 victims of the Lockerbie bombing and the pained reaction of a 

Canadian victim’s family, the announcement in France that 3,000 elderly 

people have died from the heat wave. And, finally, a meeting favourite: 

the arrest by Texas police of a 91-year-old bank robber [...] after a slow 

getaway. [...] We begin whittling the list down to five stories. We are 

almost done when we hear a mechanical groan. The lights go out.

(“Putting Out” A2)

Thus, the list of important stories planned before the blackout does not include the 

Project Thread arrests, even though they occurred early that morning. Indeed, the story 

does not make it into the papers until an “RCMP announcement Friday [Aug 22] that 19 
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men arrested in the Toronto area are considered potential threats to national security” 

(Tmmen A6). One is left wondering if wrongful arrest and preventative detention of 

people in Canada, what essentially amount to disappearances, are considered news items 

at all, and if so, how the newspapers could remain unaware for 8 days of such a 

significant event as the arrest of a large number of people in the Toronto area with 

indefinite detentions, no court representation, and no charges laid. Are these arrests 

without charges, lawyers, or trials only a news item if the men are dangerous, but not a 

news item if they are innocent? What does that presence, and absence, suggest about the 

sourcing of the information that makes it into the news?

While the Globe coverage does at times include the viewpoints of groups 

supporting the men, most of the story headlines privilege the accusatory perspectives of 

police, immigration officials, or the government, which argue that those bodies acted 

prudently in detaining the men. Indeed, of the 50 Globe news items that mention the story 

during the peak period in August, September, and October, only 13 have headlines that 

indicate that the men are not linked to terrorism. The initial stories, on August 23 and 25, 

do not allow the men's perspective into headlines either on the cover or inside. The first 

headline, “19 terror suspects arrested, fear grows of Canadian 9/11” (“Arrested” Al), 

reproduces the government perspective in both its cover headline and inside headline, 

“Tip from Mexico led to men's arrests” (A10), which lauds the actions of a Canadian 

immigration official. The next story, “Terrorism a threat here, Ontarians Say” (Immen 

A6), also privileges the official perspective that the men are suspicious, linking an 

unrelated poll taken of Ontarians’ views on terrorism to “the arrest of 19 people last week 
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as possible threats to national security” (“Poll” A2) in an index brief. This trend in 

headlines continues throughout the coverage. Headlines such as “Preventing Terror” 

(“Preventing” A16), and “Immigration Jitters” (“Jitters” A22) privilege the view that the 

men are dangerous. Since headlines (along with images) are a reader’s first, most 

prominent, and sometimes only interaction with many stories, they have a powerful role 

to play in shaping the overall sense of events that newspapers circulate to the public. This 

tendency of headlines to privilege suspicions creates a sense that the men are guilty 

without their having been charged or tried, even as minimized textual details in The 

Globe slowly begin to report that the men are innocent of terrorist ties.

After the initial one-sided coverage, Canada's most respected national newspaper 

soon begins to report that something is amiss in the allegations, and that the men are 

perhaps not connected to “terrorism” despite the arrests and government alarm. As The 

Globe begins to present the men's side of the story, however, it nonetheless maintains a 

bias in two ways. On one hand, the newspaper’s discourse continues to provide a higher 

profile to the accusations and suspicions, while on the other hand it allows official 

perspectives to set the terms of debate over a question of whether the men are, or are not, 

terrorists, drawing attention away from the civil rights issues at stake.

Reading with Chomsky in mind reveals that accusatory text makes it to the front 

page more readily than text that says the men are not terrorists. In the case of stories that 

begin on the cover page and continue inside, the headlines that appear on the front page 

are always accusatory, while headlines that stress the men's innocence appear with the 

inside portions of stories. For instance, on August 27, the second time this story makes 
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front-page news, the Al headline reads: “Bin Laden Agents Among 19 Arrested, 

Lawyers Say” (“Bin Laden” Al). Only inside do readers learn that the “Allegations 

Bewilder [the] Suspects” (Al 4). Similarly, the article “Wanted man can’t turn himself in” 

(“Wanted” Al), on the cover September 2, stresses the accusation by beginning with the 

fact that the man is “wanted.” Only inside do readers see, “Suspect Not Linked to any 

Terror Groups, Lawyer Says” (A4). Of the nine days in which this story makes cover 

headlines in The Globe and Mail, only two front page headlines indicate the possibility 

that the men might in any way be wrongfolly detained. Of these two, only one, 

“Adjudicator Frees Suspect, Disputes Terror Scenario” (“Adjudicator” Al), suggests that 

the flaw might lie in the accusations themselves, in the government's story, or in official 

intelligence-gathering techniques. In that example, however, the choice of word order 

still reveals accusation when compared with the inside headline that continues the story: 

“Allegations Rejected” (A6). The cover headline focuses on the “adjudicator[’s]” actions 

rather than on the “allegations,” inviting readers to question whether the actions of the 

adjudicator are appropriate in “free[ing]” a “suspect.” Only the inside text, “allegations 

rejected,” stresses the questionable nature of the allegations themselves. This preferential 

placement given to the accusation in cover headlines slants the message given to readers.

This trend is also present even when accusatory headlines conflict with 

information from previous articles or from within the same article. For instance, the 

September 5 front-page headline story, “Students at Sham College Got Federal Aid,” has 

a large subhead, “The Terrorist Probe: HRDC Cash Flowed to People at a School Facing 

Allegations of Visa Fraud and an al-Qaeda Sleeper Plot” (“HRDC” Al). This prominent 
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front-page headline story accuses the men of a secret “al-Qaeda sleeper plot” even though 

an in-depth story appears 6 days earlier (featured on an inside page without a leader from 

the cover), which shows that the case against the men has “unravel[led]” (“Case” A5) and 

that “the RCMP says there is no evidence that Canada’s national security is at risk” (A5). 

Indeed, the accusatory headline even contradicts the article it heads, which on an inside 

page says “the terrorist angle began to unravel almost as soon as the detention hearings 

got under way” (“HRDC” A7). Why does the cover headline continue to accuse the men 

of “an al-Qaeda sleeper plot” when inside text, including the very article under the 

headline, states that the men are not linked to terrorism?

Furthermore, the article’s focus on the “Federal Aid” implies that the accused 

men, potential terrorists, could have received funding from the government. This 

misrepresentation, proclaimed in large headlines on the cover, is quietly corrected near 

the end of a long article on page A10 the next day: “None of the individuals taken into 

custody were recipients [of the federal student loans], because foreign students are not 

eligible for government loans” (“Sham” A10). This piece of the story is lost in the 

overriding communication that an “al-Qaeda sleeper cell” may have received funding 

from the unsuspecting Canadian government. As these examples demonstrate, 

accusations, however tenuous, are more likely to make front page news than are 

reasoned, careful stories that reveal the perspectives of the men or their supporters, or the 

flaws in the process and their important implications for civil liberties for all Canadians.

As I mention above, one cover article seems upon first read to contradict this 

trend. “'All My Dreams Have Been Disturbed': Arrested on Suspicion of Posing a
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Security Threat, Muhammed Naeem Says He Is an Unfortunate Victim of Circumstance” 

(“Dreams” Al) speaks to the innocence of one of the detained men. However, this one 

cover article that highlights the impact of the arrests on the men does not make any links 

to arguments about civil liberty or injustice, even though articles staunchly criticizing the 

civil rights abuses, such as “9-11: Do You Know Where Your Civil Rights are?” (“Civil 

Rights” A23) associated with the story appear in inside pages prior to this cover article’s 

appearance.

At no point does this article suggest that authorities may have committed an 

injustice, or that the man might be the target of unjust anti-terrorism laws. Instead, the 

story, which focuses entirely on one man's wrongful arrest, says he is simply a “victim of 

circumstance” (A12) or of his own “bad judgment” (A12). Rather than offering any 

criticism of the process that detained the men, this story highlights Naeem’s difference 

from the other men: “Dr. Naeem was not one of the scores of economic migrants who 

come to Canada using bogus student visas, or who make refugee claims to prolong their 

stays, and then slip into the underground economy” (A 12). Unlike the others, he is 

described as a legitimate student, caught in a web of bad circumstances and perhaps bad 

friends. Apparently the erosion of civil rights in Canada is not appropriate front-page 

discourse, and cannot make it into this article.

This pattern of privileging notions of the men’s guilt continues in the position and 

space accorded to relative perspectives within the texts of articles: perspectives that 

accuse the men tend to appear early on and receive significantly more attention within 

articles than do the perspectives of the men, their lawyers, or the groups that support 
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them. In the first story, “19 Terror Suspects Arrested, Fear Grows of Canadian 9/11” 

(“Arrested” Al), the early portion of the article, that makes it to the front page, refers 

exclusively to information from official sources. Only one sentence in the entire article, 

on an inside page, refers to the perspective of supporters for the men. This line, which 

does not quote any of the men themselves, appears in paragraph 11 out of 15: 

“Mohammed Syed, a lawyer for two brothers who are suspects, said his clients are being 

held on ‘flimsy’ evidence.” The rest of the article relies entirely on the perspectives of 

“antiterrorism agents,” “agents,” “Immigration Canada,” “the RCMP,” “an immigration 

officer,” “[police] officers,” “immigration authorities,” “authorities” (mentioned 3 times), 

“Ontario Premier Ernie Eves,” “the federal government,” “Provincial Security Minister 

Bob Runciman,” “federal officials,” “officials” (mentioned twice) “a spokesperson for 

Soliciter-General Wayne Easter,” “A Canadian Immigration Officer [in Mexico],” 

“investigators,” “police,” and “the document filed in a detention hearing” (mentioned 

seven times) that lists the men’s allegedly suspicious behavior.

The next article, “Terrorism a Threat Here, Ontarians Say” (Immen A6), describes 

the accusations against the men without including a single quote from their lawyers or 

supporters. Instead it describes information from an “RCMP announcement,” and from 

the “document filed in a detention hearing [that] cited a pattern of suspicious behaviour.” 

The subsequent article, “Bin Laden Agents Among 19 Arrested, Lawyers Say” (“Bin 

Laden” Al) begins by quoting “Canadian government lawyers,” and then goes on to cite 

extensively from “newly released documents from [the] hearing,” and from “authorities” 

who accuse the men. The front-page portion of that story once again relies solely on
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information from these sources. The first introduction to the men’s perspective appears in 

the inside portion of the story on page Al 4, sandwiched between ads and on the bottom 

half of the page. Out of 23 paragraphs, 16 paragraphs source only the government 

lawyers, “authorities,” “investigators,” or “the document,” while 7 paragraphs - which all 

appear in the inside portion - source the men or their supporters.

The newspapers also repeat the accusations against the detainees many times, 

such as that they are “possibly an al-Qaeda sleeper cell” (“Adjudicator” Al), are 

“suspicious figures” (“Student Pilot” A2), that “the men lived spartan lives, sharing 

apartments furnished with mattresses, computers and little else” (“Arrested” A10), that 

they “may have experimented with explosives” (“Bin Laden” Al) because they had 

“unexplained fires” (“Arrested” A10) in the kitchen (which the men say happened while 

they were learning to cook), and that they “seemed to be interested in nuclear power 

plants [and] the CN tower” (“Adjudicator” Al). “Officials,” the articles repeatedly state, 

“suspect the men of “want[ing] to ‘find out the measurements and schematics’ of [such 

landmarks] in Canada and the United States” (“Bin Laden” Al) and find it suspicious that 

“two men who told police they were taking a walk on the beach when officers stopped 

them at 4 a.m. in April near the power station turned out to be associates of the 19 men” 

(“Arrested” Al). The articles also repeat that the men lived together in groups - 

repeatedly referred to as “clusters” (“Adjudicator” Al) - “of four or five,” (“Arrested” 

Al), and that “After the September 11 attacks, an RCMP hotline received tips about 

them” (“Arrested” A10). These numerous repetitions of official suspicions against the 

men serve to legitimize these views, such that they cast an impression of guilt and
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suspicion over the men regardless of less-repeated contradictory text stating the men are 

not terrorists.

The perspective that the men are victims of an unjust legal system is downplayed 

not only by relegation to the inside pages, by the sheer number of stories, by repetitions, 

and by the space devoted to the various perspectives within articles, but also by the 

position of news items, both on the page and relative to surrounding elements. Items 

suggesting the men are innocent often appear in less visible locations such as insides or 

bottoms of pages, and/or near adjacent items that indicate guilt or terrorist identity. For 

instance, in the example mentioned earlier, of the article “Adjudicator Frees Suspect, 

Disputes Terror Scenario,” the notion that the “allegations” might be faulty is not only 

relegated to page A6, it is also buried in an inside column next to an ad that takes up most 

of the page, and is sandwiched with another story which occupies a more prominent 

position across the top of the page, “Recent Arrests Raise Fears over Tower's 

Vulnerability to Terrorism” (“Recent” A6). Indeed, the two stories share one photo, of 

an accused man in an orange prison uniform looking downwards frowning.

Through this juxtaposition, the story, which says that the adjudicator “could find 

nothing at all to tie Mr. Akhtar to any kind of terrorist network or security threat” and 

calls “the government's allegations [...] a question of misrepresentation [...] 'day to day 

immigration business' that has somehow been manipulated into a national security threat” 

(“Adjudicator” A6), nonetheless gives readers a sense that the man is a danger to society 

by placing his decontextualized frowning image next to the repeated headline words 

“terrorism” and “terrorist” and raising the otherwise unrelated spectre of attacks on the
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CN tower. This juxtaposition further highlights the message that perhaps letting a 

“suspect” out on bail is not in the public interest, given the suggested vulnerability of the 

tower and other important landmarks.

Similarly, a number of the stories about the men appear adjacent to items about 

terrorism or images depicting Easterners as dangerous. For instance, a cover brief, “how 

sham college ran” (“Sham” Al), that describes “the college at the centre of [the] 

immigration-terror probe” (“Sham” Al) appears directly below another brief, “Terrorist 

Manhunt On” (“Manhunt” Al) which announces that the FBI is on the prowl for “four 

terrorists, two [carrying] Canadian passports” (Al). Similarly, the cover story, “Students 

at Sham College Got Federal Aid” (“HRDC” Al), appears adjacent to “U.S. Terrorist 

Advisory Targets Canadian Flights” (“U.S.” Al), a story about a vague warning against 

terror issued by the United States government. The story “Tip From Mexico Led to 

Men’s Arrests (“Arrested” A10) appears below “UN Bombing of Baghdad an Inside Job, 

U.S. Believes” (“Baghdad” A10), which says that UN headquarters security was 

infiltrated by Iraqi terrorists who helped attackers from within. The article “College 

Provided False Letters: Documents” (“College” A4) appears next to an article about the 

Air India trial headlined “Air India Blast ‘for Sikhism’” (“Air India” A4) and an image of 

a victim’s family. This juxtaposition of elements creates a message that associates the 

men with topoi about easterners and terrorism, irregardless of, or in addition to, the 

content of articles themselves.

Such a slant, strongly present in the early articles, is all the more apparent in 

contrast to the coverage which emerges as the story progresses, as officials back away 
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from the accusations, and as The Globe becomes more supportive of the men. Although 

even the very first article states that “according to the RCMP there is no known threat to 

national security related to this investigation” (“Arrested” Al), that statement is mitigated 

in this early article by the accompanying lines, “Federal officials are minimizing the 

arrests,” and “yet, national security is being invoked to keep the men in a provincial jail” 

(A10). However, the RCMP statement that the men are not, in fact, security risks at all, 

despite the initial assertions by Citizenship and Immigration Canada, begins to receive 

more attention as the story progresses over time, especially once official sources begin to 

downplay their own initial suspicions.

Several items appear which indicate that the men are not associated with terrorists 

and a few raise the issue of civil liberties. “Case of 19 Terrorists Starts to Unravel” 

(“Case” A5) appears with a large headline and very large photo on August 30. “Suspect's 

Lawyer Protests” (“Protests” A10) appears September 6. A comment piece written by the 

national president of the Canadian Arab Federation, “9/11: Do You Know Where Your 

Civil Rights Are?” (“Civil Rights” A23) runs on September 11, the two-year anniversary 

of the World Trade Centre attacks. “Terror Suspects Pose No Risk: Immigration Probe 

Rules Detained Men do not Threaten Canadian Security” (“Pose” Al2) is on September 

26. An opinion piece, “What Will it Take? Stamps of Approval?” (“What” A23), written 

by the national president of the Canadian Islamic Congress, appears with a large graphic 

on September 30 with the subhead, “Racial profiling has hung over Canadian Muslims 

since 9/11. It casts such a pall, Mohamed Almasry wonders if Canada should issue cards 

to identify 'moderate' Muslims. Sound repugnant? It should” (“What” A23). “Detained
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Pakistanis Plan Suit Over Treatment” (“Suit” Al4) runs October 11 with the subhead 

“Terror Probe Overzealous, Lawyer Says.” And a poem by John Allemang, “The Sleeper 

Cell” (“Sleeper” F2), appears October 4 with the lines:

The key thing is an Arab name -1 Without it, Justice goes all blind / 

Rejecting figments of the mind / demanding proof, not jumbled facts / for 

signs of terror’s coming acts [...] And when we face no real threats / We’ll 

make some up, with no regrets [...] “Crown’s Court Case Crumbles”? Just 

as well. / We’re frightened by this sleeper cell, / and feel much better that 

the guy / we locked up couldn’t hurt a fly. (F2)

While the poem reflects the mistaken impression allowed by the newspaper discourse that 

these men were tried in “court” (rather than by civil servants on the Immigration and 

Refugee Board), it does raise the lack of “proof ’ and the sense that “justice” is not 

“blind,” as it should be, in detaining these men.

A number of these articles make cogent points about the threat to civil liberties 

represented by the Project Thread story, including a column by Christie Blatchford 

entitled “Kafka Meets the Keystone Kops at Pakistani’s Detention Review” (“Kafka” 

Al 7). However, as the pages of the citations above indicate, these items critical of the 

arrests, and questioning the process, appear on inside pages. None have briefs on the 

cover or in indexes. As a Chomskian critique suggests, the fact that these less prominent 

stories contradict the dominant message of front-page news serves to indicate that official 

discourses are in the ascendant. The message that abuses of justice are taking place here 
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is minimized within the more prominent headlines, stories, and images that depict the 

men as dangerous and set the terms of debate around official vigilance.

Images contribute to this downplaying of the men’s perspective; they can 

communicate messages that news text does not state explicitly. A set of letters entitled 

“preventing terror” appears with a graphic of a giant hand, arm just visible in what looks 

clearly like a business suit (with wrist button and white sleeve under suit jacket), 

dropping a cage onto a tiny generic Eastern man in beard and turban (“Preventing” A16). 

Another group of letters, entitled “Living in Fear,” that describe the men as dangerous, 

appears with a graphic of a city skyline in which stands a building shaped like a stick of 

dynamite with a lit fuse (“Living” Al 6). Photos of the detainees, and the choice of words 

that accompany their images in photo captions provide further evidence of this slant. For 

instance, as I mentioned earlier, a colour image of Mohammad Akhtar wearing an orange 

prison uniform appears August 28 next to an article about the potential vulnerability of 

the CN tower. The photo caption for this image calls Akhtar “one of the 19 terrorism 

suspects held in Toronto” (“Allegations” A6). However, the same image appears, in 

black and white and less closely cropped, on August 30, accompanying the feature “Case 

of 19 Terrorists Starts to Unravel” (“Case” A5) which stresses the holes in the official 

story about the men. The caption for this identical, but much larger, image describes 

Akhtar as “one of the 19 men who were detained” (“Case” A5). The slippage in choice of 

words, between “suspected terrorist” and “man who is detained” significantly impacts the 

impression presented to readers by the accompanying images. “Man detained” holds 

differences in connotation from “terrorism suspect”; the first leaves room for the
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possibility that the subject may be the wrongful target of a legal system, while the other 

indicates that a potential danger requires necessary caution by authorities to protect 

something called Canada’s “National Security.” 2

2 The very notion of “national security” is peculiar. When is a bombing considered a threat to 
“national security” and when is it considered merely a bombing? What distinguishes an attack on 
individuals or buildings from an attack on “the nation”?

3 A later story reveals that the men in the videolink hearings may appear to be frowning because 
they have trouble hearing the proceedings due to the “poor audio quality” of the link (“Kafka” A17). 
However, this context is not provided and so the man seems to have a scowl on his face, which might be a 
look of concentration.

Colouring and shading also play into the message conveyed by images. In the 

colour image Akhtar’s facial hair is noticeably darker, as are the shadows on his face and 

neck, and the darkness of his eyebrows and head hair. His face appears widened and 

shortened to fit the column, and the close cropping of the image exaggerates the slant of 

his head, and disguises the fact that the image is taken from a video screen. The context 

of the video link could provide an explanation for his indirect gaze, which appears shifty 

and unfocussed when taken out of that context. The overall impression is a look 

somewhere between anger and disinterest.3 However, in the black and white image that 

accompanies the August 30 feature, differences in cropping, brightness, colour, and size 

create the impression of sadness rather than anger. His eyebrows are softer and his eyes 

and face less shadowed. His face appears lighter on the whole. His mouth looks less long 

and less sharply frowning, and the expression in his eyes is softer and more sad due to the 

difference in shading.

Of course, the discrepancy can be attributed to a number of reasonable factors. 

Newspaper images are not required to be high-quality or consistent; the colour image 
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may well be darker due to difficult-to-controi qualities of the press, the process, or the ink 

used. Its appearance in colour might also be simple chance. Full colour is purchased by 

the page, so if a newspaper runs a full-colour advertisement, other elements on the same 

page can be fall-colour at no extra cost to the paper. The colour image of Akhtar appears 

on a page with a foil-colour ad, which likely indicates that the image was able to be 

reproduced in foil colour because the ad bought colour for that page. The black and white 

image appears with a spot-colour ad on an otherwise black-and-white page, which means 

that foil-colour would not be possible for that version of the image on that page.

However, editorial decisions shape the placement of stories; someone decided that the 

image of Akhtar in his orange prison uniform would be effective on the page that had 

fall-colour available.

The choice to crop the colour image down so viewers cannot tell that it is a photo 

of a video screen also alters the impression created by the image: lines that cut across the 

photo and interfere with the appearance of Akhtar’s eyes and eyebrows are not explained 

by the pullquote or by the image itself. In contrast, the black and white version provides 

greater context by showing the background, which presents Akhtar’s image in a video 

screen with an inset image of the adjudicator. The context explains the downward cast of 

his eyes, which unexplained in the colour image make him look shifty and dishonest. 

Meanwhile, the detail of his shirt underneath his butterfly collar and the black and white 

reproduction make his clothing look more ordinary, and negates the impact of the prison 

uniform that associates him with guilt and suspicion in the colour image.
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The lightness of his appearance in the black-and-white image can perhaps be 

attributed to the fact that the half-page photo is greatly enlarged compared to the colour 

image, or to qualities of bleed that differ between colour and black and white ink, 

softening his features in the larger image. Other factors could easily influence these two 

images. Nonetheless, the larger, lighter, more detailed image accompanies an article that 

says the man is not a terrorist, and the cropped, angrier, darker image which shows him in 

prison garb accompanies a page which suggests the opposite by a variety of means; these 

subtle shifts in colour, shade, and cropping change the message of the image. In one the 

man appears angry, dishonest, and/or indifferent, while in the other he appears sad, lost, 

bewildered.

Furthermore, these images are not read out of context; the combination of 

elements on the accusatory page combines with the image of the orange prison uniform to 

darken the man on August 28, linking his body to notions of “hate-filled terrorists” via 

association with surrounding elements in relationship to available topoi or codes of 

meaning in society. The article says that “the case of the terrorists among us began to 

unravel almost as soon as the detention reviews began, with the RCMP and Citizenship 

and Immigration Canada distancing themselves from the idea that the men posed a clear 

threat to security.” The sadness on the man’s face in the image on August 30 is produced 

in part by this text in the article that indicates his innocence.

Similar effects are apparent in the images of the student pilot whose “flight route 

near the Pickering [...] nuclear power station” drew the attention of authorities. The 

August 26 article, “Student Pilot Ordered to Remain in Custody” (“Student Pilot” A2), 
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which begins with the line “A Muslim flight-school student was deemed a possible 

security risk and ordered to remain in jail” (A2), shows an image of Anwar-Ur-Rehman 

Mohammed in which he appears very small, hand on chin, in a comer of the image, on a 

screen in a bank of video screens. His head is a dark blot in a dark image, his eyes and 

mouth are dark shadows. In contrast, the story “Terror Suspects Pose No Risk” (“Pose” 

Al 2) of September 26, which states that the “Detained Men Do Not Threaten Canadian 

Security” (A12) shows four close up images of Rehman in tears, expressing a variety of 

emotions, in which his features are clearly visible in expressions of sadness or despair. 

Why does the accusatory page two article call Rehman “A Muslim flight school student,” 

and show images of him looking dark and featureless, while the page 12 article that states 

he is innocent calls him “a pilot from India” and shows sympathetic images of Rehman 

expressing sadness and a range of human emotion? The discursive connections, 

highlighted in these examples, between darkness, Islam, and terrorism operate throughout 

the media discourse.

Indeed, connections between Islam and terrorism are made explicitly again and 

again in The Globe and Mail, most often in quotes arguing that the men are not terrorists. 

For instance, the article “All My Dreams Have Been Disturbed” (“Disturbed” Al) quotes 

Muhammed Naeem who “insists he is not a terrorist, in fact is not political at all, and not 

particularly religious. T have nothing to do with terrorism. I’m against all these sorts of 

things,’ he says” (A 12). “Case of 19 Men Starts to Unravel” (“Case” A5) notes that some 

of the men who want to return to Pakistan are “not religious. ‘ Aqeel is a very nice guy, 

very helpful and friendly. He knows nothing about Al-Qaeda”’ (A5) the article quotes, 
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juxtaposing a statement about a detainee’s religion with a statement of his innocence as 

though the two are inextricably linked. A parent of one of the men is quoted in his son’s 

defense saying, “Our son is not involved in any political or religious causes” (“Bin 

Laden” A14). In line with Karim’s analysis, these connections between religion and 

innocence link Islam to guilt, as though the fact of being religious Muslims would make 

the men suspicious.

Indeed, the discourse around inclusion and exclusion, linked to notions of race, 

religion, and “national security,” finds its way even into articles which highlight the 

wrongs committed against these men. The article “Terror Suspects Pose No Risk” 

(“Pose” A12) quotes a lawyer for the men saying, “At what point does the right of an 

individual to have liberty trump the right of the public to be protected? We believe 

arresting someone on suspicion alone is not warranted. We need a higher standard of 

proof’ (A 12). This quote, highlighted by the newspaper article in a pullquote, lays the 

debate at the feet of the age-old conflict between “individual” rights to “liberty” and the 

“right of the public to be protected.” However, other questions also need to be raised: 

doesn’t “the public” need to be protected from the tremendous power vested in the legal 

system, protection theoretically afforded by a system of checks and balances, the 

apparatus of due process built up for just that purpose, which is undermined by 

legislation that overrides the normal system of law? And aren’t these men members of 

“the public?” If not, why not?

It would seem that the discourse of fear excludes these men from membership in 

“the public,” implicitly drawing a white line: an invisible, naturalized line in the snow 
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between the “us” that deserves protection, and everything outside that protected 

discursive space. The news discourse repeatedly refers to these “fears” without attributing 

them to a specific source. This pattern, which, as I have suggested earlier, is continuous 

with the discourse about “enemies within” evidenced nearly a century ago, sends a 

message to readers that a universal, unspecified fear exists all around us, threatening the 

safe space of the nation. “Fear Grows of Canadian 9/11" (“Arrested” Al) the first 

headline reads. Where does that fear that “grows” reside? “Recent Arrests Raise Fears” 

(“Recent” A6), says another headline, but who feels those fears? The article “Student 

Pilot Ordered to Remain in Custody” (“Student Pilot” A2) states, “After the earlier 

proceedings, much alarm flowed after officials made a point of saying Mr Mohammed 

flew by the nuclear reactors” (A2; emphasis added). Another article states, “during this 

week’s detention hearings, unlike at others, the government did not utter the words that 

had so worried the public: ‘CN Tower’ and ‘al-Qaeda.’” (“Case” A5; emphasis added). 

This fear which has no specific location is thus everywhere and, the discourse suggests, 

should be felt by everyone - everyone, that is, who is allowed inclusion in the tenuous 

category of “the public,” the changeable club of national identity.

The shift in coverage evidenced in The Globe may well have contributed to 

raising public awareness about the men’s situation. Indeed, a lawyer involved with the 

detainees, speaking at a public event in support of the men, thanked The Globe and Mail 

for its expose about the questionable nature of the allegations and credited the paper for 

helping speed the men’s release. However, the shifting perspectives that appear in later 

items both highlight the obvious slant of the early articles, and also exist within the
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mitigating framework of the newspaper medium that privileges discursive linkages 

between the practice of Islam (and other religions deemed “Eastern”), fundamentalism, 

violence, terrorism, and darkened bodies.

THE NATIONAL POST

The National Post contains 32 items that mention the Project Thread arrests 

during the peak period of August, September, and October. While The National Post’s4 

coverage does occasionally include the viewpoints of groups or lawyers supporting the 

men, a remarkable majority of the stories and headlines privileges the voices of police, 

immigration officials, or government representatives. Of the 32 items that mention the 

story during the peak period, five stories and two leaders to inside stories appear on the 

cover. 11 stories have headlines that focus on elements of the case (such as the Ottawa 

Business College) without mentioning the men explicitly, 16 headlines stress the 

accusations against the men, while only five headlines indicate that the men are not 

linked to terrorism. One of those five items receives cover space, in the form of a one- 

sentence small-font leader to a story on page A6. The other items whose headlines 

indicate the men are not tied to terrorism appear on pages A4, A9, and Al 6 - none on the 

cover. Meanwhile, alarmist cover headlines such as “Police Hunt Ringleader of Alleged

4The Post had fewer items covering the Project Thread arrests, which makes sense given that the 
news section of The Post is smaller than that of The Globe. The National Post consists of a few pages of 
“hard” news followed by many sections of entertainment, business and market news. However, in addition 
to the continuous discourse that presents whitened bodies in images of happiness and comfort, and 
darkened bodies as dangerous, irrational, and/or tied to fundamentalism, Post headlines such as “Dozens of 
Canadians Join Jihad” (“Dozens” Al) or “Islamic Group Funded Terror From Ontario: CIA” (“Group” A2) 
create a continuous narrative of stories about “enemies within” that runs throughout the paper’s discourse, 
dovetailing with the paper’s thread of anti-immigration sentiment.
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Terror Cell: CN Tower Plot Suspected” (“Police” Al) or “'Network' Eyed Tower: 

RCMP: Raids Suggest Foreign Students had Scouted Landmarks, Tested Explosives, 

Task Force Says” (‘“Network”’ Al) stress the accusations and privilege official sources, 

disregarding the perspectives of the men, groups supporting them, or their lawyers. 

Debate over civil liberties is almost nonexistent.

The Post articles exhibit errors and inconsistencies in fact-checking, some of 

which are relatively minor, but all indicative. The cover story “‘Network’ Eyed Tower” 

(“‘Network’” Al) lists the date of the men’s arrest as August 19 (A7), nearly a week 

late. The shared mistake made by both papers, indicating incorrectly that the arrests took 

place within the week prior to the break of the story, indicates that both papers may have 

been relying on one official source (such as the oft-quoted “document used in a hearing” 

that itemized government suspicions), either directly or indirectly through newswire 

stories or articles in other papers, for their cover stories about the men. Another error 

appears in the name of a secretary for the school. In the first reference, instead of simply 

stating her name, an article introduces the school’s secretary as follows: “an employee, 

named as Wilde West in hearing documents, worked to provide the documents regardless 

of whether tuition was actually paid, regardless of whether the student was actually 

taking a course” (“Defunct” A5; emphasis added). Another article simply introduces her 

as “Wilda West, who was admissions secretary for the school” (“Pakistani” A4); no 

mention is made of the earlier spelling error. The inconsistency in and of itself is 

relatively minor, and perhaps normal given the time constraints involved in putting 

together the news; however, those very time constraints make news discourse more
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reliant on available codes of meaning, as is evidenced by the suggestion implicit in the 

wording of the first mention. The article’s framing of her with the words “named as” in 

the first instance suggests to readers that her very identity may be suspicious.

Another article similarly describes the owner of the allegedly fraudulent school in 

the following manner: “The president of the Ottawa Business College, identified as ‘Mr. 

Samuel’” (‘“Network”’ A7; emphasis added). The quotation marks around his name, and 

the introducing words “identified as” suggest that, as with “Wilde West,” “Mr. Samuel” 

might be an alias. These small details that cast doubt on the veracity of the names depict 

their owners as possibly suspicious and farther lend an aura of inauthenticity and lack of 

trustworthiness to the people who make up characters in the newspaper narrative, even 

though the stories all indicate that the individuals involved with the school cooperated 

readily with the investigation.

Perhaps more significantly, some of these errors allow The Post to actively mask 

the information that the men did not receive their day in court. Articles repeatedly refer to 

aspects of the immigration hearings (which, as I have indicated, are adjudicated by civil 

servants who are not necessarily judges or lawyers, and which are not conducted in courts 

of law) as though the hearings are proper trials. One article mistakenly says that 

“Immigration judges ruled there were sufficient grounds to hold the Pakistani men” when 

in fact the adjudicators in the hearings are not judges at all. The next paragraph reveals 

that the adjudicators are just “member[s] of the Immigration and Refugee Board” (A4). 

These members of the IRB are given quasi-judicial powers by the IRPA. Another article 

states that “immigration officials dropped charges alleging [Anwar-Ur-Rehman
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Mohammed] was a national security threat” (“Man” A4; emphasis added) when no 

charges were ever laid. Yet another article says that the men “are to appear in court [...] 

for hearings to determine whether they should remain in detention” (“Accused” A6; 

emphasis added) when in fact none of these hearings took place in court. An opinion 

piece accusing the men tempers its vigilante tone with the line, “nothing has yet been 

proven, and all of the detainees are innocent until judged guilty” (“Sieve” Al 7). How can 

the men be judged guilty if they are never charged or tried? The available topoi about 

Canada as a land of justice and fair play is preserved intact within this news discourse.

Like The Globe, The Post coverage refers to “fears” and “concerns” without 

attributing them to any source. An article says the “arrests sparked fears an Islamic 

extremist cell may have been plotting in Canada” (“Immigration” A2). Another article, 

about the student pilot, says he “prompted fears of terrorists flying a plane into an Ontario 

nuclear power plant” (“RCMP” A7). A caption for a large image of the Pickering nuclear 

power plant reiterates that the pilot “rais[ed] concerns about Canada’s vulnerability to a 

terrorist attack” (“Canadian” A4). Yet another article reminds readers that the 

“allegations [...] have raised fears an Islamic terrorist ‘network’ based in Toronto was 

plotting attacks in Canada and the United States” (“‘Network’” Al). Even the small 

article that states that the pilot is not deemed a terrorist after all introduces the story with 

reference to “flights [...] and fake documents [that] sparked fears of a terrorist cell in 

Canada” (“Man Who Flew” A4). The newspaper discourse repeats these diffuse “fears” 

frequently, along with many repetitions of official suspicions and details of the 

accusations against the men. The repetitions cement the notion that the men are
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suspicious and are a threat to those who sit within the protective discursive construction 

of “the nation.” It circulates this message even as the officials involved in the case rescind 

the accusations.

Indeed, the accusations against the men are repeated so frequently that they come 

to seem like evidence in themselves. Suspicious details, many based on tangential 

hypothesizing by police and immigration officials, appear over and over again. These 

accusations, such as that the men “have connections to Pakistan’s Punjab province, noted 

for its Sunni Muslim extremism” (“Immigration Authorities” A2), that they were 

“caught” at the “Pickering nuclear power plant at night” (“Hearings” A4), that one man 

“flew over the reactor while training at a flight school” (A4), that “otherfs] were linked to 

the theft of radioactive material” (A4), that one received a letter of recommendation from 

an organization listed by the UN as raising funds for Al-Qaeda (A4), appear in many of 

the articles, often in positions of prominence. Other accusations are also repeated 

frequently, such as that “there were suspicious kitchen fires at apartments inhabited by 

the men” (A4) which repeats in many articles, morphed into an accusation that “the men 

may have been mixing and testing explosives” (A4) in the kitchen. Officials do not 

explain how they make the leap from “kitchen fires” to “mixing explosives,” yet this 

“evidence” receives high-profile attention in many of the stories. Other repeated 

“evidence” includes the fact that “following the Sept. 11 attacks, neighbors called the 

RCMP to report suspicious activities at the [pilot’s home] in Markham” (“Police Hunt” 

A5). The Post discourse focuses more intently on the men’s Punjabi residence than does 

The Globe, making the connection repeatedly between perceived danger and immigration 
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from discursive “terror-incubating” regions with “large, militant Muslim populations” 

(Canada’s Terror Sieve” A17).

The perspective that the men are subject to an unjust process is downplayed not 

only by the focus on and the repetitions of the suspicions against them, the mistakes in 

fact, and the relegation of the men’s perspectives to the inside pages. Consistent with the 

Globe articles, stories that stress the men’s innocence or the injustice of the process are 

also downplayed by those articles’ position on the page and relative to surrounding items. 

For instance, the one major story that presents the men in a sympathetic light, “Accused 

Men Not Terrorists, Friends Say: Aug. 14 Toronto Raids: Accuse Police of Aggressive 

Tactics During Arrests” (“Accused” A6) is accompanied by the header “Terrorism Scare” 

(A6) across the top of the page, which situates the arrests in the context of terrorism, fear, 

and accusation. The article “Man Who Flew Over Nuclear Plant Poses no Threat: Ruling” 

(“Man” A4) appears with a small headline font at the bottom of a page next to an ad, 

dwarfed under a story entitled, “‘Clean Up’ Visa School Racket, Ottawa Told” (“Clean 

Up” A4) with a subhead that reads, “‘The Liberals Leave an Unguarded Gate That Invites 

Criminal Exploitation” (A4). The larger, top article stresses the potential dangers 

associated with people who use “Visa Schools” to “slip into Canada” (A4), diminishing 

the impact of the lower, smaller story which contradicts that message by admitting that 

the man at the centre of “fears” is in fact not a terrorist at all. The article, “Police hunt 

ringleader of alleged terror cell: CN tower plot suspected” (“Police” Al) is accompanied 

by a link to “related” stories inside, such as: “Accounts of 9-11: radio messages sent from 

in and around the World Trade Centre reveal heroes and loss” (Al). The juxtaposition of 
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this leader to stories about 9/11 with the story about the Project Thread arrests cements 

the message that the men are suspicious and dangerous. The stories that say they are not 

guilty not only have smaller headlines, are positioned in less prominent locations, and 

take up less space on the page than do articles accusing the men of terrorism; they are 

also reduced in importance by these adjacent accusatory elements.

The pattern of privileging notions of the men’s guilt continues in the position and 

space accorded to relative perspectives within the texts of articles: in the majority of 

articles, perspectives that accuse the men tend to appear early on and receive significantly 

more attention within articles than do the perspectives of the men, their lawyers, or the 

groups that support them. For instance, the article, “Canadian Arrests Mirror 9/11" 

(“Canadian” A4) begins, “An anti-terrorism probe that led to the arrest of 19 Pakistani 

men, including one who took commercial flight training over a nuclear plant, highlights 

security holes that should have been plugged after the Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks, 

Ontario officials said” (“Canadian” A4). This opening fails to include the men’s 

perspective altogether. The article continues in similar fashion, quoting almost 

exclusively from official sources. It reports information from the “Public Security and 

Anti-Terrorism Unit,” “Bob Runciman, Ontario’s Minister of Public Security,” “Federal 

investigators,” Federal authorities,” “a document summarizing the case presented at 

immigration detention hearings,” “an immigration officer,” “authorities,” “James Young, 

Ontario’s Commissioner of Public Safety,” “Michel Cleroux, a spokesman for the 

Nuclear Safety Commission,” “Terrorism Specialists,” and “Mark Dunn, spokesman for 

Denis Coderre, the Federal Immigration Minister.” The article only sources the men’s 
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perspective in one paragraph, third from last, which cites a lawyer representing two of the 

men saying that the government is overreacting and acting out of racism (A4).

Indeed, even the few articles that stress that the men are innocent couch this 

message in an accusatory framework. For example, the article “Third Terrorism Suspect 

Released on Bail” (“Third” A9) introduces the story with the lead “The investigation into 

a possible Canadian al-Qaeda sleeper cell suffered a setback yesterday when an 

Immigration and Refugee Board official ordered the release of one of the suspects, saying 

there was no evidence he was linked to terror” (A9). Why would the release of a man 

who is not a terrorist be a “setback” to justice? The article, in a pattern common in Post 

discourse, focuses on police suspicions about the man, especially as they relate to 

immigration issues, instead of stressing the questionable nature of the process: “He was 

set free despite evidence he took part in an insurance fraud scheme and obtained a student 

visa by submitting a fake letter he purchased from a bogus school called Ottawa Business 

College” (A9). The article is quick to criticize the Canadian immigration system, stating 

in the second paragraph that “Although Muhammad Naeem may have committed 

immigration fraud, that is ‘not unusual’ in Canada and immigration authorities failed to 

present a convincing case he posed a security threat, [the adjudicator] ruled” (A9). These 

passages suggest that immigration officials are to blame for lax laws, and for not putting 

together a solid enough case against the accused man. This article, which seems on the 

surface to be about the man’s innocence with regard to the accusations of terrorism, only 

quotes the man’s lawyer in paragraphs nine and ten out of 15. The lawyer of another 

accused man receives one vague sentence in the article: “His lawyer [...] called the
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allegations ‘absolutely bald’” (A9). The entire rest of the article quotes from Immigration 

and police officials.

While the Globe narrative, reflecting the shift in the official story, becomes more 

supportive of the men during the early part of September, the Post narrative continues to 

run accusatory stories that stress the early suspicions about the men. Rather than 

reporting on the flaws that become more and more evident in the process of judging the 

men’s guilt or innocence, as The Globe does, The Post runs headlines such as “Terror 

Case Against 31 to be Revealed” (“Terror” A6) on September 18, or “Police Investigate 

'Sleeper Cell' as Two Terrorist Suspects Released” (“Police” A5) on September 29. These 

headlines continue to broadcast the view that the men are dangerous, downplaying any 

questioning of the larger issues of human rights at stake.

As indicated earlier, a small number of items do appear which state that the men 

are not associated with terrorists. However, these mentions are often mitigated by 

framing comments that focus on the men’s association with immigration fraud. For 

instance, one article states, “Lawyers [for the men], conced[e] that while their clients 

might be guilty of immigration fraud they were not terrorists” (“Hearings” A4). Another 

repeats this pattern, quoting an immigration consultant who says “that while Mr. Nouman 

might have violated Canadian immigration law by working here illegally and getting a 

visa extension by submitting a fraudulent letter, he is no terrorist.” Further down the 

article repeats the same juxtaposition: ‘“Yes, they have overstayed their visas and they 

have broken the immigration laws, but they are not terrorists” (“21st Suspect” Al3). 

These comments from lawyers for the men that say they are not terrorists are framed by 
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comments focusing on the men’s accused immigration issues as though their immigration 

violations justify the denial of fair trials in the detentions.

Images in The Post, as in The Globe, also contribute to this downplaying of the 

men’s perspective, and contribute to the one-to-one linking of immigration issues to 

terrorism. Photos and captions provide evidence of this slant. The text of an article 

entitled “Investigators seize refugee ‘cheat’ sheets” (“Investigators” A14) reads, “so far 

no evidence has been released to support the government’s suggestion they may be 

members of an al-Qaeda sleeper cell” (A14), and “there was no mention of terrorism or 

national security yesterday at [the] hearing in Toronto” (A14). Nonetheless, the article 

runs an image of the power plant with the caption: “Members of the network were caught 

at 4:15 a.m. near the Pickering nuclear power plant last April” (A 14). (Perhaps this article 

reveals the true slant of The Post in a slip, repeated in a number of articles, that calls the 

men “a suspected network of Muslims” or “a suspected network of Pakistani men” (Al 4). 

The large cover story “‘Network’ Eyed Tower: RCMP” runs a dramatic image of the CN 

tower that takes up much of the page, even though the accusation that the men had 

anything to do with the tower is a minor portion of the story based primarily on official 

extrapolations from a general interest in “landmarks” (‘“Network”’ Al) attributed to the 

accused men. The sheer size of the image of the CN Tower, in conjunction with the 

alarmist headline, creates a sense that these immigration violations are frightening 

evidence of a possible vulnerability in Canada’s defenses against terrorist attacks. The 

small, imageless stories that later counter these allegations cannot compete with the 

indelible impression created by this giant, front page image.
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Notions of race also play into messages conveyed by the images. Several large 

photos of the men, such as those accompanying the headlines “21st Suspect Arrested in 

Terror Probe” (“21st Suspect” Al3), “Police Investigate ‘Sleeper Cell’ as Two Terrorist 

Suspects Released” (“Police” A5), and “Hearings Begin for 19 Detainees” (“Hearings” 

A4) are blurred and decontextualized, presenting the men as nearly featureless, with 

shadowed eyes and inhuman faces. Clearer images that accompany “Hearings Begin for 

19 Detainees” show the men’s faces in difficult-to-read expressions of unhappiness or 

anger. These ambiguous expressions are reinscribed by surrounding elements, linking 

these men’s bodies to notions of “hate-filled terrorists” via their interaction with available 

topoi or codes of meaning; the very presence of images of criminality, the words 

“suspected terror cell” at the top of the page, and the police surrounding the man in the 

video image, darken the bodies of the detained men.

Connections between these codes of meaning about race, Islam and terrorism 

appear in The Post as in The Globe. The occasional quotes arguing for the men’s 

innocence argue that they are not terrorists in part because they are “not particularly 

religious” (“Accused” A6). In The Post, however, connections between Islam and 

terrorism most often form aspects of arguments against immigration, especially from 

“Muslim” “parts of the world” (“RCMP” A7). One opinion piece expressing this view, 

“Infiltration Projects Terrorists’ Power” (Jonas A14), exhibits remarkable similarities to 

language dating from previous wars: “The forces of terrorism can’t break through the 

West’s perimeter defences - but this is a mixed blessing. If a belligerent can’t project its 

power from outside the enemy’s perimeters, it will concentrate on projecting it from 
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inside by employing ‘fifth columns’ - i.e., agents who live among the population 

disguised as visitors, students, or residents” (A14). This thinly-veiled piece of hate 

speech argues that all “residents” who match the media’s hyped depiction of a terrorist 

are potential threats. The opinion piece goes on to state explicitly what much of the news 

discourse can only imply: “Whether or not the men detained last month will turn out to be 

al-Qaeda ‘moles’ - they must be presumed innocent, obviously, until proven guilty - 

sleeper agents for terrorist cells would behave much like this group of men” (Jonas A14). 

Once again this piece presents the comforting popular myth that the men, because 

detained in Canada, are “presumed innocent until proven guilty,” without stopping to 

question how that process of proving them guilty will take place. Finally, arguing the 

futility of no-fly zones over public air space, the piece argues that “Confiscating airspace 

from pilots does little for Canada’s security. It’s like confiscating nail clippers from 

passengers [...] The threat [comes] from fifth columnists. It’s illegal aliens who pose a 

threat - less if they’re old ladies, obviously, more if they’re young men, and most if 

they’re Muslim fake-students attending bogus schools. [...] They’re a potential threat, 

whether flying over nuclear plants or delivering pizzas” (Al4). The implications are that 

the only way to keep Canada safe is to keep these “young Muslim men” out of the 

country or detained. The piece goes on to threaten a lawyer defending the men, in a move 

reminiscent of McCarthyism: “since no one has seen the evidence so far, Mr. Fatah 

cannot possibly know that the detainees are innocent - unless he’s privy to a list of all 

Muslim terrorists in the world (in which case the RCMP ought to become curious about 

him)” (A 14).
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Given that the official viewpoint on the men now holds that they were innocent of 

any terrorist links, the fact that the newspaper narrative in both The Globe and Mail and 

The National Post creates the overriding sense that the men are dangerous is important. 

Although The Globe also presents the information that the accusations and systems of 

judging are flawed, and The Post does state that the men are innocent of terrorist links, 

the way these perspectives are presented marginalizes them within a more prominent 

discourse. This dominant message privileges the view that the men - and perhaps anyone 

supportive of them - are dangerous, and therefore somehow relinquish their right to a fair 

trial. It creates a powerful resonating communication: that while these particular men 

may have turned out not to be terrorists, others “like them” may be, and its dam good that 

Canadian officials are closing “the unguarded gate” (“Clean Up” A4), damming up the 

“tide” of “shady” (“Sham Al 3") immigrants, the “flow of approved refugees from terror

incubating countries” (“Sieve” A17) to “our shores” (Jonas A14), who are thus able to 

“project [...] terrorists’ [...] power against homeland America, Canada, or Europe” (Jonas 

A14; emphasis added).

Some of the effects that contribute to and reinforce these notions are lost, 

untraceable in archived versions of the newspapers, which can differ due to final edits 

and remain available only in poor-quality black and white. Instead, these discourses leave 

their mark indelibly in our collective sense of Canada as a nation, responding to and 

reproducing available codes of meaning about this country. The official discourse is thus 

allowed to set the terms of the debate. Rather than fostering a discussion about the 

undermining of the system of law that provides us with our only protection against 
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despotic and arbitrary authority, the news discourse sets up the debate as an issue of 

whether officials exhibit enough “vigilance” (“Accused” A6), to keep “them” out. In the 

words of one “counter-terrorism official who did not want to be named [...] ‘This is a 

glass half-foil/glass half-empty story: It’s good they were caught, but why did they get 

in?’’’(“Canadian Arrests” A4). Meanwhile, Canada’s system of justice does not live up to 

Canada’s self-image or professed adherence to international standards for human rights. 

Where is the rich, high-profile, healthy public debate that should take place on these 

issues of national significance? Hushed at the bottom of an inside page, under a 16-point 

headline, between a giant ad for a luxury car and one for a tropical vacation, and below a 

big story about the latest terrorist threat.
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Conclusion: Evidence for Optimism

To return to an issue raised in the introduction of this thesis, how, specifically, 

can we engage in intellectual self-defence? If, as the previous chapters suggest, 

newspapers do not provide adequate “evidence for optimism” (Kogawa 199), where else 

can optimism be found? As the case study indicates, the RCMP and CIC apprehend the 

suspects acting under public pressure created in part by the media. The newspapers and 

other media outlets hang these scapegoats up for viewing, hang the millstone around their 

necks with words of guilt and suspicion, and then the authority vested in the state sends 

the suspects away or locks them up as though that will keep us safe, ignoring the danger 

that faces us from the limits and challenges to our own systems of civil liberty.

Repressive forms of arbitrary authority come down first on those with the least 

power in society; they target the minorities positioned as the other at any given time, 

based on shifting interpellations of language, dress, wealth, region of origin, etc., all of 

which factors become markers of bodily racial difference when imbued with “enemy” 

identity. In that sense, this country’s present-day attitude towards immigration is 

continuous with that of a century ago:

Immigrants to Canada before the 1890s, whatever their specific ethnicity 

in the British Isles was concerned, on the whole spoke English. All of a 

sudden a very large number of people who didn't speak English started 

arriving, and became the new undergroup. They replaced Irish Catholics, 

if you like, as the subject of prejudice and suspicion. At the same time, 

they were doing something that Canadian society badly needed. They 
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were going to turn a region not unlike their own native soil into 

prosperous and productive land, which would produce business for the 

charter groups, the English and the Scots in the west. So you have the 

traditional ambiguity about immigration: we need them, but we don't want 

them. (Desmond Morton, cited in Luhovy)

As today’s CIC website indicates, this relationship between discursive “Canadians” and 

“immigrants,” which has changed dramatically over the course of the last century, is 

nonetheless still shot through with this sense that Canada “needs [...] immigrants and 

refugees” (Citizenship), but feels at the same time that immigrants represent some kind of 

threat to Canada’s presumed coherence. In other words, we need “them,” but we don’t 

necessarily want “them,” or want to admit them as anything more than a permanent 

underclass racially marked as different, for the visibility of their difference keeps “us” 

safe. The powerful trope that recurs is that darkness is danger, that darkness is the marker 

readers can recognize in order to engage in self-protection; this continually reinscribed 

message reinforces the notion that Canada is “white.” The notion of a stable “white” 

Canada produces bodily markers of otherness that, in Foucauldian terms, evince the guilt 

of the body upon whom they are cast, in the slippage between notions of whiteness as 

hue, symbol, and racial signifier. Newspaper representations, in their adherence to 

dominant ideology, enact and reinforce this constrained sense of history.

How do we write our own histories - our multiple, multivocal, contrapuntal 

histories - into the thought space so dominated by corporate media texts? What tools 

exist within Canada for developing critical analysis of media discourse, in ourselves, in 
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our schools, in our communities? These questions return to an initial question raised in 

the introduction: what role can the study of English Literature play in fostering social 

justice? As I indicated initially, the tools of analysis honed in literature studies make for 

careful readers. Students who learn to “talk back” to their texts, to analyze, to uncover 

layers of textual meaning and internal contradiction, develop the skills needed to engage 

in active reading of news media texts as well as poetry or other forms of narrative.

Partly as a result of the perception that media literacy is a kind of reading skill, an 

ability to make sense of the world through a comfort and fluency with many kinds of text, 

media literacy is often taught as part of a language arts or English curriculum in schools. 

Canada leads the United States in incorporating media literacy objectives in the public 

school system, and in developing curriculum and educational materials for teachers. 

Indeed, Canada is “considered a world leader in media education,” according to the 

Media Awareness Network. The U.S.-based Center for Media Literacy recommends the 

Media Literacy Resource Guide put out by the Ministry of Education of Ontario, stating 

that “The Resource Guide is an essential reference for libraries, consultants, curriculum 

developers and teachers the world over” (GPN Educational Media). The website argues 

that “although developed originally for Canadian schools, the [guide’s] concepts are 

teachable around the world - and an inspiration for anyone designing a high school level 

media literacy program” (GPN Educational Media).

Although education is handled at the level of the provinces and territories rather 

than federally, Media Education has official status across the country. The Western 

Canadian Protocol for Collaboration in Basic Education (WCP) in the West and the
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Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation (APEF) in the East develop Media Education 

protocols within their respective regions (Media Awareness Network). Quebec and 

Ontario have provincial curricula independent of the other provinces and territories that 

nonetheless influence and are influenced by these associations:

It is now widely accepted in education circles that in order to be 

literate, children and young people must be able to read, understand 

and bring critical thinking skills to information in many different forms. 

This thinking is broadly reflected in the new English Language Arts 

curriculum frameworks that have been developed by the WCP and 

APEF, and in the new provincial curricula being developed in Ontario 

and Quebec. The cross-curricular potential of media education has also 

been recognized, through the inclusion of media-related outcomes and 

objectives in Social Studies, Health, Citizenship, and Careers and 

Personal Planning curricula. (Media Awareness Network)

As this quote indicates, media literacy is a reading skill, and is more than just 

that; it is also relevant to other areas, including Citizenship.

However, budgetary constraints and shifts in governmental curricular priorities 

can put Media Literacy programs in a tenuous position, at times among the items on the 

chopping block when perceived non-essentials are cut. During “research into the status of 

media education [in 2000], officials from provincial ministries of education repeatedly 

stated that although media was strongly integrated into the English Language Arts 

program as another kind of “text,” there was little professional development activity 
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attached to this new discipline, and no money for new resources” (Media Awareness 

Network).

Extra-curricular and independent media literacy groups and campaigns are also 

available. For instance, Check Your Head in Vancouver offer workshops on media 

awareness; many of the groups who create materials for the public school system also 

offer tools for teaching Media Literacy in other contexts. While tools for developing 

careful reading are necessary, to a large extent knowing what you are reading also 

requires knowing what you are not reading; alternative sources of knowledge and 

information are vital in developing an ability to parse newspaper texts, to read effectively 

and actively. No one source can provide the whole story no matter how acute one’s skills 

of analysis; accessing multiple perspectives from multiple sources can fill in the gaps in 

the narrative and can reveal some of the contradictions, the places where varying texts 

simply don’t agree about what happens or why. These gaps provide insight into the texts 

presented to us as the truth.

Multiple discourses are out there if one knows where to look. They exist in 

grassroots sources of information, international newspapers and other international 

media, as well as in less readily-accessible academic texts and university classrooms. 

Grassroots sources include online resources such as websites, listserves, ezines, or low- 

budget independent newspapers that aim to address a national audience via the internet. 

Speakers, panels, and other community events on social justice provide a vibrant 

reclaiming of local public space, both spatially and intellectually. Small and University- 

affiliated presses provide sources of knowledge that can have more important impact on 
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people’s ways of thinking than meager printing budgets might suggest. Similarly, student 

and independent weekly newspapers provide a vital source of news that is less beholden 

to the limitations of large-scale corporate media influence, and often seek actively to 

cover the news that is overlooked by the chain-owned papers. Finally, simply accessing 

as many newspapers and other forms of news as one can, from a rich variety of sources, 

helps to provide the necessary balance, perspective, and analytical awareness.

Grassroots online newspapers and discussion rooms that have a stated intent to 

cover perspectives that don’t receive a high profile in the corporate media have sprung up 

in recent years and seem to be growing in popularity. Rabble.ca, Straightgoods, The 

Dominion, and Indymedia sites are a few examples. Public libraries often offer free 

internet access, although proof of a place of residence is usually required for 

membership. The Canadian government has a program in place to put internet-accessible 

terminals in public locations such as post offices and community centers across the 

country, and some initiatives (such as Action Read in Guelph) exist to increase computer 

literacy and access among those who do not have experience with, or access to, 

computers. These programs can increase the availability of these news sources for users 

who want alternative news but don’t have internet access at home, or don’t have homes.

Community events, such as public talks, allow small groups to communicate 

directly without need of the media as intermediary. For instance, Project Threadbare, a 

coalition “of members of the Pakistani and south Asian communities, cultural 

organizations, immigrant and refugee groups, anti-poverty organizations, political groups, 

faith groups, trade unionists, students, and concerned activists and individuals” (Project
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Threadbare), held a number of talks and presentations about the Project Thread 

detentions, including a public panel in Toronto featuring one of the released detainees as 

well as lawyers and human rights advocates. Groups such as The Ontario Coalition 

Against Poverty and No One Is Illegal, working independently and cooperatively, also 

host speakers in smaller cities to provide more background for communities on the issue 

of immigration detentions, deportations, and security certificates, and to contextualize the 

media coverage of these events. In addition to providing context and background, these 

face-to-face talks can humanize individuals who receive mainstream, media coverage, so 

they become more than angry faces in prison uniforms. At these talks community 

members can develop a sense of what the media leaves out, to facilitate the process of 

analyzing media texts. Public talks also provide the opportunity to find out about other 

sources of information, such as listserves, newsletters, or local action groups, and to join 

or sign up for them, thus providing another grassroots source of continued information 

that can keep communities connected on a regular basis.

Many other alternative news sources exist, not least the many student and 

community newspapers, which are usually weeklies and are often distributed free of 

charge. Although they do rely on advertising, student papers can have other sources of 

funding such as student levies that provide them with a degree of autonomy relative to 

the corporate papers, if not always relative to school or student administrations; some 

student papers are also independent of these administrative bodies. The executive and 

editorial decision-makers for student papers are less likely to be entwined with elite 

communities, and thus can have a different sense of what makes for neutrality or 
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objectivity. Local community weeklies, in the style of Now or the Hour, similarly often 

have a mandate to cover news that doesn’t make it into the mainstream press; however, 

many of these weekly papers are also now chain-owned. “Minority” community papers 

(or “ethnic” papers in official parlance) also provide a vital alternative perspective to the 

corporate national news, in both official languages and many minority languages.

International news sources such as England’s The Guardian, France’s Le Monde 

Diplomatique, BBC news, and Aljazeerah, which now has an English news website, also 

provide a healthy balance of outlook. The wealth of American sources on media and 

political events, (including such respected sources as Z Magazine or the daily online 

newscast by Democracy Now) are also vital for gaining perspective on international 

issues, although American media tend to ignore occurrences within Canada. Indeed, 

accessing multiple mainstream Canadian news sources owned by a few different chains 

can also provide contrasting information about the same event. It can be informative to 

read a local daily, listen to CBC radio, watch the news on TV, and read a national paper 

about a given story, if reading with an eye for gaps and contradictions as well as identical 

wording, which indicates reliance on shared sources.

Books and magazines can also provide a fount of alternative information for 

readers able to access them. Independent small presses such as Between the Lines Books, 

Black Rose Books, Fem wood Publishing, Garamond Press, and James Lorimer & 

Company are tremendously useful. University presses such as McGill-Queen’s 

University Press or University of Toronto Press put out books on Canadian social justice 
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issues and politics. Progressive newsmagazines such as Briarpatch Magazine, Canadian 

Perspectives, Alternatives, and This Magazine are also effective sources.

Of course, that zenith of do-it-yourself independent publishing, the ‘zine, can also 

be a great provider of grassroots information, activism, and alternative perspectives. It 

can be difficult for ‘zines to reach a wide audience. However, Broken Pencil, a website 

and print magazine published three times a year and based in Toronto, Canada, and “one 

of the few magazines in the world devoted exclusively to underground culture and the 

independent arts” (Broken Pencil Introduction), offers a sizeable collection of reviews, 

excerpts, and resources about ‘zines.

Hilary Clark’s ‘zine Photocopied Politics: Zines (re)Produce a New Activist 

Culture, featured on the Broken Pencil website, describes the possibilities "when 

individuals start recognizing and seizing their place in the discussion, rather than merely 

consuming what's dropped on their doorstep.” Clark continues:

Media, entertainment, all of it says “just sit back, we'll do it for you,” 

[...] And there's the beginning of the rift. [...] Marc, who puts out the fiery 

Ottawa zine Human Error agrees: “It's just that most mainstream media 

don't provide any real content, it's all filler, and so I guess I'm doing my 

little bit to try and change that.” His little ‘bit’ produced, most recently, a 

sprawling article called The Game Becomes Reality (the title refers to the 

board-game Monopoly). The article/list provides a comprehensive guide 

to multinational greed - from Disney to General Electric to Time-Wamer 

- by detailing a global economy in the hands of the few and the very rich.
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In zines, institutionalized information is replaced with pure individual 

energy - expression and communication. The idiosyncratic format of the 

zine allows people to speak directly to one another without the mediation 

of any profit making body. Even the way zines are distributed reflects a 

profoundly different sensibility: okay, so I'll slave for hours and pay to 

make the thing myself, so that I can trade with you and find out what 

you've got to say. [...] Of course, none of this has anything to do with 

markets or target audiences or demographics. In the end, it’s about sharing 

information and finding community. And that, quite naturally, is the 

genesis of political action. (Photocopied 2-7)

While all sites of alternative information are to some extent infused with dominant 

discourse and exist, inescapably, in relationship to it, self-consciously alternative sources 

such as those described above can help counter the powerful discourse about “enemies 

within” that dominates in the corporate media.

In addition to independent news sources, literature studies provides a way to 

examine these codes of meaning, thus engaging a form of praxis that can make a study 

such as this one more exciting and meaningful. This possibility extends to the role that 

academic work more broadly can play in struggles for a better society. As I write this 

conclusion, the newspapers announce the first arrest of a Canadian citizen - an author - 

under the new Anti-Terror legislation. A debate also rages in the press over whether to 

revoke the citizenship of a family accused of terrorist links. It is my hope that the analysis 

provided by this thesis can inform an ability to read these and other stories that unfold in 
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the national press over such struggles to identify and shape this nation. Although it is 

intended for an academic audience, I offer this thesis in the spirit of grassroots 

alternatives, as a form of counterdiscourse to the corporate media, and in the hope of 

inspiring further reflection and action; media literacy, a skill well informed by the study 

of literature, is also a fundamental skill for the necessarily active members of a healthy 

democracy.
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Appendix A: Selected Items

Date Headline Page and 
Location

Adjacent Size Headline 
size

Image

GLOBE AND MAIL
Aug 23 19 terror suspects arrested, fear 

grows of Canadian 9/11
A1 bottom 
left

BC fires, blackout "ground zero," CISC mortgage ad, top: leah mclaren on 
funeral directors (image of her face), disco boom (image of John Travolta in 
Saturday night fever), back to school clothes (image of red shoe), mars (mars), 
Canadian Idol (unidentified man)

1/8 page small no

-> Tip from Mexico led to men's 
arrests

>A10 
bottom right 
(inside)

UN bombing of Baghdad an inside job, U.S. believes (image of UN special 
envoy to Iraq's coffin carried to plane); Iraqi hospital's gains lost in blast (image 
of crying little girl with spine injury carried away after UN HQ bombing); 
Canadian teen held in Guantanamo Bay not treated same as others released); 
ad for Toronto stories (image of Toronto skyline)

1/8 page small no

Aug 25 Terrorism Poll: Most Ontarians 
believe terrorists are plotting in 
Canada...arrests of 19 people last 
week as possible threats to 
national security.

A2 index 
item right 
(inside)

Index items: quote of the day, Rwanda votes, tough talks, reading, writing, 
retail. Northern advantage, tuning in, California scheming. Lotteries. Morning 
smile, regulars. Circulation info, globe and mail on the web. centre: Energy 
conservation is vital, experts warn (image of man in control room in front of 
screens), ads: Tiffany (image of necklace), Ashley (image of china set), men's 
wear, Golf store (image of man golfing) Suits (image of man in suit). Facing 
page: Probe exposes Blair's Information Control. Ad: car ad (image of car)

1 column
1 inch 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no

—> Terrorism a threat here, 
Ontarians Say

>A6 bottom 
right 
(inside)

SARS scare (image: scientist in lab); briefs: Kazemi, Martin's birthday, group- 
hug record, N.B. Sewage gets funding; elderly people lose humour; (image: 
researcher with jokes on card); U.S. ban on Canadian Beef. Opposing page: 
Israel kills Hamas leader; Afghan officers soon to lead army under one flag; 
talks to end north Korea conflict likely to drag on; ad for Toronto port authority 
fixed link bridge environmental assessment; jetsgo seat sale ad.

2 columns 
half page 
high

small/
medium

no

Aug 27 Bin Laden agents among 19 
arrested, lawyers say

A1 bottom 
right

New passport regulations (image: passport photos); liberals spring election; 
Tory campaign; Eves mixes religion and politics; briefs: NASA safety failure in 
shuttle crash; Uranium found in Iran; weather. Top: hip plumber (image: man 
with goggles and hardhat), canoeing (image: man in canoe)

one 
column 
1/3 page 
high

small no
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-> Allegations bewilder suspects >A14 
bottom right 
(inside)

Discount Tickets at Canadian National Exhibition (image: white unid'd man in 
kaleidoscope reflection); Three month-suspension to MD in sexual misconduct 
case; ads: Globe ad for T.O.. with I.Q. (images of Christie Blatchford, jon 
barber, murray campbell, and Caroline alphonso), ad for ryerson writing 
workshop (image of typewriter); buy sell trade ad (image of watches, diamond 
ring), globe careers ad. Facing page: Prostitute Strangled (image of 
Cassandra Do), Meat-Packer procedures questioned (image of Aylmer Meat 
Packing plant sign and police car)

1/4 page smali/
medium

no

Aug 28 Plotters beware: Don't mess with 
the CN tower

A1 bottom Olympic victory (image of athlete winning gold); OPP meat probe, Howard 
Dean running for Democrat leadership (image of man in suit shirt); adjudicator 
frees suspect, disputes terror scenario; microsoft ad; top: CIBC new rewards 
card (image of CIBC logo with man's head silhouette; Paul Martin's 65 birthday 
(image of Paul Martin); lessons from the shuttle (image of space shuttle).

banner 
across 
bottom, 2 
inches 
high

medium no

-> Recent arrests raise fears over 
tower's vulnerability to terrorism

>A6 top very large (most of page) credit card travel points ad (image of tropical tree on 
shower door); Allegations Rejected (image of Mohammad Akhtar in orange 
prison jumpsuit, frowning and looking down). Opposite page: Extradition of 
mill worker to Italy (image of Michael Seifer and wife leaving court). Large Bell 
ExpressVu ad. Canada briefs: Manley in NATO, Quebec judge to fight for 
gambling addicts, coast guard fumbles whale rescue, police association 
pushes for police officer protection from frivolous complaints, Vancouver radio 
station broadcast apology, N.C. hockey official house arrest, Russia opens 
borders to Canadian beef.

banner 
across 
top, 3 
inches 
high

small (shared) Mohammad 
Akhtar in orange prison 
jumpsuit, frowning and 
looking down

Adjudicator frees suspect, disputes 
terror scenario

A1 bottom 
right

Olympic victory (image of athlete winning gold); OPP meat probe, Howard 
Dean running for Democrat leadership (image of man in suit shirt); Plotters 
beware: don't mess with CN tower; microsoft ad; top: CIBC new rewards card 
(image of CIBC logo with man's head silhouette; Paul Martin's 65 birthday 
(image of Paul Martin); lessons from the shuttle (image of space shuttle).

2 columns
3 inches 
high

small no

-> Allegations rejected >A6 right 
(inside) 
column

very large (most of page) credit card travel points ad (image of tropical tree on 
shower door); Recent arrests raise fears over tower's vulnerability to terrorism; 
(image of Mohammad Akhtar in orange prison jumpsuit, frowning and looking 
down seems connected to both stories). Opposite page: Extradition of mill 
worker to Italy (image of Michael Seifer and wife leaving court). Large Bell 
ExpressVu ad. Canada briefs: Manley in NATO, Quebec judge to fight for 
gambling addicts, coast guard fumbles whale rescue, police association 
pushes for police officer protection from frivolous complaints, Vancouver radio 
station broadcast apology, N.C. hockey official house arrest, Russia opens 
borders to Canadian beef.

1 column 
full height

small/ 
medium

(shared) Mohammad 
Akhtar in orange prison 
jumpsuit, frowning and 
looking down
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Preventing Terror Letters to 
the Editor, 
A16 centre

Howard Dean, Rwanda, Meat, cartoon (image of smiley face character at 
passport photo office). Other letters: McGuinty and Eves, Defending 
Professors, Neutral Canada, Boomer generation apathy, software for 
computer security, guns of Toronto, servitude of student loans or taxes. 
Opposite: humour about no smiling rules for passports, private power 
(electricity) vs. the public good, Religion's new freedom - church and state in 
U.S., American deficit

small not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

Giant hand in suit 
dropping cage over tiny 
man in beard and turban

->Preventing Terror Letters to 
the Editor, 
A16 centre

same as above small same as 
above

same as above

->Preventing Terror Letters to 
the Editor, 
A16 centre

same as above small same as 
above

same as above

Aug 29 Student Pilot ordered to remain in 
custody

A2 top 
middle

ads: tiffany's (gold cuff links); furniture sale (image of furniture); fashion 
clothing ad; CD player ad; men's clothing ad (image of man in suit). Index: 
quote of the day, baseball expos (image of Javier Vasquez pitching), movies, 
doughnuts, talking tough about Kazemi, Peru 69,000 dead or disappeared, 
joke, globe ad and enquiries. Facing page: Haida Starbucks lawsuit (image of 
coffee mug and hand), jewelry ad (image of man posing wearing all white, and 
image of large watch).

3 
columns, 
just over 
half page 
high

medium accused man seen from 
a distance through video 
screen, on downward 
slant, in shadow and in 
prison uniform, looking 
upset. Shadowed eyes 
and head.

The arguments made in 
protection's name

Al 6 
Comment

cartoon (federal politics), Tony Blair at inquiry about Iraq weapons dossier, 
Mars near Earth. Letters to Editor: electricity, rights and privileges and same 
sex marriages, irrelevant American issues, suspicious activities, Quebec 
politics (image of Parizeau), funeral directors, caste system in education, 
socks, meat packers, passport photos, Howard Dean, earthly challenges. 
Facing page: Tony Blair (image of Jennifer Welsh) (cartoon of Blair as spider 
in web), columns: film in Canada (image of Rick Salutin), Iran: Death in 
Shadow of the Ayatollahs (image of Jeffrey Simpson) re Kazemi

2 columns 
half page 
high

small/ 
medium

no
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suspicious activities A16 Letters 
to the editor

Comment: The arguments made in protection's name, cartoon (federal 
politics), Tony Blair at inquiry about Iraq weapons dossier, Mars near Earth. 
Other letters to Editor: electricity, rights and privileges and same sex 
marriages, irrelevant American issues, quebec politics (image of Parizeau), 
funeral directors, caste system in education, socks, meat packers, passport 
photos, Howard Dean, earthly challenges. Facing page: Tony Blair (image of 
Jennifer Welsh) (cartoon of Blair as spider in web), columns: film in Canada 
(image of Rick Salutin), Iran: Death in Shadow of the Ayatollahs (image of 
Jeffrey Simpson) re Kazemi

1 column 
5 inches 
(1/3 page) 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no

->suspicious activities A16 Letters 
to the editor

Comment: The arguments made in protection's name, cartoon (federal 
politics), Tony Blair at inquiry about Iraq weapons dossier, Mars near Earth. 
Other letters to Editor: electricity, rights and privileges and same sex 
marriages, irrelevant American issues, quebec politics (image of Parizeau), 
funeral directors, caste system in education, socks, meat packers, passport 
photos, Howard Dean, earthly challenges. Facing page: Tony Blair (image of 
Jennifer Welsh) (cartoon of Blair as spider in web), columns: film in Canada 
(image of Rick Salutin), Iran: Death in Shadow of the Ayatollahs (image of 
Jeffrey Simpson) re Kazemi

1 column 
5 inches 
(1/3 page) 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no

->suspicious activities A16 Letters 
to the editor

Comment: The arguments made in protection's name, cartoon (federal 
politics), Tony Blair at inquiry about Iraq weapons dossier, Mars near Earth. 
Other letters to Editor: electricity, rights and privileges and same sex 
marriages, irrelevant American issues, quebec politics (image of Parizeau), 
funeral directors, caste system in education, socks, meat packers, passport 
photos, Howard Dean, earthly challenges. Facing page: Tony Blair (image of 
Jennifer Welsh) (cartoon of Blair as spider in web), columns: film in Canada 
(image of Rick Salutin), Iran: Death in Shadow of the Ayatollahs (image of 
Jeffrey Simpson) re Kazemi

1 column 
5 inches 
(1/3 page) 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no

Aug 30 Case of 19 Terrorists starts to 
unravel

A5 3/4 page 
(Saturday 
special)

aircanada.com ad. facing page: Canada briefs: spending by cabinet, imperial 
oil contamination, NDP wants Harris cut off from tax dollars, medals of bravery 
in BC, Quebec's Bernard Landry, Prince Albert's police chief resigns. Budget 
will wait for new PM (image of John Manley). Boost home-care services, new 
health report urges (image of elderly hands and nurse's hands on elderly lap). 
Government's publicity on insurance).

3/4 page large large image of detained 
man in video screen, 
close up, with smaller 
inset image of woman.
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Living in Fear A16 Letters 
to the editor

cartoon (Tony blair hutton inquiry). Comment: The final moments of Sept. 11, 
2001. Ernie Eves. Penthouse going bankrupt. Other letters to the editor: Iran 
and division between church and state; forest fire insurance in BC, marriage is 
a right, Bush and Churchill and Howard Dean, NASA shuttle crash, heat wave 
in France, socks, hyphenated Canadians, professors, politicians, Eves finds 
religion. Facing page: Iraq’s marshlands and "Marsh Arabs", columns: Rex 
Murphy on swear words in ads and music, Jeffrey Simpson on patronage 
appointments.

partial 2 
columns 5 
inches 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

graphic of buildings with 
building-sized burning 
dynamite between them 
(dynamite building).

> Living in Fear A16 Letters 
to the editor

same as above same as 
above

same as 
above

same as above

Sept 2 Wanted man can't turn himself in A1 bottom 
left

Iran drops charges in death of Kazemi, Day demands tough Canadian 
response after Tehran insists on further probe. Israel continues strikes at 
Hamas, Israeli report slams treatment of Arabs (image of men in Gaza putting 
out car on fire). Halifax students in September (image of student in food fight). 
Ontario high schools expecting floods of students, leaders: Rebuilding 
Kelowna, A school's ties, Indonesia braces. Top: Nurse Betty, a Toronto 
legend (image of blue-eyed woman with white hair). Bottom: banner ad for 
CIBC run for the cure.

1 column 
4 inches 
high

small no

->Suspect not linked to any terror 
groups, lawyer says

A4 bottom 
middle

Ad: image (large image of rolex watch). Refugee Bids Refused, Pakistanis 
say. Tehran attempts cover-up, critics say (image of two women looking at 
photograph of Muslim girl with look of suffering on her face in art gallery of 
Kazemi's work). School in Trinidad linked to suspect college. Facing page: 
Social Spending boosts productivity, advice Mike Harris might not have 
wanted (image of Mike Harris) (small image of Murray Campbell). Ad: half 
page Canadian Blood Services

2 columns 
1/3 page 
high

small no

A school's ties A1 bottom 
left (lead to 
story inside)

Iran drops charges in death of Kazemi, Day demands tough Canadian 
response after Tehran insists on further probe. Israel continues strikes at 
Hamas, Israeli report slams treatment of Arabs (image of men in Gaza putting 
out car on fire). Halifax students in September (image of student in food fight). 
Ontario high schools expecting floods of students. Wanted Man Can't Turn 
Himself In. Other leaders: Rebuilding Kelowna, Indonesia braces. Top: Nurse 
Betty, a Toronto legend (image of blue-eyed woman with white hair). Bottom: 
banner ad for CIBC run for the cure.

1 column
1 inch 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no
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-^Controversial Link A2 index 
national 
news (lead 
to story 
inside)

Montreal Grand Prix, Ads: Tiffany (image of watches), Golf clothing (image of 
woman), Men's Wool Suits (image of man), Crystal (image of crystal goblet). 
Globe Toronto ad (image of Christie Blatchford). Facing page: Kelowna B.C. 
fires, Med school grads burdened by debt, advertising of prescription drugs in 
Canada, dogs die in Calgary police car. Column: Hugh Winsor on federal 
government malfeasance.

1 column
1 inch 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no

-> School in Trinidad linked to 
suspect college

M right Refugee Bids Refused, Pakistanis Say. Tehran attempts cover-up, critics say 
(image of two women looking at photograph of Muslim girl with look of 
suffering on her face in art gallery of Kazemi's work). Suspect not linked to 
terror groups, lawyer says. Ad: rolex (large image of rolex watch). Facing page: 
Social Spending boosts productivity, advice Mike Harris might not have 
wanted (image of Mike Harris) (small image of Murray Campbell). Ad: half 
page Canadian Blood Services.

1 column 
full page 
high

small/medi 
urn

no

Refugee Bids Refused, Pakistanis 
say

A4 top left Tehran attempts cover-up, critics say (image of two women looking at 
photograph of Muslim girl with look of suffering on her face in art gallery of 
Kazemi’s work). School in Trinidad linked to suspect college. Suspect not 
linked to terror groups, lawyer says. Ad: Rolex (large image of rolex watch). 
Facing page: Social Spending boosts productivity, advice Mike Harris might 
not have wanted (image of Mike Harris) (small image of Murray Campbell). Ad: 
half page Canadian Blood Services.

5 columns 
1/4 page 
high

medium/ 
large

no

Sept 3 Alleged Terrorist has to wait to give 
up

A8 centre 
left

Third of boomers worry about retirement assets. Canada Briefs: Canadian 
Idol, SARS, West Nile, Brampton shooting, BC fires, meat packers, BDC 
wrongful-dismissal trial. Ads: large Harry Rosen trunk show clothing (image of 
man hitchhiking with trunk and bag). York U dispute resolution courses 
(images ofchairs). Facing page: Toronto: Eves bashes Toronto's "greedy 
students, criminal immigrants, dreaded special interests." (small image of John 
Barber) Civic Race on the back burner (large full colour image of Barbara Hall 
and "four male rivals"). Eves doesn't understand Toronto schools, trustees 
say. Ad: Toronto question of the day in Globe.

4 columns 
1/4 page 
high

small man's back looking away, 
hand raised near 
sunglasses, standing at 
door near brick wall.

Sept 4 Third Man Released in Toronto 
Terror Probe

A16 right 
lower

Ad: large interac ad (image of beaver pelts, paper money, playing cards, 
interac logo). Aging Montreal mobster packs heat in kitchen: mobster writes 
cookbook (image of man in suit with other men looking on), facing page: 
Toronto: Candidates Pledge Cleanup (large colour image of mayoral 
candidates), Columns: City Hall (small image of John Barber). Kafka Meets the 
Keystone Kops at Pakistani's Detention Review (small image of Christie 
Blatchford). Ad: Toronto question of the day in Globe.

1 column 
3/4 page 
high 
(matches 
ad height).

small no
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Kafka Meets the Keystone Kops at 
Pakistani’s Detention Review

A17 bottom Toronto: Candidates Pledge Cleanup (large colour image of mayoral 
candidates), Columns: City Hall (small image of John Barber). Ad: Toronto 
question of the day in Globe. Facing Page: Aging Montreal mobster packs 
heat in kitchen: mobster writes cookbook (image of man in suit with other men 
looking on). Ad: large interac ad (image of beaver pelts, paper money, playing 
cards, interac logo).

1/3 page medium small image of Christie 
Blatchford

Sept 5 Students at sham college got 
federal aid: The Terrorist Probe: 
HRDC cash flowed to people at a 
school facing allegations of visa 
fraud and an al-Qaeda sleeper plot

A1 top left BC fires (large colour image of firefighter putting out fire and burned bicycle). 
Fall of OPP's wiretap expert could set off judicial storm, U.S. terrorist advisory 
targets Canadian flights, Aylmer meat packers, The Mayoral Race polls, golf. 
Ad: Microsoft ad (in tie and white shirt with hands spread and braced). Top: 
Convergence, Pierre Peladeau and Julie Snyder in Report on Business 
magazine.

2 columns 
3/4 page 
high

large no

-> no classes required for diploma A7 lower 
left column

Ottawa college raises question of lax oversight (image of building that housed 
college). Ad: large car ad (image of car). Facing page: McGuinty and Eves 
exchange insults (images of McGuinty and Eves). Eves won't press on death 
penalty. Ads: paintings for auction (image of painting of house). Business 
school (image of man and woman putting giant key into keyhole).

1 column 
half page

small no

Ottawa college raises question of 
lax oversight

A7 top No classes required for diploma. Ad: large car ad (image of car). Facing page: 
McGuinty and Eves exchange insults (images of McGuinty and Eves). Eves 
won't press on death penalty. Ads: paintings for auction (image of painting of 
house). Business school (image of man and woman putting giant key into 
keyhole).

almost 1/2 
page

medium large image of building 
that housed college with 
sign out front

Pakistan to raise arrests with 
Graham

A19 bottom 
left

Berlin, Paris, are united in rejecting Iraq proposal (large image of Chirac and 
Schroeder in Dresden). List of "America's would-be allies in Iraq). Ad: art 
auction (image of Riopelle painting). Facing page: McGuinty and 
amalgamation, beef plant inspectors, sports stars and united way, Toronto 
briefs: Torontonians happier than Montrealers, Young man shot in Richmond 
Hill, new farmer's market. Ads: Community (condo) housing in Bathurst, 
Liquidation sale (image of rug), Designer gowns (image of woman in dress), 
video game programming lessons for children.

4 columns 
1/3 page

medium no

Sept 6 How sham college ran Al bottom 
left (lead to 
story inside)

Other leads: Terrorist manhunt on, fake doctor charged. Liberal lead shrinking, 
Job loss in Canada, Preserving the Great Wail, aylmer meat packers, Ads: 
globe promotion to fly on the concorde, Wireless ad. Top: T.O. Saturday 
(image of Toronto skyline)

1 column
1 inch 
high

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

no
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--> Sham college ran without 
teachers

A10 top left Suspect's lawyer protests, Ads: hotel golf (image of golfers), cameras (images 
of cameras), rembrandt and Picasso exhibit purchase offer, Canadian Art 
auction (image of Riopelle painting), Notebook computers, Globe Report on 
Business ad. Facing page: murder in Yukon (image of home of victim), 
blackout GDP drop, Ads: shoe ad (image of shoe), Career ad (image of 
school), work overseas ad (image of man looking up and smiling).

5 columns 
half page 
high

large image of building that 
housed college

Suspect's lawyer protests A10 top 
right

Sham college ran without teachers. Ads: hotel golf (image of golfers), cameras 
(images of cameras), rembrandt and Picasso exhibit purchase offer, Canadian 
Art auction (image of Riopelle painting), Notebook computers, Globe Report 
on Business ad. Facing page: murder in Yukon (image of home of victim), 
blackout GDP drop, Ads: shoe ad (image of shoe), Career ad (image of 
school), work overseas ad (image of man looking up and smiling).

1 column 
half page 
high

small no

Sept 9 College provided false letters: 
documents

A4 right 
column

Air India blast 'for Sikhism’ (image of family at court), Rwanda genocide 
suspect released and speech. Ad: watch ad (image of watch). Facing page: 
Layton on same sex marriage, B.C. hydro. Ad: hotel (image of sleeping 
woman).

1 column 
full page

small no

Immigration Jitters, the Ernie Eves 
way

A22 
Comment 
top left

cartoon (Bush embedded in war bills). On the line in Cancun, sexual assault, 
Spider Robinson, mideast leadership, romance, boosting immigration, golf, 
saving energy, futuristic man, Paul Martin, same-sex marriage, suicide bridge, 
mental illness and the market, negative-option war. facing page: columns: 
Anthony Westell on the war on terror (small image of A.W.) Margaret Wente 
on the man who should be mayor (small image of M.W.) (large image of man 
in suit). Jeffrey Simpson on Dreams of empire (image of J.S.) Norman Spector 
on Marriage not gay in France (image of N.S.)

2 columns
5 inches 
high

medium no

Sept 10 Part Conquest, part dragnet, the 
war on terrorism flounders

A21
Comment

Palestinian Paralysis: Wanted: new leadership (image: cartoon Arafat's head 
with face missing and the words "this space to let” in its place). Ad: Executive 
MBA program. Facing Page: California recall governor race, William Sampson 
(image of sampson speaking - in front of parliament hill?). Church Agrees to 
largest ever sex-abuse payout, world briefs: IMF Argentina default, Last 
chance to divulge nuclear aim, US tells Iran, North Korean parade light on 
military might, Death sentence welcome, Bali bomb suspect says, Greenland 
coalition fails over mistake, French heat deaths. Ad: Auction of Canadian Art 
(image of Harris painting of house).

passing 
mention in 
column 
page wide 
1/4 page 
high

medium small image of Paul Knox
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Sept 11 9/11: Do you know where your civil 
rights are?

A23 Other Columns: Bush's warfare state (small image of Ilana Mercer), Still 
Scared Still Vulnerable (small image of Kent Roach) (cartoon of man in suit 
with Canadian flag bow tie holding umbrella with only metal frame and about 
to step into sewer hole). The schools are lousy, but the taxes are low (small 
image of Jeffrey Simpson). Facing Page: cartoon: (woman gardening attacks 
survey man who asks if we are experiencing heightened levels of fear and 
paranoia post 9/11). Assessing the violence in Mugesera's speech, Chretien's 
plums, The Manic Flute, Letters to the Editor: Mayor, Penthouse, Sampson, 
stem cells, better safe than sorry on terrorist threats, NDP on same-sex, City 
Hall, Hockey Doug Gilmore (image of Doug Gilmore in hockey helmet), 
Terrorism and police at peaceful rallies, Emie Eves, Pie-Tosserat Klein, Poor 
defence for American terrorists, B.C. drivers.

4 
columns, 
1/4 page 
high

medium small image of Raja 
Khouri, national president 
of the Canadian Arab 
Federation

Still scared, still vulnerable A23 Other Columns: Bush’s warfare state (small image of Ilana Mercer), 9/11: Do 
you know where your civil rights are? (small image of Raja Khouri) The 
schools are lousy, but the taxes are low (small image of Jeffrey Simpson). 
Facing Page: cartoon: (woman gardening attacks survey man who asks if we 
are experiencing heightened levels of fear and paranoia post 9/11). Assessing 
the violence in Mugesera's speech, Chretien's plums, The Manic Flute, Letters 
to the Editor: Mayor, Penthouse, Sampson, stem cells, better safe than sorry 
on terrorist threats, NDP on same-sex, City Hall, Hockey Doug Gilmore (image 
of Doug Gilmore in hockey helmet), Terrorism and police at peaceful rallies, 
Emie Eves, Pie-Tosser at Klein, Poor defence for American terrorists, B.C. 
drivers.

4 
columns, 
1/2 page 
high

large cartoon of man in suit 
with Canadian flag bow 
tie holding umbrella with 
only metal frame and 
about to step into sewer 
hole.

Sept 15 All my dreams have been 
disturbed': arrested on suspicion of 
posing a security threat, 
Muhammed Naeem says he is an 
unfortunate victim of circumstance.

A1 centre 
bottom

Ottawa may ease tobacco ad ban for grand prix. Calgary philharmonic 
orchestra (image of orchestra playing in mountains to large audience). Trailing 
Tories plan turn to right, Scandals continue to plague Liberals, Hurricane 
tracking same path as Hazel. Leaders to inside: WTO talks collapse, Air India 
trial, Gridlock and traffic lights. Ad: Microsoft (image of man with arms spread 
and braced). Top: Sports: racing (image of horse and hand). Kayaking (image 
of woman in hat smiling), boxing was de la hoya robbed? (image of man 
looking upset with white bandage on his temple).

4 columns
3 inches 
high

small/
medium

close up of Muhammed 
Naeem looking 
serious/frowning slightly)
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~> "1 don't want to go back to 
Pakistan labeled as a terrorist"

A12 bottom Ruling gives green light to Hamilton expressway. Terry Fox Run (large image 
of man with dog and two children on grass near parking lot under Terry Fox 
Run sign). Ad: Toronto with I.Q. globe ad. Facing page: world: Powell resists 
push to rush Iraqi self-rule (large close up of Powell). Regime's fall allows 
buyers to snap up brand name bargains. Israel firm on threat to remove Arafat 
(image of Arafat being greeted by elderly woman with her hands on his cheeks 
and another man looking on). Ad: Christmas in Whistler (image of santa 
clause skiing in mountains).

full page 
width 1/3 
page high

medium no

Sept 20 Arrested Pakistanis make refugee 
claims

A10 top Ad: large car ad (image of cars). Police nab cannabis grown at military facility. 
Facing page: Turbot stock may be off the hook in wake of international quota 
cut. (image of Brian Tobin holding fish to mouth as two other white men in 
suits look on smiling). Ads: Real Estate ad (image of skyscraper in Toronto). 
University of Toronto ad for funding to universities as part of election 
campaign.

full page 
width 1/4 
page high

medium/ 
large

no

Speaking for Muslims: A new 
group stirs the pot

F10 Focus 
bottom

ideas: Out of the salt mines, into the harem? (image of painting of man holding 
a woman with another woman looking on, all in turbans and robes lounging on 
sofa). Facing page: Anxiety: Companies market both the disease and the cure, 
(image of person from mouth down to top of chest with ripped money 
plastering cracks in their skin). Column: Stephen Strauss on A good month to 
be born, driver's ed, science news, fishing science, Asian longhomed beetle 
on the web. (small image of Stephen Strauss).

full page 
width 1/4 
page high

small/
medium

no

Sept 26 Terror suspects pose no risk: 
Immigration probe rules detained 
men do not threaten Canadian 
security

A12
Canada top 
left

Column: Christie Blatchford on Colin Thatcher trial (image of Colin Thatcher 
looking down near police officer) (small image of Christie Blatchford). Ad: large 
ad for gov. general's Canadian leadership conference (image of stylized maple 
leaves flying like geese in a V). Facing page: full-page car ad (image of car on 
dark blurred background)

4 columns 
half page 
high

medium/ 
large

four close up shots of 
Muhammed Anwar Ur 
Rehman, near tears or 
crying, on white 
background.

Sept 30 What will it take? Stamps of 
approval: Racial profiling has hung 
over Canadian Muslims since 9/11. 
It casts such a pall, Mohamed 
Almasry wonders if Canada should 
issue cards to identify 'moderate' 
Muslims. Sound repugnant? It 
should

A23 centre 
left

Columns: Lisa Phillips on Trapped by a balanced budget (small image of Lisa 
Phillips), Margaret Wente on Lies, Darn lies - and politics (small image of 
Margeret Wente). Jeffrey Simpson on Red Tories: a strange and dying breed 
(small image of Jeffrey Simpson). Facing page: Cartoon (Adrienne Clarkson 
dressed as Queen with John Ralston Saul drinking a martini, in the Arctic 
talking to a penguin). Editorial: Cool Canada. Our Melting Pot. Letters: Toronto 
Liberals, men and families, expensive ticket on Air Canada, united right, 
Western separation, slow schooling (image of book as sardine can with kids' 
arms sticking up as it is opened), abuse in the U.K. Christie Blatchford's 
apology, CBC, New York Stock Exchange.

4 columns 
1/2 page 
high

medium/ 
large

image of top of face with 
UPC symbol on forehead
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Oct 4 Poetic Justice: The Sleeper Cell 
(poem)

F2 focus 
top right

Focus pieces: election (small image of Heather Mallick), Ontario Education 
(image of Michael Fullen. Facing page: California (image of muscleman, 
images of the contenders for governor of California, image of gold-rush miners 
in early California)

2 column 
space 1/3 
page high

small/
medium

poem about locking up 
innocent men

Oct 11 Detained Pakistanis plan suit over 
treatment: terror probe 
overzealous, lawyer says

A14
Canada top 
left

Ad: large car ad (image of cars). Yellowknife regulatory board. Facing page: 
Toronto: Horror film shoot on viaduct (image of people walking, biking, driving 
on viaduct) (map of Toronto's top five film locations). Ads: University of Ottawa 
ad (images of white men and women who received the distinguished 
Canadian Leadership Award). Globe careers ad. Air Canada Tango ad.

5 columns
5 inches 
high

medium image of lawyer in video 
screens, from a distance

NATIONAL POST
Aug 23 Canadian Arrests Mirror 9/11 A4 Canada Ads: car ad (image of car) watch ad (image of watch). For The Record 

question about identity cards answered by the leaders of the opposition parties 
(small images of Martin, Harper, Duceppe MacKay, Layton). Facing page: 
6,000 swarm Hili to protest gay unions, briefs: nursing home illness, camper 
struck by lightning, Group Hug in St. John's. Ad: IBM (image of woman leaning 
over laptop)

4 columns 
3/4 page

Large all 
caps

Large image of Pickering 
Nuclear Power plant arial 
view

Aug 26 Immigration authorities name 
arrested Pakistanis: Security Unit 
sees 19 men as a threat

A2 Canada 
top left

Clues Surface in Amundsen mystery (image of Roald Amundsen in suit, 
highlights on face) (image of map of northern Europe). Hungry great white 
shark lurks, expert warns: off California beach. Ads: watch ad (image of watch) 
men's wear ad. jewelry auctioneer ad (image of diamond brooch). Facing 
page: creepy little enemy crawls in: 'Haven't had any bites yet' (image of 
barbed wire around camp, image of camel spider and scorpion) Ad: car ad 
(image of car).

4 columns
5 inches 
high

medium/ 
large

no

Aug 27 Network' eyed tower: RCMP: raids 
suggest foreign students had 
scouted landmarks, tested 
explosives, task force says.

A1 top 
centre right

Manley cut $200 M from military: savings to fund 'higher priorities' comes as 
Canadian troops in Kabul. Fearing sexual allegations, MDs do fewer breast 
exams. No more smiling, passport office decrees. Ad: RBC mortgages (image 
of woman). Top: BC summer camp for billionaires (image of river scenery with 
trees and man flyfishing). Big banks roar back: profits up sharply at BMO, 
Royal, Scotia.

1/4 page large all 
caps bold

large image of CN tower
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'Some valid reasons to be 
concerned

>A7
Canada left 
column

Terrorism Scare": RCMP checked out suspect after 9/11. Ad: large full-colour 
telus ad. briefs: boy killed when tree cut by his father hits him on the head. 
Police believe 15-year old was employed by strip club. Air force pilots eject as 
plane skids off runway. Facing page: "Terrorism Scare": Accused men not 
terrorists, friends say (large image of Shahid Ahmed frowning next to broken 
door), briefs: forest fire refugees return home to discover looting, woman wins 
appeal over misdiagnosis of terminal cancer, warehouse worker found under 
mountain of frozen food. Ad: car ad (image of car).

1 column 
almost full 
page high

small/ 
medium

no

Friends of accused say they’re just 
students

A1 leader to 
story inside

Network' eyed tower. Indian suspect vetted by police right after 9/11. Manley 
cut $200 M from military: savings to fund 'higher priorities' comes as Canadian 
troops in Kabul. Fearing sexual allegations, MDs do fewer breast exams. No 
more smiling, passport office decrees. Ad: RBC mortgages (image of woman). 
Top: BC summer camp for billionaires (image of river scenery with trees and 
man flyfishing). Big banks roar back: profits up sharply at BMO, Royal, Scotia.

two lines 
one 
column

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

n/a

-> Accused men not terrorists, 
friends say: Aug. 14 Toronto raids: 
accuse police of aggressive tactics 
during arrests.

>A6 
Canada 
"Terrorism 
Scare"

briefs: forest fire refugees return home to discover looting, woman wins appeal 
over misdiagnosis of terminal cancer, warehouse worker found under 
mountain of frozen food. Ad: car ad (image of car). Facing page: "Terrorism 
Scare": 'Some valid reasons to be concerned'. RCMP checked out suspect 
after 9/11. Ad: large full-colour telus ad. briefs: boy killed when tree cut by his 
father hits him on the head. Police believe 15-year old was employed by strip 
club. Air force pilots eject as plane skids off runway.

1/2 page medium/ 
large

large image of Shahid 
Ahmed frowning next to 
broken door

Indian suspect vetted by police 
right after 9/11

A1 leader to 
story inside

Network' eyed tower. Friends of accused say they are just students. Manley 
cut $200 M from military: savings to fund 'higher priorities' comes as Canadian 
troops in Kabul. Fearing sexual allegations, MDs do fewer breast exams. No 
more smiling, passport office decrees. Ad: RBC mortgages (image of woman). 
Top: BC summer camp for billionaires (image of river scenery with trees and 
man flyfishing). Big banks roar back: profits up sharply at BMO, Royal, Scotia.

two lines 
one 
column

not 
headline 
font (very 
small)

n/a
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—> RCMP checked out suspect 
after 9/11

A7 Canada 
top left

Terrorism Scare": 'Some valid reasons to be concerned'. Ad: large full-colour 
telus ad. briefs: boy killed when tree cut by his father hits him on the head. 
Police believe 15-year old was employed by strip club. Air force pilots eject as 
plane skids off runway. Facing page: "Terrorism Scare": Accused men not 
terrorists, friends say (large image of Shahid Ahmed frowning next to broken 
door), briefs: forest fire refugees return home to discover looting, woman wins 
appeal over misdiagnosis of terminal cancer, warehouse worker found under 
mountain of frozen food. Ad: car ad (image of car).

5 columns
3 inches 
high

medium/ 
large

no

Aug 28 Hearings begin for 19 detainees: 
Immigration Board finds sufficient 
grounds to hold terror suspects for 
at least another month.

A4 Canada 
top

Ontario to investigate 500 colleges (shares image with story). Martin 
completes transfer of company to his sons: Shipping empire, ad: watch (image 
of watch). Facing page: Canadian sites considered for UNESCO acclaim: 14 
natural and cultural landscapes up for recognition (images of mountains and 
water in nunavut, N.S. and the Rideau Canal in Ottawa). Ad: car (image of 
car), briefs: Vancouver man ordered extradited over Nazi prison killings. 
Alberta woman charged with stealing police car. Man gets house arrest for 
taking $46K from minor hockey.

2 columns 
full page

large full 
caps bold

four small images of 
detainees looking 
upset/angry. large image 
of man through television 
screen, blurry face with 
frown Just visible and 
shadowed eyes, with 
police standing on all 
three sides of him and an 
inset of white body with 
black tie. TV image is set 
in black background with 
man adjusting buttons 
watching screen.)

Ontario to investigate 500 colleges A4 Canada 
left

Hearings begin for 19 detainees (shares image with story). Martin completes 
transfer of company to his sons: Shipping empire, ad: watch (image of watch). 
Facing page: Canadian sites considered for UNESCO acclaim: 14 natural and 
cultural landscapes up for recognition (images of mountains and water in 
nunavut, N.S. and the Rideau Canal in Ottawa). Ad: car (image of car), briefs: 
Vancouver man ordered extradited over Nazi prison killings. Alberta woman 
charged with stealing police car. Man gets house arrest for taking $46K from 
minor hockey.

4 columns 
1/4 page

medium large image of man 
through television screen, 
blurry face with frown just 
visible and shadowed 
eyes, with police standing 
on all three sides of him 
and an inset of white 
body with black tie. TV 
image is set in black 
background with man 
adjusting buttons 
watching screen.)
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Canada's Terror Sieve A17 
Editorials 
top left

Cartoon: clown in passport office told to wipe smile off face. Letters: soldiers 
advice to Manley about cutting military budget. George Jonas, recruiting by 
race, immigrants untapped resource, cameras offer better security. Column: 
We need more 'creative extremists.' Facing page: Comment: security depends 
on more Iraqi forces. Post-secondary - and post-literate. Eves is right to invoke 
his religion. Spearing Bambi was a royal mistake.

2 columns 
3/4 page 
high

small/
medium

no

Aug 29 Police hunt ringleader of alleged 
terror cell: CN tower plot suspected

A1 left directly below: Accounts of 9-11: radio messages sent from in and around the 
World Trade Centre reveal heroes and loss. North Korea Threatens to Test 
Nukes. Theatre Critic finds Tony Blair 'persuasive' (court artist's drawing of 
Tony Blair in court at inquiry into suicide of government weapons expert David 
Kelly), judge frowning nearby. Alberta grandmother loses battle to save tree 
house. Universities turn off taps for frosh week. Ontario briefs: Teen snipers, 
insurance rate cut, don wanagas Adams mine proposal for Toronto's garbage. 
Top: Expos fever (image of expos team member in uniform). Films of Autumn 
(Russel Crowe looking through telescope in old fashioned clothing). Bottom 
ad: RBC investing.

1 column 
3/4 page 
high

small/
medium

no

-> Police investigate 'sleeper cell' 
as two terrorist suspects released.

>A5 right Speeding car breaks through Hill security: third major incident since 9/11. 
(pullquote: 20 litres of gas found in irate man's trunk). Canadian Alliance takes 
up battle for war veteran widows' benefits. Top: Controversial radio host back 
on airwaves. Warship back in port after stint in Arabian Gulf (image of smiling 
people back from the Gulf. Bottom ad: Jetsgo cheap airfare ad. Facing page: 
Canada: Tories promise to cut fees for car insurance (image of trucks in 
pileup). Graham doubts guilt of Iranian women (small image of two women 
from behind looking at photograph of young girl taken by Kazemi). Councilors 
'bullies' over tree house, senior says. Ad: watch (image of watch). Chalet Villas 
property ad.

4 columns 
1/4 page 
high

small/
medium

large image of single
engine Cessna that 
accused man used to 
practice for his pilot's 
license, small blurry 
image of frowning man 
with shadowed eyes in 
light-coloured uniform 
(perhaps image of tv 
screen).
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Aug 30 Defunct school focus of Toronto 
terror probe: college's paperwork 
used

A1 left Economy takes 'wicked beating': shrinking GDP means interest rate will likely 
be cut. Photo captures girls before shrine blast: Iraq car bomb kills shiite 
leader, scores more, (image of two girls in dark head coverings marveling at 
something out of view, in front of dark blue curtain.) B.C.’s seaweed secret. 
Princess does kingston on cheap. Ad: CIBC run for the cure ad (tiny images of 
men, women, babies). Top: Short skirts (image of two women's legs in tights 
and short skirts). Subversive Toronto artist honoured - in Washington (large 
drawing of Anita Kunz. Margaret Atwood likes happy endings. The guy Pat 
Quinn called 'the kid' is now his boss. Madonna, Britney and the kiss that didn't 
shock the world.

1 column 
1/2 page 
high

small/
medium

no

-> Founder of alleged diploma mill 
envisioned college to help blacks

>A5 
Canada 
right

Troops in dark as explosions light up sky (small image of embedded reporter) 
(image of tank from open end of canon with soldier standing nearby holding 
gun.) 20th suspect arrested in probe of terrorist cell: Officials will not say if they 
have caught ringleader. Bank expected to lower rate at quarter point. Top: 
Province begins 'bold and courageous' electoral reform. Fourteen medals of 
bravery to be awarded to Canadians. Mayor disputes landowner's version of 
ATV accident. Facing page: Canada: Bush Sr., Mulroney to reunite at soiree 
(small image of Gillian Cosgrove). MPs targeted over same-sex legislation. 
Manley to delay budget until new PM in office (image of John Manley in suit 
and tie). Ontario car insurance rates unlikely to fall: insurer. Ad: watch (image 
of watch).

4 columns 
1/2 page 
high

small/
medium

no

20th suspect arrested in probe of 
terrorist cell: Officials will not say if 
they have caught ringleader.

A5 Canada 
bottom right

Troops in dark as explosions light up sky (small image of embedded reporter) 
(image of tank from open end of canon with soldier standing nearby holding 
gun.) Founder of alleged diploma mill envisioned college to help blacks. Bank 
expected to lower rate at quarter point. Top: Province begins 'bold and 
courageous’ electoral reform. Fourteen medals of bravery to be awarded to 
Canadians. Mayor disputes landowner's version of ATV accident. Facing page: 
Canada: Bush Sr., Mulroney to reunite at soiree (small image of Gillian 
Cosgrove). MPs targeted over same-sex legislation. Manley to delay budget 
until new PM in office (image of John Manley in suit and tie). Ontario car 
insurance rates unlikely to fall: insurer. Ad: watch (image of watch).

4 columns
4 inches 
high

small no
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Sept 3 21st suspect arrested in terror 
probe: possible al-qaeda cell, 
some detainees may have been in 
US on 9/11

A13
Toronto top

Cost of a cab ride leaps by 20%, Three West Nile cases a big drop from 2002. 
Ad: Ontario watch out for mosquitoes ad. Facing page: Kerry launches 
campaign, but now lags rivals (image of Democratic presidential hopeful John 
Kerry buying frozen yogurt). Chirac vows to punish forest fire arsonists. Giant 
asteroid headed for earth in 2014: could wipe out continent, chances of 
collision estimated at one in 909,000. 'A lot of really good work has countered 
Afghan threats.’ Book on 'growing up in America': Jessica Lynch 
autobiography, top: World briefs: Kangaroo hologram will ensure security of 
passports, homeland security head to add 5,000 more air marshals, Hinckley 
to get chance at family visits.

2 columns 
3/4 page 
high

large full 
caps

image, blurry, of man 
seen through video 
screen sitting looking 
angry or serious, very 
dark hair and bottom of 
face in shadow, eyes in 
shadow behind glasses, 
cameraman filming 
screen in corner, inset of 
adjudicator.

Infiltration projects terrorists' power A14 
comment 
top centre

Recall only looks democratic. Contempt for our polite requests. Are profs at 
their best when faking it? Facing page: Ontario goes to the polls, cartoon: 
couple reading paper over breakfast talking about power in election. Decidedly 
un-American - about Schwarzenegger. A Tale of two Tory Premiers - about 
Eves and Klein. Letters: Tobacco Jihad, North Korea, US homicide rate, 
Canadian domestic drug policy,

2 columns 
2/3 page 
high

medium small image of George 
Jonas

Sept 4 Third terrorism suspect released 
on bail: Pakistani doctor: 
immigration official finds no 
evidence of al-Qaeda ties

A9 Canada 
top right

111 MPs support same-sex bill: survey. Briefs: Teacher charged with fraud to 
remain in classroom. U.S. Cessna pilot crash lands after running out of fuel. 
Inquiry finds Quebec cadet, 21, died of a heart attack. Ad: car ad (image of 
car). Maternity sale (image of woman in maternity shirt). Facing page: Election 
Ontario: Eves takes detour to Passion, On. (image of Dalton McGuinty at 
Queen's Park low in image of tree pointing and speaking). Hampton points 
finger in Aylmer, Walkerton. Wanted: witty one-liners, self-deprecating 
humour. Cabinet post no guarantee of success (small images of Mike Harris, 
John Turner, Ralph Klein, Bernard Lord, Wildrid Laurier, John Hamm, Kim 
Campbell, Pierre Trudeau.)

4 columns 
1/4 page 
high

medium/ 
large

no

Sept 5 The IRB's credibility gap A15 letters 
to the editor

Editorials: a wilted nation, assault isn't speech, passion and presidential 
campaigns, cartoon: (Russia, Germany, France reps giving USA rep thumbs 
down). Facing page: Comment: This islander says, go home, please. The end 
of the affair for Washington and Riyadh. Who supports Israel. Cartoon: (man 
at fancy dinner with woman says "my wife doesn't understand my text 
messages.")

1 column 
1/4 page 
high

small no
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Sept 13 Pakistani detainee ordered 
deported: suspected terrorist cell

A4 Canada 
right

Reyat Wed to Extremists: Air-lndia Bombing trial (court drawing of Reyat 
looking worried in beard and turban with book, presumably bible, in front of 
him). Martin discloses $2.6 M raised over summer. Ads: watch (image of 
watch). Ashley (image of wineglass), furniture (image of dining room set in 
nice house). Facing page: Boudria urges Ottawa not expel Saudi ambassador 
(image of Don Boudria with Mohammed Al-Hussaini, both smiling). Sampson 
For the record: Paul Martin, Gilles Duceppe, Peter MacKay, and Jack Layton 
quoted (small images of each of them). Don Boudria large quote saying Saudi 
ambassador helped him. Ads: Art Auction (image of painting), Estate Auction 
(image of furniture, watches, carpets, Jewels, man pointing). Jetsgo ad (image 
of boy playing baseball).

1 column 
full page

small no

Sept 18 Terror case against 31 to be 
revealed: Second Pakistani 
ordered deported

A6 Canada 
bottom right

Ads: B.C. Fire Relief (images of people at Sally Ann events and passing 
cheque). Hawaii. Battery monitoring. ABC Canada. Canada News: Air-lndia 
Suspect's Lover to tell 'Secrets.' Asylum-seeker killed my family, woman says" 
'we want him extradited' (image of street in Kosovo where bombing 
happened). Facing page: Canada: Canadian scientist will take plan into 
Hurricane Isabel to see how she blows out. Report on RCMP Whistle-Blower 
(image of Robert Read looking serious in suit and tie). 'Legitimate concern.' 
'First inkling of embassy wrongdoing reported in 1991. Ad: SUVs (images of 
SUVs).

3 columns 
1/4 page 
high

small no

Sept 22 Ottawa Speeding up Student 
Visas: Security Experts Leery, 
runciman sees risk U.S. will close 
border

A1 bottom 
left

Martin locks up leadership (images of Canadian Idol Ryan Malcolm and Paul 
Martin with caption 3.3 million votes for Idol vs 132,750 votes for PM). Calgary 
crews clinch South Pole rescue. Commentary: The real Martin must show up. 
Leaders to inside: Comparison between Martin and other unelected PMs, 
Winner watches from "the farm," Now is the time for PC and Alliance to 
merge, Martin's economic ideas are a mess. Bottom: 'Tour de force' finds 
stroke gene.’ Financial Post: Iraq startles: Finance minister says country will 
cap corporate tax at %15 and embrace foreign investment. National study 
says pharmaceutical workers will get the biggest raises next year, at 4%. Top: 
The lure of Miami (drawing of dog). Surprise Hero (image of teenager playing 
tennis).

1 column 
1/3 page 
high

small/ 
medium all 
caps

no

-> Runciman warns of economic 
damage

A4 Canada 
right 
column

Canada: Leaders spar as televised debate nears (large image of Howard 
Hampton with other NDP candidates and supporters). Second man arrested in 
ex-boxer's death (two images of suspects). Ads: Caribbean cruise. National 
Post subscribe ad (image of Ottawa Parliament Hill).

1 column 
full page 
high

small/ 
medium

no
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Appendix A: Selected Items

Sept 25 Sham 'Visa Schools' on Rise: 
Memo: Exclusive, Hong Kong 
embassy official warns of ties to 
crime; others perceive security risk

A1 top and 
right 
column

Ailing Pope cancels weekly audience (image of guard standing by chair where 
Pope would have been). Trials to begin for natural 'cold cure.' Unite-the-right 
talks overcome big hurdle. Parallel Prime Ministers: Marine assures B.C. fire 
victims of federal aid. Chretien tells caucus he is still needed. Dog has 
remarkable ears (small image of basset hound with very long ears). Ad: CIBC 
shopper drug mart card. Top: Survivor Panel: Lesbianism, men in skirts, and 
an oddly likeable pirate (image of woman and man in full beard and scraggly 
hair, both smiling). Diane Francis, why a Toronto-Rochester Ferry should be 
speeding ahead (image of woman smiling).

1 column 
full page 
high

large all 
caps

no

-> No 'master list' of legitimate 
schools

A13 
Canada left 
column

Provinces study N.B. program that lets foreign students stay extra year: 
Atlantic Canada seeking ways to keep skilled workers. Top: Asthmatic robber 
who demanded 'stack of fifties and sixties' surrenders (image of hawaiian 
shirt). Ad: Investor's Group ad (image of woman listening to man talking with 
his back to camera, hands gesticulating). Facing Page: full page ad: Computer 
sale.

1 column 
full page 
high

small no

Investigators seize refugee 'cheat' 
sheets: Project Thread: Men likely 
coached for interviews with 
officials, hearing told.

A14
Canada top 
right

Bar loses licence after patron dies in contest. Ads: grocerygateway shop online 
(image of bags of milk). Car ad (image of car). Facing Page: World: Germany 
may back UN resolution (images of Bush shaking hands with German 
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf, 
President of the Afghan Transitional Authority Hamid Karzai and Ghana 
President John Agyekum Jufuor). IMF says Arafat diverted US $900 million to 
account he controls. Pope Cancels Weekly Audience.

3 columns 
half page 
high

medium/ 
large

small image of Pickering 
nuclear power plant

Watching who gets in A21 
Editorials

MPs don't need a slush fund, the right to wear a hijab. Cartoon (Alliance and 
Conservative men in suits holding Road Map to Peace, third man watching 
thinks, "uh oh."). Letters: Stop targeting individuals in government. Wearing 
the Hijab, Road block to unity, The Male role in crisis. Radical centrists. Facing 
Page: Comment: The General faces political battles ahead, free advice fora 
new PM. Harper is from Mars - MacKay is from Venus. Cartoon (couple in 
theatre to see Madame butterfly, on stage is caterpillar, they are too early).

2 columns
4 inches

small/
medium

no
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Sept 26 Man who flew over nuclear plant 
poses no threat: ruling. Released 
on bond.

A4 Canada 
bottom left

Clean up' visa school racket, Ottawa told. McGuinty gives opponent what for 
(image of Ernie Eves with OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface at funeral of 
constable.) Ad: Watch (image of watch). Facing page: Martin mulling April 
election, sources say (image of Paul Martin talking with hands up in front of 
folded flags). Briefs: Stranded motorist spears man who stops to help with 
arrow. Eight-year-old boy recovering after accidental hanging. Pregnant 
woman jumps from car hijacked from plaza. Ads: Australian Government ad 
(image of Kangaroo Piggy Bank with money coming out of back). Car ad 
(image of Acura symbol on car).

2 columns 
1/3 page 
high

small no

Clean up' Visa school racket, 
Ottawa told: Jurisdictional gap 
between feds and provinces to 
blame: former ambassador

A4 Canada 
right side

McGuinty gives opponent what for (image of Ernie Eves with OPP 
Commissioner Gwen Boniface at funeral of constable.) Man who flew over 
nuclear plant poses no threat. Ad: Watch (image of watch). Facing page: 
Martin mulling April election, sources say (image of Paul Martin talking with 
hands up in front of folded flags). Briefs: Stranded motorist spears man who 
stops to help with arrow. Eight-year-old boy recovering after accidental 
hanging. Pregnant woman jumps from car hijacked from plaza. Ads: Australian 
Government ad (image of Kangaroo Piggy Bank with money coming out of 
back). Car ad (image of Acura symbol on car).

2 columns 
full page 
high

medium/ 
large all 
caps

no

Oct 9 Two Pakistanis linked to probe on 
terrorism deported

A2 bottom 
right

Chretien, Martin will attend Asper's Funeral. Liberal MP used Irving jets for fun, 
business (image of Liberal MP LeBlanc with Pierre and Sacha Trudeau and 
grandfather, former governor-general Romeo LeBlanc. Ads: Jewelry (image of 
ring). Women's Suits (image of woman in suit). Technology/Camera store 
(image of camera). Facing Page: Resurrecting a birchbark "Titanic' (full-colour 
image of people canoeing built as in 1700s). Ad: half page car ad (image of 
car).

1 1/2 
columns 4 
inches 
high

small no

Oct 11 Men Held in Terrorist Probe will 
sue: lawyer: Immigrants linked to 
sleeper cell not charged

A16 top left McGuinty goes back to school (image of smiling McGuinty wearing his former 
high school's sweatshirt with girls looking on clapping). 'Smart' underwear calls 
9/11 if wearer has heart attack. Ads: Estate Auction ( pointing and furniture, 
rugs, watch, paintings, diamond ring). Liquidation sale (image of rug). Car 
(image of car). Facing Page: Fintaine offers change, Nault says (image of 
Robert Nault talking into Microphone with top of native headdress in 
foreground). Aylmer meat probe. Canadians line up for lottery. Ad: AGO Art of 
Degas AmEx exhibit (image of statue "little dancer").

3 columns
6 inches 
high

medium/ 
large

no
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Appendix B

Number of items that mention the Project Thread detainees in 
The Globe and Mail and The National Post of

July, August, and September 2003
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Appendix B: Number of items by full week that mention the Project Thread detainees in 
The Globe and Mail and The National Post of July, August, and September 2003

Paper Number of items

GLOBE AND MAIL
Week 1 0
Week 2 0
Week 3 2
Week 4 19

Week 5 16
Week 6 5
Week 7 4
Weeks 1

Week 9 2
Week 10 1
Week 11 0
Week 12 0

NATIONAL POST

Week 1 0
Week 2 0
Week 3 1
Week 4 15

Week 5 4
Week 6 1
Week 7 1
Week 8 8

Week 9 0
Week 10 2
Week 11 0
Week 12 0
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